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This sale is just in time for purchasers of gents' and boys' shirting materials.
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Washington, May 11.
The indications for Portland and vicinity
are local rain followed by fair weather,
slightly

wanner.

The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont today are local rains,
followed by fair weather, winds generally
shifting to slightly warmer southeasterly.

duplicated.

RINES BROTHERS.

LOCAL WEATHEB REPORT.
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W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
STREET,

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

Et»tabliehed in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Cos at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Acoident Insurance.
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Alpena,Mich J29.
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Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are eiven up as incurable
I
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians.
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and .place of residence ana
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
OfflcelVoain-Oa. u>. to 9. p. m. aplOsutf
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Sad

household that
unhealthy dirt than a Carcarpet has been in use for
yet.
some time, sweeping· takes off only a
part of the dust and dirt, and the rest
settles down into the fibre. No ordinary
Hand beating
beating will remore it.
is ineffective, and the common beating
machine process but little better. Our
method is a thorough and effedtive one,
and the super heated steam as applied
by our process will effectually relieve
the Carpets of all impurities, thereby
promoting health aud comfort. Machine aud attachments patented and in

Clear

Carpets beaten at all seasons of the
year and in all kinds of weather.
Orders for Carpet beating1 should be
left the day before and the Carpets
should be ready for the team early in
the morning to insure return of Carpets
the day taken. Trucking: free.

DIED IN THE WOODS.

Startling

invited for the whole

or

"

Iron

70

44

40

"

be seen, and any further infor-

The above can
mation can be obtained on application to D. F.
Corser, Storekeeper, Portland, Me.
Delivery will be made on Company's premises
at Portland, Me.
As the above quantities arc only estimated, parties tendering are requested to name the maximum quantity which they will be willing to take.
Parties tendering are requested to name the
price per ton of 2240 lbs.
Intending purchasers should satisfy themselves
of the quality of the scrap, as no classification will

overcoats and a fur cap,indicating that death
A gold
must have occurred in the winter.
watch, and seventy-five dollars was found
From letters also found, it is
on the body.
supposed that the remains are those of DavThe
vld Savage of Cambridgeport, Mass.
man wore an Odd Fellows badge, and the
Odd Fellows at Vanceboro have taken his
It is thought that he
remains in charge.
strayed into the woods, was lost and perished
in the snow. Nobody in the vicinity ever
remembering of seeing him alive however.
Cammsidok, Mass., May 10.—The family
of David Savage, who disappeared from his
home over three months ago, received a tel-

be allowed after tenders are accepted.
No deductions or allowances will be made for
The purdirt, grease, or for any other reason.
chaser to pay for the full gross weight, and to accept the Company's weight. Terms: Cash on de-

livery.
Tenders endorsed "Tenders for Scrap," and addressed to the undersigned, will be received on or
before WEDNESDAY, 19th May.
JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
188C.
maylOd2t
Montreal, May 5th,

egram yesterday, from Vanceboro. Me., saythe
ing that his dead body had been found in
woods in that place. Mr. Savage was over
70 years old, and formerly carried on the exhad been
press business. No tidings of him
received of him up to Sunday since the day

ί CUSHMAW BROS. & CO. ))
84 Hawley SU Boston, Bass.^—

he

so

mysteriously disappeared.
MAINE.

Silk Curtains,

Change in Lighthouse Keepere.
Biddenobd, May 10.—Thomas H. Orcutt,

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,

of Sedgwick, Me., assistant keeper of Saddleback Lighthouse, lias been appointed
keeper of Wootl Island Light. Albert Nor
wood, the retiring keeper, has held that office

AND

UPHOLSTERYJHARDWARE.
VÏ

MAKE TUE Ο NX Y

GENUINE
Roller

BOLLEB,
1» Standard.
for them, take no other.

onr Stop
tWAek your Dealer
[ WHOLESALE.]

and

for thirteen years.
Arbor Day in Farmington.

Farmington, May 10.—Arbor day
celebrated by the graduating class of the
The exerState Normal School here today.
was

eodly

r2

ap

and thero was a
cises were very
large attendance. T&s was the first observance of the day by this school.
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New I88<5 model Koyal Mail
with Ball Head,—new<»rip-Kas

Kim,—no cement,—new l)e
tachahle Handle Bar,—nev
Dust Kliield. Wheelmen invitei
to examine at my store. Th
Wheel of the year. In great do
mand.—A few old pattern K05
al Mails at reduced, prices.

L
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BAILEY
Middle «tree·.
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adopted.

The second question : Who are admitted
These were Danwas taken up.
on trial?
iel B. Drew, Thomas A. Hodgdon, W. II.
Farout, George F. Bradford and Eli S.
Walker. C. II. Leverton was readmitted.
"And let
A closing hymn was then sung :
our

bodies part."

This was followed by prayer by the Bishop, after which the appointments were read.
This closed one of the largest and pieasantest gatherings the East Maine Conference
has ever held.
The appointments are as follows:
i\ Jl.

BAXOOB DISTRICT.
Osyood, Presiding Elder.

lianeor—First Church. A. S. I.adU.
Bangor—union street—tr. u. wogers.
Brewer and Eddington—Β. M. Wilkins.
Brownville'circuit—Wilson Lermond.
Carribou circuit—Supplied by J. H. Irwiue.
Carmel, Nealley's Corner and Newberg—S. T»

Page.
iTanforth circuit—To be aupplied.
Dexter—Ε. H. Boynton.

circuit—F. W. Towle.
Dover—J. VV. Day.
East Corinth and Corintli—A. J. Lockhart.
Forest City and Vanceboro—To be supplied.
Fort Fairfield circuit—Supplied by J. W. Price.
Glenwood circuit—Supplied by L. W. Glidden.
Guilford, Sangerville and Parknian—J. G. Crosby.
Dixmont

Hampden—F. E. Brown.
Houlton, Hodgdon and Linneus—W.

H.

Wil-

liams.

Harmony and Ripley—To be supplied.
Kingman. Macwahoc and Prentiss—Supplied by

L. W. Glidden.

Lagrange, Bradford and Argyle—E. S. Walker.

Lincoln and Mattawamkeag—W. F. Prince.
Levant and Exeter—Ammi Prince.
Mapleton Circuit—Supplied by S. M. Small.
Monticello—D. B„ Dow.
Moro—G. F. Bradford.
Newport, Detroit and Palmyra—C. A. Southard.

Oldtown and UppertStillwater—J. Tinling.
Orono—P. J. Robinson.
Fatten—Norman K. Marsli.
Pittsfield—W. H. Crawford.
St. Albans. Hartland and Corinna—E. Skinner.
Topsfield Circuit—Supplied by W. Hunter.
Sherman, Dyer Βγοοκ and Oakfield—Supplied
by M. H. Siprelle.
Winterport—A. A. Lewis.

Libby, Presiding Elder.
Alexander, Cooper and Mcddybemps—Supplied
M.
Kearney.
by
C. E.

Harbor—W. Baldwin.
Belfast—B. C. Wentworth.
Brooksvilleand Brookline—Supplied by W. A.
McGraw.
Bucksportand Prospect—S. L. Hanscoin.
Bucksport Centre and North BucKsport—Supplied by D. B. Phelan.
Calais—J. G. Haley.
Cutler—Sunplied by E. A. Carter.
Castiue—A. W. C. Anderson.
Columbia Falls, Columbia and Addison—D.
Smith.
Deer Isle—Supplied by T. E. Wliitam.
East Machias and Whiting—Supplied by C. H.
Fuller.
Eastport—M. G. Prescott.
Edmunds and Marion—Supplied by L. B.
*
Witliee.
Ellsworth and Trenton—V. P. Wardwell.
Franklin—Supplied by H. L. McCann.
Gouldsboro and Steuben—Supplied by E. S. W.
Bar

I

Messrs. Frye and Oingley Introduce
Bills Regarding It.

Hostility

Democratic

L. Brooks.
Lubec—C. II. Leverton.
Millbridtre and Cherryfleld—H. E. Frohock.
Milltown—G. G. Winslow.
Machias—T. H. Murphy.
Orland, East Bucksport and West Penobscot—
Η. W. Norton.
Orrington—I). H. Sawyer.
Penobscot and North Bluehill—R. L. Nanton.
Pembroke—B. S. Arey.
llobbinston, Charlotte and Perry—T. A. Hodgdon.
Searsport and North Searsport—C. L. Haskell.T.
South Orrington and Orrington Centre—W.

Harrington—T.

Singular

Death.

Wixthkop, May 10,-Mrs. William Lacroix, aged about CO years, had been indis.
posed some months, yet was abont the house
Saturday she was tttacked with internai
pains, as she had been before. A doctor wa!
summoned in the night, and an opiate administered to allay the pain, after whicli
she did not awake,
sleep ensued. Sunday
the day,
and could not be awakened during
in great pain, ant
At times she seemed to be
and sliortei
her breathing became shorter
lif<
until night, when the doctor pronounced
extinct.
Death of a Lewiston Mill Agent.

Lewiston, May 10.—David Pheteplace
died a
agent of the Androscoggin Mills,
midnight, aged 66. He was a native of Sut
ton, Mass., and came to Lewiston iron
Northbridge, Mass., in 1860, and has sinc<

L. Bangheart.
Sullivan—0. A. Maine.
Southwest Harbor. Cranberry Isles and Swan's
Island—Ο. H. Fernald and J. li. Conley.
Wesley and Crawford—Supplied by W. J. Kcl-

ley.

ROCKLAND DISTRICT.
C. A. Plummer, Presiding Elder.
Boothbay—W. F. Chase.
Bristol—Ε. A. Glidden.
Camden—J. K. Clifford.

China and Winslow—Supplied by Glidden Clin-

tou.

Thomaston—C. B. Besse.

Union—J. R. Baker.
Unity and Troy—9. II. Beale.
W.
Vassalhoro and Cross Hill—Supplied liy
Wood.
Waldoboro—0. Tyler.
....

Washington—To be supplied.
Westport—Supplied by Geo. Stillphen.
Windsor and Weeks Mills-Suppfied by S. Bick-

more.

Wiscasset—I. II. N. Wharff.
Woolwich—J. Biram.
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petition lias been
land Supreme court for the adoption or a constitutional amendment prohibiting
01
and sales of liquors on the ground of payment
registry taxes Dy others than actual voters.
A
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Thousands of Laborers

abundantly.

the
measures, if any, are necessary to
citizens while
persons and property of American
of the Doin
commerce
in
lawful
ports
engaged
minion of Canada, and to report by bill or otherwise.
to auintroduced a
Mr. Van

Returning

to

thorize the Union Pacific Railroad to build
branch roads. Referred.
The inter-State commerce bill was placed
before the Senate and Mr. Ingall's amendment was agreed to giving to the commission
the right to report to the United States
Circuit Court and get its speedy judgment
on complaints whenever the companies decline to obey an order of the commission.
An amendment was also agreed to, limiting
the bill in cases of common carriers whose
routes are partly by railroad and partly by
water when both are used for continuous
passage or shipment from one State to
another to such of those companies as are
under common control, management] or ar-
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Out.

Important Circular from Crand
Master Workman Powderly
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of the

Anarchist

The Morrison Tariff Bill Not to be
Guns

Boycotting,

Taken Up This Session.

and

Dynamite

Meetings Dispersed by the
Police

Condemned.
How

"Cold

A Slight Disturbance Among Striking
Switchmen.

Tea" is Dispensed at the

Nation's Capital.

A Strong

Appeal Against

the

Use

rangement.

At 5.50, without further action on the bill,
the Senate adjourned.

of Liquor.
[Special to the Press.]
10.—The seizure of
the schooner David J. Adams by Canadian
officials is not to be passed over in silence
by the friends of the American fisherman in
Congress, liills were introduced today in
the Senate and House by Senator Frye and
Congressman Dingley, authorizing the President to issue a proclamation limiting the
privileges of foreign vessels to the same
rights that are enjoyed by our vessels in
their ports. Though general in their scope,
they are intended to apply to this particular
case and are intended to give authority for
the seizure of Canadian vessels found exercising in our ports the rights that are denied
our vessels in Canadian ports, and the forfeiture of the vessel and cargo to the United
States. It is the fulfilment of a promise
made by Sir. Frye during the recent debate,
"To introduce a bill closing our ports to
Canadian vessels as soon as one of our vessels was seized." Resolutions on this subject were also introduced by Mr. Dawes of
Massachusetts—one calling on the State Department for information, and the other
authorizing the Senate foreign relations
committee to investigate the seizure.

Washington, May

Want the Anti-Butterine Bill Passed.
Senator Frye today presented petitions of
citizens of North Yarmouth and Cumberland, Me., praying for the passage of the
anti-butterine bill.

Hostility to
Measures.

Important

The two appropriation bills which were
posted last week, one in the Senate and one
in the House, will not be allowed to become
laws, without a bitter, and it is feared a prolonged struggle. The Democratic majority
in the House, in its unrelenting hostility to
Ci.

J lililllg

1UUK1U&

tllC

UJJUU11U.1U£

ux

American commerce and the protection of
American industries, will do their utmost to
defeat the Senate amendment to the post
office bill, which appropriates $800,000 for
carrying American mails in American
steamships, and the Republicans in the
House will labor equally hard to sustain it.
The Senate will undoubtedly insist upon the
amendment as long as there is the slightest
hope of success. It is feared, however, that
the enemies of the measure will prove too
strong, and will compel the defeat of the
amendment, or at least a large reduction in
the total amount appropriated. A year ago
when the 5400,000 amendment was added by
the Senate, it was near the end of a short
session, and in case the amendment had not
been agreed to an extra session would have
been necessary, and it is claimed that a desire to prevent this influenced some in
voting for the amendment. No such thing
can be claimed this year,
as Congress has
ten months longer before its time expires by
limitation, anil they-ofm if mroownry
summer and all the fall. Though the friends
of the
measure
acknowledge that the
chances for success are rather poor, they do
not by any means give up all hope of it. A
similar contest may be looked for over the
river and harbor bill. As passed by the
House it appropriates in round numbers
$15,000,000, fully two-thirds of which goes to
the South. It makes no appropriation for
the improvement of the Potomac river front
at Washington. Thousands of dollars are
devoted to the improvement of little streams
which, as one member of the House said, had
better be macadamized and made county
roads. There is no doubt bnt that it will be

considerably altered by the Senate, an appropriation for the Potomac added, and the
grand total greatly reduced. Should the
Senate not do this, it would not surprise a
great many if the President should exercise
It should be said to
his veto power upon it.
the credit of the Maine delegation that all
four of them voted against the bill on its

Prospects of the Tariff Bill.
There is quite a strong possibility that the
ninety odd members of the House who have
expressed their desire for an opportunity to
give utterance to their views upon that much
vexed and often discussed subject, the tariff,
will have to wait until next winter before
that opportunity is granted. It is reported
that the enemies of the Morrison bill intend
to make their fight in advance against taking
up the bill for discussion." This would be
the shortest way to dispose of the bill, and
in case it should be successful would undoubtedly shorten the session materially.

Eight Hundred Bar Rooms.
There are in the city of Washington 800
licensed bar rooms, of every description,
from the "gilded palace" to the lowest kind
of a dram shop. The license is $100 per
year for retail dealers, and §25 for wholesale
A little of the legislation proposed
dealers
by Senator Colquitt would not be out of
place.
Charges Against Hcuse Employes.
The House committee on civil service reform in a report made to the House today in
the matter of charges made against Warder
and Stealey, House employes in connection
with the Jeffersonville levee appropriation,
find that L. T. Warder, an employe of the
House, did receive the sum of $1,23θ from
certain persons interested in the success of
the Jeffersonville levee appropriation pending in the Forty-eighth Congress upon a pretense of influencing Congress in connection
therewith, and they recommend that L. 'Γ.
Warder be dismissed from the service of the
House. As to the case of O. O. Stealey, the
committee found he was not conneoted with
A resothe handling ef the mcrney paid in.
lution dismissing Warder from the service
of the House is attached to the report.
Minor Matters.
A petition, 200 feet long, and containing
50,000 names, has been sent from the Knights
of Labor of California to Congressman Morrow, praying that Congress will so legislate
as to prohibit the further immigration of
Chinese to the United States.

ORONO'S AFFLICTION.
Four of

Its

Prominent

Residents

Okono, May 10.—J. B. Chase and wife
prominent in business and church circles)
a

few hours of each other this

morning, aged 76 ; Israel N. Mansfield also
died this morning, aged 82, and his wife, the
AU had pneusame age, died yesterday.
monia.

May Report

Department
Agriculture.
to the

opiulon

anything

of

publishing

contrary, they were injurious iu the settlement of
the trouble. It becomes the duty of the executive board to meet everybody and go everywhere.
While they are doing this they must not De hampered by the action of those who do not know
what their task is. Keep quiet. Let your officers
it
and
their
do
you cannot find a
best,
Kesretard their progress.
do not
way
olutions do not prevent)· land-stealing, stocklife.
the
necessities
of
in
or
gambling
watering
If I had ray mind made up to rob a bank at midas
as
the
moral
of
resolutions
a
long
night string
law protesting against my contemplated action
would not influence me a parcticle. But if some
interested party would take the trouble to study
up the question and would inform himself as to
my right to rob and would stand guard at the
door of the vault I would not rob it at midnight if
What we want from our memhe did his duty.
bers is not gush or windy resolutions about our
rights. We know we have rights without passing
resolutions. Men who think, study and act are
abused.
The general assembly will meet in special session on the 25th of May in the city of Cleveland.'
From the receipt of this letter you must not address any communications to me, nor need you
expect an answer if you do. I have thousands of
letters piled up around me now and they never
can be read, much less answered by one uwn.
Diimw «nr» wro© mymticâo ific iiia.ll delivered at
my house has exceeded 406 letters per day. They
I must
camo from everybody and everywhere.
the part of the wheel horse instead of the
leader of a great movement, and our own members are responsible for it, I ask through the journals that 110 one send letters to me. From now
meets I will receive
until the general
I must formuno committees, answer no letters.
late a plan for the future and will not be Interfered with.
We have had some trouble from drinking members and from men who talk about buying guns
and dynamite. If men who possess money enough
to buy guns and dynamite would invest it In tne
purchase of some well selected work on Labor,
use. They will
they would put the money to good
It
never need guns or dynamite in this country.
does
not study
who
man
the
is my opinion that
the politics of the nation and the wants of the
a rifle.
The
people would make but little use ofcannot
be deman who cannot vote intelligently
the
or
If
either
oil
to
use
dynamite.
gun
pended
brain of man cannot work out the problem now
confronting us his hand alone will never solve it.
Κ I kill my enemy I silence him but I do not convince him. 1 would make a convert rather than a
corpse of my enemy.
But it is my duty to reach down and lift up the
man who has fallen a victim to the use of liquor.
If there is such a man within the sound of the
is
this
when
read, I
secretary's voice
ask him to stand erect on the floor of his assembly,
raise his hand to heaven and repeat with me these
never

Anarchist Meetings Dispersed.
were made by tlie Socialists and
Anarchiste to hold meetings yesterday to
consider the present state of affairs.
They
were led to understand that official vigilance
had slackened and that their gatherings
would not be molested, so in many of the
halls and rooms where they were wont to assemble they came together to be dispersed
by the police, and some of their members arrested and locked up.
Furniture Workers Upholding the

Attempts

play

assembly

Socialists.

Nearly all the striking employes of Rothschild's Sons' furniture factory returned to
work Saturday, but yesterday notified the
firm that they would not again return to
work until the Socialistic agitator of their
union, Stahlnecht, was released from arrest.
Mr. David Rothschild, as a member of the
Fdrniture Manufacturers' Union, has been
especially active in securing the arrest of
the man. Saturday evening brought all the
other members of the Union down upon
Rothschilds' men, and by threats of the
usual anarchial kind compelled them to
again strike.
Mr. Robert Kaufman, manager of the con
cern, has now notified the men that they
have all been discharged permanently, and
nrill
linf Î1
ramnin /ilnoan
hours' pay for 10
hours' work ; and under no consideration
would the firm have further communication
with them looking to any sort of a compromise. This action leaves about all the furniture workers in the city locked out, without any prospect of getting back without un-

they would return for

The Name of the Anarchist Paper to
be

of the Department of Agriculture indicates an improvement during April of two
points in wheat with a general average of
condition at 93. No marked change anywhere but a general slight advance is noted.
The May average last year was 70. The

port

has been favorable and crops more
advanced than usual. The condition of the
Cotton
rye average is 90; of barley 97.
planting has been delayed by cold rains on
the Atlantic coast and by overflows on the
season

Gulf coast. The proportion to be planted in
May averages 20 per cent. In average years
the proportion does not exceed 14 or 15 per
cent. The stand ie necessariy defective on
wet areas but replanting is rapidly filling the
gaps.
While the season has been more advanced
than usual north of the 378th parallel, the
heavy snow of early April in the West and
the excess of rain prior to April 15th, have
It is somewhat
retarded spring plowing.
more advanced than usual in the States between Maine and North Carolina, and in
Elsewhere in
Wisconsin and Minnesota.
the South, Central, West, Missouri Valley

Changed.

j

The Central Labor Union held a long seCommittees from
cret session yesterday.
the several groups reported upon the condition and upon the advisability of continuing
the publication of the A rboiter Zeitung.
Lengthy speeches were mado upon the recent outrages, and the police were heartily
of them
j abused,while a guard saw that none
come within hearing. The result of the long
conference was to the Union very important.
It was decided that the Arbeiter Zeitung
I shonld change its name.no specifications providing for a ehange of character were made.
It will hereafter be known as the Volks
lect.
Zeitung, and it is to be modeled after the
When I joined the Knights of Labor I left a
Volks Zeitung of New York.
trade union. 1 believe tne aims and objects of
I believe in combining all
our order come first.
A Second Strike In Cardiner.
the scattered battalions of labor's mighty host in
one grand union.
Labor-saving inventions, steam
Gardineh, May 10.—The steam saw mill
and electricity have forever broken the power of
one trade or division of labor to stand and legisof the Lawrence Brothers in South Gardiner
late for itself alone ; ànd, with a craft that sel
started up a few weeks ago on a new
no
I
for
itself
have
sympaalone,
fishly legislates
schedule of ten hours a day, as demanded by
thy. Well may we say of the men who are figntinu: us, "Forgive them, Father, for they know not
the Knights of Labor. This morning the
Break the power of tne Knights
what they do."
of Labor, and you hand laoor, bound hand aud
men struck in a body, the firm having anenemies.
foot, over to its
nounced their determination of going back
Year· ago I extended an invitation to men of all
trades to become part and parcel of the Knights
to the day of old time (11 hours) or else close
of Labor.
Today I stand ready to make every the mill entirely. It is hoped matters will
honorable concession, to do everything in honor to
be compromised and the mill again put in
bring about a better feeling between the trades
unions and the Knights of Labor. At a special
operation.
entire
trouthe
session of the General Assembly,
ble can and must be settled, if mistakes have
Decidedly More Hopeful.
if
be
must
wrongs
been made, they
rectified;
have been inflicted they must be righted. !But
Cincinnati, May 10.—The situation here
there is one thing that will not be done while I
is decidedly more hopeful today under the
stand at the head of this organization. It will
shadow of the strong military force.
not be used to further the schemes of individuals,
It will be subordinate to no
Another Strike of Tailors.
cliques er parties.
other organization on earth.
T. V. POWDERLY.
Philadelphia, May 10.—About 600 garment cutters and trimmers in various clothing establishments struck today for a
reduction of hours from ten to eight with
THE BROADWAY FRANCHISE.
ten hours' pay. It will have the effect of
throwing out of employment several thouBeJaehue
The Trial of Alderman
sand men, women and girls, all dependent
upon the cutters for work.
gun.

New, York, May

10.—The trial of Alder-

Π! W. Jaeline, for accepting α bribe of
$'-'0,000 to vote for the passage of the Broadway railway franchise, began today.
Of the 150 jurors drawn Saturday, 97 an-

swered when called. Of these 24 were examined and five selected as jurors leaving
seven to be chosen from the remaining 73.
Jaehne spends the night in the Ludlow street

jail.
DEATH DEALINC WINDS.

Conneiis ville, Ind., May 10.—A tornado
passed through Wayne county, 13 miles north
of here last night, destroying everything in
its track.

re-

10

j conditionally surrendering.

One woman and two men are re-

ported killed.
Washington, May 10.—The May crop

Encouraging

Brethren.

Trouble with the Switchmen.
The Western Indiana road made an attempt to replace its striking switchtenders
at Fortieth street, but did not meet with
much success. Six men were sent out in the
afternoon and four of them soon quit, while
the other two were guarded by a force of
police. During the afternoon some unknown
person threw a switch at Thirty-ninth street
and three cars were derailed. A large crowd
gathered around the cars and began to jeer
and laugh at one of the new switchmen near
by. He became enraged and flourished a
revolver. The crowd closed around him and
the police had to drive the mob away. The
man ran for his life, the crowd chasing him
with yells and cries of "Hang him." He was
overtaken and again surrounded. The police
used their clubs freely and dragged the badly
scared man away from his pursuers. The
policeman who rescued him, being in citizens' clothes, the man thought he was a
striker and fired a shot at him. It fortunately missed the officer. In attempting to fire a
second time, the man wounded himself in
The mob was dispersed, and the
the eye.
The switch
man was taken to the hospital.
shanty of the Chicago and Western Indiana
««·
and
Stewart
avenu».
40th
street
road at
> ·ΐ|ίΐιι.
ilis supposed to
burned <)»«·■'
nave been the work of an incendiary.

Throe Persons Killed by a Tornado
In Wayne County, Indiana.

THE CROPS.

Chicago

material.
A committee of the striking freight handlers called on Agent Belse of the Fort Wayne
road this morning to effect a settlement.
They were instructed to say to him that all
must be taken back or none would go to
work. He answered the committee with a
refusal to agree to such terms and said he
would discharge none of the imported men
who wished to stay.
The Wabash strikers were notified that
they would have to agroe to quit the freight
handler's union. They agreed to do so and
all returned to work, but some were put in
other departments and the new men were retained.
The Louisville, New Albany and Chicago
refused to take back its old men. The company said they had a full complement of
new men and would not discharge them.
The Grand Trunk took back all its old men.
One hundred out of the 150 Illinois Central
strikers responded to the company's notice
that after this morning none of them would
be taken back and returned to work. The
places of the others are filled with imported
All the
men who will not be discharged.
freight handlers who struck at tho Michigan
to
work
this
Central freight yards went back
When the committee called on
morning.
the Chieago and Alton they were told that
none of the strikers would be re-employed.
The Lake Shore strikers were all reinstated
at the old rate of pay. At the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois freight house a few only of
the fitriters were taken back.

forward of the real men of our order to set us
right before the world.
We have been losing ground so far as public
is coueerned for some time. One of the
to be done
causes is that we have allowed thing
under the name of the Kaigbts of Labor for which
the organization was in no way responsible. I ask
of our members to keep a jealous eye upon the
laboring men who never labor, and when they
to our order In your locality, set
charge
the seal of your condemnation upon it at once by
it.
deuylng
If a paper criticises the Knights of Labor or its
offlfers, do not boycott, and if you have any such
not long
boycotts on remove them. A journal
since made some uncomplimentary allusions to
of
the
Master
Workman
Knights of
the General
Labor, and at the next meeting of the assembly a
and not
the
w
as
to
paper,
vote
boycott
passed
tl at aloue but every person who advertised in
the columns of the paper. I wrote to the assembly asking that they remove the borcott, and It
was done.
Let me direct your attention to a few little
abuses. I find that wherever a strike occurs, appeals for aid are scattered broadcast among the
assemblies. Do not pay one cent for such purposes in the future, unless the appeal comes from
your own district assembly or the general assembly. If boycott notices are sent to you, burna
them.
Our order has been used as a tall for
huudred kites, and in the future it must soar aloft
I hate the word boycott.
free from all of them.
I was boycotted ten years ago, and could not get
It Is a bad pracfor
months.
trade
at
work
my
tice. It has been handed to ut by capitalists. I
ha ve no use for it only when everything else fails.
In the future the general executive board must
not be interfered wrth In the performance of its
duty. If you have coitfidence in them, sustain
them and obey them ; if not, ask for their resignation. While the board was endeavoring to setin
tle the Southwestern trouble, assemblies
some places, with the best of intentions, were
resolutions condemning
and

"1 am a Knight of Labor. I believe that every
slavery,
man should be free from the curse of
whether the slavery appears in the shape o! moThe
firmest
link
or
nopoly, usury intemperance.
in the chain of oppression is one I forge when I
No man
drown manhood and reason in drink.
can rob me of the brain my God has given me nn
less 1 am a party to the theft. If I drink to drown
grief, I bring grid to wife, child and sorrowing
friends. I add not one iota to the sum of human
happiness when I invite oblivion over the rim of a
glass. If one moment's forgetfulness or inattention to duty while drunk brings defeat to the best
of labor's plans, a lifetime of attention to duty
I promise never again
alone can repair the loss.
to put myself in such a position."
If every member of the Kulglits of Labor would
only pass a resolution to boycott strong drink so
far as he is concerned for five· years an* would
labor question from
pledge his word to study the
its different standpoints, we would then have an
invincible host arrayed on the side of justice.
We have through some unfortunate misunderstanding incurred the enmity of several trades unions. while I find no excuse for the unmanly attack by some of these people at a time when we
stand face to face with a most perplexing question, neither can I see any good reason why there
should be any cause for a quarrel. We must have
If I
no clashing between men of labor's army.
am the cause of the trouble I stand ready at a
of
one
for
moment's notice to make way
any
my rivals whom the general assembly may se

Anarchists

Chicago, May 10.—The excitement over
the labor troubles this morning was princiIn
pally confined to the lumber district.
that section great crowds assembled at an
early hour to see whether any of the old
hands in the yards and planing mills would
return to work. Later in the morning all
the sash, door and blind factories in the district started up and about 1,500 men went to
work. They will get nine hours pay for
eight hours work. The planing mill men
said they would start up but could not as
they are dependent on the lumber yards for

NOBLE OBDEB OF KNIGHTS OF LABOR
OF AMEB1CA.
Philadelphia, May 3.
To the Order Everywhere, Greeting:
The response to the secret circular issued 011
March 13 has been so general, and the endorsement of the sentiments contained in it lias been
so unanimous that I feel encouraged and strengthwork.
the
Nearly four thousand
in
ened
assemblies have pledged themselves to act
in
the circular of the
on
advice contained
13th ult. I feel that It only requires the coming

passing

Louis
Their

man

Stricken Down with Pneumonia.

died within

St.

Chicago, May 10.—The Daily News publishes the following secret circular which
has been received by the Knights of Labor
of Chicago and will be read in the various
assemblies during the coming week :

Settling

a

Creat Estate.

Boston, May 10.—The inventory of the
estate of the late Thomas VVentworth Tierce
of Topsfield was filed in the Essex probate
court to-day. In its aggregate it is probably
the largest estate ever recorded in the Essex
court of probate. The total amount is $7,036,343, which include» §31,800 in real estate
in Massachusetts; §0,499,214 in
personal
property in Massachusetts and $494,999 in
real estate in Texas.

Relating to Oleomargarine.
Chicago, May 10.—The Live Stock Exchange to-day unanimously passed resolutions opposing the passage of any law prohibiting or taxing the manufacture or sale of
oleomargarine .for the reason that leading
chemists having pronounced oleomargarine
and butterine healthful articles of foo,d Congress has no right to place restrictions upon
the manufacture or sale of such products.

Another Broker Failed.
New Yokk, May 10.—George F. Dickinson, of the Stock Exchange, lias failed.

.bill

Wyck

Work.
The Excitement in the

An

—

protect

AT CHICACO.

Order Wholesome Advice.

ton.

Burnliam and Benton—J. S. Thompson.
Cushing and South Waldoboro—Supplied by M.
"W. Newbert.
Dainariscotta and Mills—J. B. Chadwick.
Dresden—J. A. Morelien.
East Boothbay and South Bristol—W. L. Brown.
East Knox and Morrill—W. B. Eldridge.
East Fittston and Whitefield—Β. B. Byrne.
Friendship—C. Rogers.
Georgetown and Arrowsic—Supplied by W. B.
Jackson.
I.iucolnville and Nortliport—S. S. Gross.
Montvilie and Palermo—E. S. Graham.
North and East Vassalboro—J. P. SImonton.
North and West Waldoboro—.J. H. Bennett.
J'ittston and Clielsea—M. X. Bridghani.
Rockland—L. L. Hanseoni.
Rockport—C. I. Mills.
Round Γοηΰ and Bremen—W. W. Ogier.
Searsmont—'W. H. Faroat.
Sheepscot Bridge -T. R. Fenticost.
Soutliport—J. υ. l'ayson.
M. DunSouth Thomaston and Vinal Haven—S.

QUIET

ALL

Important

to

Appropriation Bills.

Piatt.

Surry—C.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and

statistics, Bishop Warren.

BUCK6PORT DISTRICT.

50 Tons.

Steel ltalls

a

Vaxckijouo, May 10.—Parties who were
searching for Mayflowers in the woeds near
hefe yesterday, came upon the remains of a
man somewhat passed middle age. The body
It had on two
was somewhat decomposed.

Estimated Weight.
Scrap

During

The Body of the Missing Cambridge,
Mass., Man Found in Vanceboro.

any

portion of the following old ninterinl.
Iron

Developments

Search for Mayflowers.

OLD MATERIAL FOR SALE.

on

Northport.

the body as soon es the wind goes down.
The young men were greatly beloved by
this community and their bereaved parents
have the heartfelt sympathy of the whole
community. They were returning from the
mouth of the Songo where they had been
S.
fishing.

sndlw

may8

Accident on Sebago Lake Sun-

the young men Fred Murch was seen to let
go his hold on the boat and sink. Albert
Murch aud Jordan were rescued with much
difficulty ana carried to one 01 tne îsianas.
Jordan was bleeding profusely from the
mouth and died shortly after landing on the
Albert Murcli was insane for a
Island.
Fred Murch was
time but has recovered.
drowned and the locality will be dragged for

Carpet Beating Rooms,
No. 13 Preble St., Opp. Preble House.

Day;

A collection was taken for the seminary.
A communication from Dr. Baldwin, of
the New England Conference, on the Chinese question was read and adopted.
W. H. Williams was elected agent to publish the minutes next year ; D. H. Sawyer,
trustee of the conference; L. L. Hanscom,
transportation agent next year; W. T. Jewell, to preside at the next eampmeeting at

(Special to the Press.)
Raymond, May 10.—A small sail boat containing three young men—Fred Mureh, liis
brother Albert and Augustas Jordan—was
capsized near the Dingley islands, Sebago
Lake, at about noon yesterday. The accident was seen from the shore by two men
who chanced to be near, and they took a
boat and pulled out to them as soon as they
could through the rough water, the wind being very high. When some distance from

—

D. Knox.
At 8.30 a. m., was held the conference session. The first half hour was taken up by
devotional exercises led by B. L. Arey.
The minutes were then read and approved.
These reports of the committee were read
and adopted : on temperance, W. H. Williams ; on Sunday schools and tracts, S. L.
Hanscom ; on the Bible cause, G. G. Winslow ; on church extension, W. L. Brown ; on
missions, O.A. Plummer; on stewards, J.W.

were

ing Excursion.

FOREST CITY m HOUSE

Wintkbport, May 19.—The prayer meeting at 5 o'clock this morning was led by J.

Fair

Two Young Men Lose Their Lives
Whil· Returning from a Fish-
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THEIR BOAT CAPSIZED.

a

List

Resolutions of regret at the departure of
Mr. Palmer for another field of labor ; of
sympathy with the education society; complimentary to Bishop Warren, Doctors
Twonibly, Buckley and Spencer; of thanks
to the people of Winterpcrt for hospitality

K. A. KlNMEY,
Private, Signal Corps, U. 8. A.
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and on the Pacific coast it is below the averStates, the prepaage. In the corn-growing
rations for seeding is later than in the reis grown more
small
grain
where
gions

KNICHTS OF LABOR.

Maine

Conference.

New Loudon

IQEDICAL ROOMS

SJ^ PORTLAND,

Sessions of the East

S«

Clairvoyantand Botanic Physician

The Seizure of the Fishing Schooner
Discussed.

Democratic

si

DR. Ε. Β. REED,

Wrought

Augusta Wants a Fire System.
Augusta, May 10.—At a general meeting
of citizens this afternoon, it was voted by a
majority of 3G5 to instruct the city council to
make a contract with the Augusta Water
Company for building a fire system. The to-

Closing

Charleston...

are

from the other building. The furniture was
saved. Loss from $500 to $600. Partly insured. The fire was,caused by the bursting
of a kerosene lamp.

tal vote cast was 1297.

Observation. «S

sn2w*

an29

Tenders

conducting the business.

Another Kerosene Lamp Proves Disastrous.
Monmouth, May 10.—The dwelling house
of Charles Towns was entirely consumed by
fire early this morning. The house was connected with tbe barn by an ell and shed, but
fortunately the barn and shed were saved.
A »fcrrm£-northwest wind carried the flames

ο «

entirely
wards remuneration, as their cures are miraculous.
Mental Healing is easily learnt ; my students can
of healing successfully after
practice this method
being taught by me; only persons of good moral
character are accepted as students. For information as regards formation of classes and terms,
address G. 8., 235 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

AND

aid Mr. Viles in

Place of

SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALING.
can easily procure a practice
metaphysician
be
satisfactory to him as re-

—

Tim Pond Sporting Crounds Sold.
New Portland, May 10.—Mr. Julian K.
Viles of North New Portland, has purchased of Kennedy Smith his Tim Pond sporting
grounds and buildings, including all his interest at Tim Pond and Seven Ponds, and in
all that section, and leased his home farm
for five years.
For the present Smith will

THE METHODISTS.

EALING

A
which will

in

Cloudy Cloudy Cloudy

Thenno'ter

I shall visit Portland about May 22d, to give a
course of lessons in Mental Healing ; any lady or
gentleman who would like to learn a profession
which will enable them to earn a handsome compensation would do well to learn the

There is 110 article
collects more
After a
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tempt to hang himself. Ile lias been suffering for some months with a mental difficulty.
At a special meeting of the board of aldermen today, he was adjudged Insane and was
taken to the asylum at Augusta.
Dignitaries Throwing the Fly.
Weld, May 10.—Fishing is getting to be
very good in Weld Pond, and the arrivals the
past w«ek have been large. Among them
are Hon. S. J. Chadbourne of Augusta,
Judge W. AV. Virgin of Portland, Hon. S. S.
Marble of Waldoboro, Hon. Geo. D. Bisbee
of Buckfield, Col. H. M. Sprague of Auburn,
Ε. E. Hastings, Esq,, of Fryeburg, Π. 0.
Stanley, fish commissioner of Dixfield, and
others.

—
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METEOROLOGICAL HEl'OBT.
(May 10, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at ail stations.

Iel7»nly

—

Portland, Me., May 10, 1886.
111 A Ml 3PM ι 7PM |11 PM

Α M

Barometer 30.029 30.029
58.0
Thermo'r. 63.7
38. U
Oew Point i38.8
HumTdity. ,57.6 47.7
SE
Wind
INW
7
Velocity... 14
Fair
Weather.. I Clear
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Telepho.vk 701.

WEATHER.

THE

For ladies' and children'» dresses
there is nothing more desirable
this year than Seersuckers, and
prices are less than these can be

myll

daily, first week ; 75 cents per
*hree insertions or less. $1.00, con-

square,

/*

weex

regular 12 1-2
reduced to 9 1-2

2000 yards of
cent qualities
cents per yard.
One case 8 cent quality at i
for 25 cents.

"square."

a

Androscoggin Mills as overseer,
superintendent,and for,the past year as agent.
Attempted Suicide at Bath.
Bath, May 10.—Early yesterday morning,
Andrew J. Percy made an unsuccessful at-
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HOUSE.

Washington, May 1C.
In the House of Representatives today, under the call of States, a bill was introduced
by Mr. Dingley of Maine, to limit the commercial privileges of vessels of foreign countries in ports of the United States, to such
purposes as are accorded to American vessels in the ports of such foreign countries.
This bill provides that when any foreign
country shall exclude any American vessels
from any commercial privileges in the ports
of such foreign country, the President shall
issue his proclamation limiting the commercial privileges of vessels of the same character of such foreign country in Dorts of the
United States to such privileges as are accorded to such American vessels. Referred.
By Mr. Breckenridge of New York, a preamble and joint resolution reciting, that
Whereas, there was on April 30,1886, in the
treasury the sum of 866,607,005.80, which is
bearing no interest, and on the same day there
were outstanding subject to be ealld at the option
of the United States $163,776,366 of three per

hills and Portlands played an exciting game
at Riverside this afternoon before 550 spectators, resulting in the defeat of the visitors.
The features of the game were the batting of
Kearns and Munce, and the catehiug of
O'Rourke. The umpiring was poor.
The
score

:

Sale of the Boston Post.
Boston, May 10.—The sale of a controlling interest in the Boston Post to Benjamin
Kimball and associates was consummated today, and among the new directors cnosen are
Derwin E. Ware, Benjamin Kimball, Edwin
Bacon and Otis Kimball. The annual meeting of the stockholders will take place next
At a ^meeting of the new board
Saturday.
today, Edwin M. Bacon was elected editor,
and he will take charge next week.
A Fierce Tornado at Blalrsvllle, Pa.
Blajbsville, Pa., May 10.—Λ heavy hail
storm passed over this place this evening
and was followed by a fierce tornado which
swept from Salina along the valley of the
Conemaugh river, cutting down trees and
destroying numerous small out houses and
barns. It caused the water on the river to
rise to the height of 72 feet. The wind cloud
was in the form of an inverted water spout
which revolved about, traveling across »»<l
»j» «το TTtrt&in uulll Η readied the new Coketown bridge, an iron structure 520 feet long.
The bridge was lifted bodily from its abutments and tossed about like a shuttle cock,
finally dropping back to its place badly
twisted. The tornado left the river at this
and continued across thdCQUHtll'.hlovrpointdown
telegraph ροκ», trees, coke ovens,
mg
The loss cannot
smoke stacks and barns.
be approximated. No casualties are reported.
Bold Talk of St. Louis Anarchists.
Sl. Louis, May 16.—The Anarchists of
this city, who number about 100, held a meeting yesterday, and after indulging in several
of the usual incendiary speeches, adopted resolutions charging the police of Chicago with
trampling on the freedom of the press, stealing the property of the workingmen's papers
and with manslaughter ; including tne action of their brothers in Chicago, denouncing
the police of that city for killing defenceless
workmen, unlawfully breaking up their
meetings and confiscating their papers, and
their intention to emulate their brothers of
Chicago, and to uphold the red flag as the
standard of freedom, equality and brotherhood.
FOREICN.

Gladstone's Bill In the Commons.
London·, May 10.—In the Commons to-day
Gladstone moved the second reading of his
Home Rule hill.
Gladstone made a lengthy argument in
He was followed by
support of the bill.
Hartington who on rising was greeted with
had ever stopParnell
if
asked
cheers. He
ped short of asking for the complete independence and restoration of Ireland to her
place among the nations of the world. With
reference to
submitting an alternative
measure he failed to remember a single inGladstone had taken the
in
which
stance
course he now asked the dissentientes to
take who were unprepared to suggest in
what direction the measure before the House
could be immediately revised. He believed
that the concession made to-night would not
In conmeet the demands of Chamberlain.
clusion he moved that the bill be read six
months hence.
When Gladstone entered the House of
Commons today he was loudly cheered. The
House was packed, but there was no such
rush as on the day the bill was introduced,
still the peers', speakers',strangers' and ladies' galleries were filled to their utmost capacity. The Premier's speech evoked no notable demonstration from any quarter and
was heard throughout in comparative silence, even the Parnellites showing no enthusiasm. As an oratorical effort the speech
was quite unequal to that in which Gladstone introduced the bill. The vagueness of
his language on the powers the bill proposed
to confer on the Anglo-Irish commission
gave
general dissatisfaction and failed
to conciliate the Chamberlain radicals.
Chamberlain, Goschen and Hartington had
the lobby arranging the
a conference in
The
"whip" to secure votes from all sides.
bill
are very discontended
of
the
supporters
at the prospect of the length of the debate
under Gladstone's refusal to give it day to
day consideration. It is the opinion of the
lobby that if defeated Gladstone will resign
and not ask for the dissolution of Parliament and that the Queen will summon Hartington to form a new cabinet.
Debate was adjourned until Thursday.
Ireland's Affairs.
Dublin, May 10.—It has been learned that
constables in Ulster are engaged in the task
of collecting the names and addresses of all
persons in the district who during the past
three years have purchased arms and ammunition. It is believed the government intends to disarm the Loyalists in Ireland, and
that Mr. John Morley s motion to continue
the coercion act of 1881was made with a view
to its application in the interests of public
order.
A Crisis In Creece.

XLlXth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

Athens, May 10.—-The king met the
cabinet at noon to-day and accepted their re-

SENATE.

Washington, May 10.
Senator Frye today introduced a bill to
limit the commercial privileges of vessels of
foreign countries in ports of the United

signation.

CtlMtKAL

IMtWa.

States to such purposes as are accorded to
In the Methodist Episcopal General ConAmerican vessels in the ports of such foreign countries. In introducing the bill Mr. ference at liichmond, Va., yesterdaj'. Dr. M.
in
Senheld
the
to
the
debate
referred
S.
Chapman of Missouri introduced a preFrye
ate some weeks ago on the subject of the
amble and resolution in relation to the conbeen
in
that
had
stated
debate,
fisheries. It
federation of the Methodist Episcopal
he said, that there was already a law of the
Church south, and the Methodist Episcopal
United States authorizing the President to church north. The matter was referred to a
the
under
of
United
States
closo the ports
committee.
certain circumstances. Mr. Frye had carefully examined that law and all other laws
Brookings Relief Corps^
on the subject and was not satisfied on the
point indicated. He believed the laws re(Kennebec Journal.)
ferred to were intended to apply to discrimiBrookings Belief Corps, No. 40, Pittston,
nating duties and to tonnage and port
Mrs, Geo.
charges but not to the condition of things was instituted last Wednesday, by
now existing between the United States and
Stone, State Installing Officer, assisted by
Canada. Mr. Frye thought α law authoriz- Mrs. Ε. Λ. Burnell and the officers of Ileath
ing the President to issue his proclamation j Belief Corps.
This Corps starts out with 16
should be clear and unmistakable in its
charter members and is officered as follows :
terms, and that iji addition to the responsibility of issuing a proclamation he should President, Mrs. C. II. Dunton ; vice presinot have the responsibility of undertaking
dent, Mrs. W. Π. Dudley; chaplain, Mrs. J.
to determine the meaning of the law. llenco
M. Treop ; secretary, Miss M. B. Dunton ;
Mr. Frye introduced the present bill.
treasurer, Miss E. Lord ; conductor, Mrs. N.
Mr. Dawes offered the following resolutions, both of which were agreed to without A. Beed; guard, Mrs. M. A. Kerr; past presdebate :
ident, Mrs. F. A. McLeod. The growth of
Kesolved, That the President be requested to
the W. S. B. Corps in this State this year has
communicate to the Senate if. In his opinion, not
incompatible with public interests, any informabeen gratifying to its members, this making
tion in the possession of the government con14 corps that have been added since October,
cerning the seizure of the United States Ashing
The total membership is now :!056,
1885.
schooner David J, Adams while in lawful comthe prospect of its being largely inwith
Canmerce in one of the ports of the Dominion of
creased before the annual convention iu
ada, aud what measures, if any, have been taken
June. The growth and extension of the orto protect fishing veisels of the United States
der in the State the past year is due to the
while engaged in lawful commerce ill the ports
of
Canada.
of the Dominion
efficient and faithful efforts of the State
Kesolved, That the committee on foreign relaPresident, Mrs. Λ. M. Sawyer of Portland,
tions be instructed to inquire whether the
and her able staff of officers. They inaj
United States Ashing vessel David J. Adams has
well be satisfied with the splendid results acbeen seized while engaged In lawful commerce In
what
complished during their administration.
a portion of the Dominion of Canada, and

[

HAVERHILLS.
ΛΒ. R. IB. TB.
4
112
4
2
2
5
ο
2
0
2
2
3
4
0
0
0
0
4
2
2
4
1
0
0
4
0
l
1
1
c— 4
1
1
4
1

McGarr, 3b
Munce, rf
Carl, ss
Bresnehan, lb
Hawkes, 2b

Slattery, cf
Harmon, 11
Vadeboncceuer,
Murphy, ρ
Totals

34

S

θ

PORTLANDS.
AB. R. IB.
1
4
0
5
3
5
1
1
lb. 4
1
4
0
1
4
2
0
0
4
0
0
4
0
4
0
3
1
Ο

•

Galllgan, If

Kearns, ss
Wheelock, rf, 3b,
Hatfield, 3b, ρ
Sheffler, cf....
O'Rourke. c
Spence,2b
Cavanagh, lb, ρ
McKlnley, p, rf
Totals

1

Innings

36
2

Α.
0
2
2
1
1
ο
8
0
4
4
ο
1
10
8
2
0 13

PO.

14

27

TB.

PO.
2
2
2
1
3
0
0
0
Ο

1
β
2
2
4
0
0
0
Ο

E.

0
Ο
Ο
1
0
0
0
ο
3

20

10

A.

B.

0
0
Ο
1
0
1
3
1
0
1
10
1
1
4
4
1
3

9 15 24 12
7
3 4 C 0 7 8 9

10

Haverhills
1 002005 Ox— 8
l 0030021 0-7
Portlands
Earned runs—Haverhills, 3; Portlands, 2
Home runs—Sheffler, Munce.
Buses stolen—
Kearus, O'Rourke. McGarr, Munce, Carl, Slattery
Two base bits—McGarr,
2, Vadeboncreur 2.
Bresnehan, Kearns, Wheelock, Hatileld. Passed
balls—VadeboncuMir, 0. Wild pitches—Murphy,
Cavauagh 2. First base on errors— Haverhills, 1 ;
Portlands, 1. Struck out—by Murphy, 11; McKinley, 1 ; Hatfield. 1 ; Cavauagh, 4. Double

plays—Munce and

McGar. Left on bases— Port4.
Umpire—ShaugUnessey.

lands, 3; Haverhills,
Time—2

honrs, 80 minutes.
OTHER

cent, bonds;

Resolved, that the secretary of the treasury be
directed to call in $51,000,000 of said three per
cent, bonde, $17,000,000 to be called for presentation June 30,1886; $17.000,000 July 31,
1886 ; and $17,000,000 August 31,1886.
The sole purpose of the resolution is to
call in $51,000,000 of said three per cent,
bonds and pay therefor with a portion of the
said sum and constitute the said bonis so
called a portion of said fund.
By Mr. Bland of Missouri, providing that
any holder of standard gold or silver coin
may deposit the same with the treasurer or
any government depository in sums of not
less than $10 and receive therefor notes to be
All
called coin notes of the United States.
other coin notes issued heretofore are to be
cancelled and new notes are to be issued
therefor The secretary of the treasury is
directed to maintain a reserve of not more
than $100,000,000 in gold and silver coin for
the redemption of legal tender notes and an
additional reserve equal in amount to the
outstanding coin notes issued. All other surplus revenue not required for the payment
of the current expenses of the government
shall be paid out monthly in the redemption
of tho interest bearing debt that may be subject to call. Provided that not more than
$15,000,000 shall be paid in any one month.
At 4.40 p. m. the House adjourned.

DfRECTION.
10.—The Haver-

ANOTHERSTEI* IX THE WRONG

Haverhill, Mass., May

GAMES.

Boston—Newburyports,

At

Blues, 1.
3.

At St. Louis—St Louis,

8;

Boston

5; Kansas Citys,

At Chicago—Chicagos, 7 ; Bostons, 1.
At Detroit—Détroits, 9; New Yorks, 2—
seven innings ; stopped by darkness.

MAINE'S ICE CROP.

and Penobscot Rivers.
"C. L. M." writes the Boston Journal that
recent interviews with a number of ice men
on the Kennebec and Penobscot rivers reveal the fact that there are only about 90,000 tons of ice remaining unsold on these two
rivers. This is an exceptionally small quantity, owtsg to the short harvest on the Kennebec, and it is expected that the ruling
price for ice this summer will exceed that of
The total caany other season since 1880.
pacity of the ice henses on the Kennebec
river is 1,200,0β0 tons ; but this year only
578,500 tons were secured, quite a large part
of which was cut under contracts that run
alone from vear to ν.ΜΓ
and for which the
dealers will get but seventy-five cents a ton,
no matter how prices may be offered other
companies. Such dealers will lose money
this year, as owing to the advanced cost of
natherinK the ice at least seventy-five cents
a ton will have to be obtained for the product to pay for the expense of gathering,
housing and loading it upon the vessels, thus
leaving dealers nothing for interest on the
capital invested, which amounts to about
one dollar for every ton capacity of the ice
houses. Much of the ice stored this winter
on the
Kennebec was unfit for domestic
purposes and the quantity now remaining
on hand is very small. Some ice has been
sold this spring for $1.50 a ton, but 82 is the
price now asked for the 50,000 tons remainOn the
ing on hand on the Kennebec river.
Penobscot river a more prosperous season
was enjoyed.
Seeing that the season was
going to be a favorable one some of the ice
companies largely increased the capacity of
their houses, and before the season closed
175,500 tons were gathered, of which amount
about 5,000 tons were stacked outside of the
houses. At the present time about 40,000
tons remain unsold, for which it is exj-ected
at least 82 per ton will be obtained.

Our Summer Resorts.
It will be remembered that II. 15. Bru»..,,
the celebrated marine painter of our city,
painted some pictures of Mt. Desert scenery
for the Maine Central Railroad Company.
Mr. J. B. Ham, the Maine Commissioner at
the New Orleans Exposition has sent the
following letter to Mr. F. E. Boothby, general passenger agent of the road :
Lewiston, May 8,1880.
F. K. Boothby, Esq., Portland, Me.:
Dear Sir—I send you today the paintings of Mt.
Desert scenery which you so kindly loaned for exhibition at New Orleaus and trust they will reach
you in good condition and 1 think they will as
they were carefully packed under my personal
supervision. These paintings were much admired
and received very favorable comment from thousands of visitors and I hope have done some good
towards calling attention towards Maine's favorite watering place.
Bar Harbor and Poland Springs are the two
places of all others in our State, which bave a decided national reputation. I have heard this from
nearly a year's residence in the South, where I
have met people from every State and territory of
our Union, as well as mauy from Mexico and tu·
Central and South American States. >»"« ™re'y
found a person who had lu>t nearu of 1 oland
at New
Springs and Bar Harbor. The exposition
Orleaus auU the exhibit of our State there has
done us some good In the increased knowledge of
our resources and particularly of our advantages
as a summer resort and the people of the South
are gradually but surely becoming better able and
more disposed to come to this summer camping
more busground of the Republic, and this meansand
hundiness for railroads, hotels, steamboats,
reds of other interests.
J. B. Ham.
Truly yours,

Francis Murphy and the Minstrels.
During α recent visit of Haverly's minstrels
at Delaware, Ohio, Francis Murphy, the
temperance advocate, happened to be in the
town. Mr. Murphy is an honorary member
of Haverly's Temperance Brotherhood, and
this was the first opportunity the minstrel
boys had to meet their distinguished member ; a sort of reception was held in the hotel

a general
handshaking
speeches were in order. Mr. Murphy spoke
in glowing terms and congratulated the

parlor and after

mirth makers for the stand they had taken
to tone and elevate their profession. Fred
Wright, the manager of the company and
president of the Temperance Brotherhood,
presented in behalf of the society to Mr.
Murphy a gold monogram pin II. T. B. Mr.
Murphy attended the theatre and after the
performance the Minstrel band serenaded

Murphy

at

his hotel.

REPUBLICAN STATE CON VENTION
Arrangements made with the Railroad and Steamboat Lines-

Maine Central Railroad:—Tickets for any train,
Monday, June 7th, from Aroostook county and
Eastern Maine, good to return on any train Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, June 9th, 10th and
lltli, may be had at one fare for the round trip.
At all other points on ihe Maine Central tickets
will only be sold good for any train going to Lewiston on the 8th and 9th, and for a return Wednesday and Thursday, the 9th and 10th. Special
trains will be run from Bangor and Farmington on
the morning of the convention, returning afteThe train from Bangor will
the adjournment.
run over

ιυ.

poisonin
Within the past two days six cases ofwhich
ca:
occurred at Boston Highlands
to the eatinc of lemon pie?
attributed
be
plainly
of
deale
the
a
bought
pie
A chemist analvzed
that the poleonou
who sold them,'and he states
Vanilla flavoring e>
agent was contained in the
tract.

---

'^V

directors may be installed
before a
above plan. Some days may elapse
it Is possible
formal decree is issued, and
necesthat further steps may be considered
of a board of
sary for the legal establishment
that
any
director*. It is certainly essential the issue
action taken to reduce the debt, by
be legal.
of bonds or other means, should
eastThere is a difference of opiiflon among
slmuitlJia.
reduction
ern people whether the
issue
made by means of new bonds or by the
of preferred stock. Legislation is required
must
litigation
ana
if bonds are to be issued,
scheme
be had before the preferred stock
is praccan be carried out. The bond scheme
can,
ticable, and with favorable legislation
no doubt, be executed within a reasonable
upon
time. After that will come dividends
the stock if earned, which they presumably
could be.
ANOTHEB TRUNK LINE.
River
The lease of the Utica and Black
and
Kome, Watertown
Bailroad
the

which

oc-

Ogdensburg Kallroad Company,
curred April 14th, is one of the most important transactions in railway circles o( recent

one of
The latter company becomes
the large and important railway corporations
of the country. It now controls 607.4 miles
under its single management, and is negotiating to add to this the 118miles of the Ogdens1 urg and Lake Champlaln Kailroad, making
a total of 725.4 miles under the single managethe
ment, which thus gains control of all
traffic of northern New York, west of the

date.

Delaware and Hudson Canal Company's
The two lines reline in Lake Champlain.
cently brought under one control were built
as competitors for the trad· of Watertown,

Oswego, thoTheusend Island summer travel,
and the trade of the Canadian Pacific Kailroad Company. The U tica and Black Kiver
Kallroad is the most direct line from New
YorkJo the regions traversed by the Canaous condition.
Competitive rates some time
ago gave place t pooled rates, but now there
is no reason why the combined line should
not pay well, as it has absolute, undisputed
possession of the field. With the acquisition
of the Ogdensburg and Lake Champlain railroad, it will have a through line from Suspension Bridge to Rouse's Point, and thence
through to New Kngland points. It niatherefore, be considered another tru··'·™1
Ο BAND

TBUÎ^

The following compaurfrTc statement is
made of the earnings of the Grand Trunk for
the week ending May 1,188<i, since January
1,188G, and for the same period last year :
Week, Mav l..»306,598 »274,606 Inc. «32,09·.'
Since Jau. I ..4,901.51» 4,637,158 Inc. 264,8u8
NOTES.

A. Middleton, C. E., of the International
Railway, and an engineering corps of thirty
men were near Greenville last week engaged
upon one of their -nrveys. Mr. Middleton
expects to entirely finish his work in two
months.
THE STATE.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

The large general store of C. C. Hutchings
at Prospect Harbor, in Goulds borough, was
The loss is underburned Thursday night.
stood to be quite heavy, but nearly covered
The origin of the fire is not
by insurance.
known.
KENNEBEC COUNTT.
The Governor and Council hold their next
meeting at Augusta, the 19th lust.
The annual reunion of the Maine Farmers'
Almanac contributors will occur in Augusta
the second Wednesday in June.
F. W. Ilunton, cashier of the Gardiner National Bank, has resigned his position and
accepted a similar situation in Kansas City.
Everett L. Smith of Auburn, teller of the
Shoe & Leather Bank, has been chosen as
his successor.
On Monday of next week, Mr. Jones, principal of Oak Grove Seminary, nnri iii—
Jones, depart fwi Nuith uaroifnft, for a several months' sojourn in that State. The
school year of the seminary which el·ses
this week, has been an exceedingly prosperThe Indian "Modoc,
ous one.
who has
been studying at the school, will return to
his people in Indian Territory shortly. He
is quite seriously ill at the present time.
PENOBiCOT COUNTY.

uauey oc rariter ol ililo, liavo
just finished sawing 1,200,000 feet of spool
The work was performed by two
stock.
saws in seventy-two days and nights.
The barkentine Joseph Barker, which was
sunk last winter, in Chesapeake Bay, arrived in Bangor, Saturday.
She presents a
badly broken uj< appearance, and will go upon Stetson's railway for repairs.
More sales of real estate are being made in
Bangor this spring than for a number of sea.Messrs.

past.
Everything is running satisfactorily at the
Katahdin Iron Works, and a daily product
of 17 tons is now being turned out.
Fred T. Hall, a Bangor grocer, in overhauling a bunch of bananas Saturday, found
a goad-sized tarantula spider, in quite a lively condition. The insect was placed in alcohol, and now forms a welcome addition to
sons

the cabinet of a local naturalist.
Mr. Solomon Nefrcomb, at Six Mile Falls,
had six fine lambs killed by two dogs Friday
and Saturday. The dogs were shot.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

A banking institution has been epenfctkin
Pittsfield recently, by Parks Brothers, who
will conduct a regular banking business,says
the Somerset Reporter.
The Waterville Sentinel says a former resident of what Js known as Emery Hill, in
Fairfield, has deposited a 81000 bond with
the officers of the town, the income of which
is to be perpetually devoted to keeping the
old burying ground in repair.
YORK

COUNTY.

George P. McKenney, the successor of exJudge Samuel F. Chase as postmaster of
Saco, began his official duties yesterdav
morning. Mr. McKenney will not at present
make any material change In the offiee.
The next meeting of the York county Pomona Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, will
be held with the Grange at North Berwick
The question for discussion
on the 20th.
will be, "What crops are the most profitable
to

raise?"

LIMINCTON NEWS.

the back route.

who
Portland & Rochester Railroad:—Delegates with
be furnished
pay full fare to Lewiston, will
free return clieoks upon presentation of their ere
dentials ta secretary of the State committee8th
Tickets good going to Lewiston June 7th,
and 9th, return 9th, lOtli and 11th.
for
fare
Railroad:—One
Portland & Ogdensburg
round trip. Same limit of tickets as to time as
Rochester.
Portland &
Bangor CC JTISCaiaiJuis Jutnicau.—ιαιυ
ronnd trip. Tickets for all trains Monday, TuesLewiston, good to return
day and Wednesday to and
Friday, June 9th, lOtli
Wednesday, Thursday
and 11th.
Boston & Maine Railroad:—One fare round trip
Tickets good going to Lewiston, Tuesday and
Wednesday, June 8th and i)tli, good to return
Wednesday and Thursday, June 9th and lOtli.
Somerset Railroad:—Round trip tickets ovei
this road for one fare. Good same dates as Bos
ton & Maine.
Sandy River Railroad .—One fare for the round
trip. Tickets good to Lewiston, June 7th, 8th ant
9th, return 9th, 10th and 1 ith.
Knox & Lincoln Railroad:—One fare for tin
round trip. Tickets good geing to Lewiston, Jun<
8th and 9tli, return June 9th and 10th.
(irand Trunk Railroad:—One fare for the roum
trip. Tickets good going to Lewiston, June 7th
8th and 9th, return June 9th, loth and 11th
New Brunswick Railway:—One fare for thi
round trip. Tickets good going to Lewiston, Jun<
,7th, 8th ond 9th, return 9th, loth and llth.
Portland, Bangor, Machias & Mt. Desert Steam
boat Co. :—One fare for the round trip to Mt. Des
ert terry and return, or to Portland and return
as may be desired.
Tickets good on the Monday':
trip. Return on the Friday night's trip fror
Portland.
Bangor & Boston Steamship Co.:—Tickets om
fare for the round trip. Tickets good from Juin
7th to 12th inclusive.
One fare for tin
International Steamship Co.
round trip. Tickets good from June 7th to 12th
inclusive.
b<
Floor and side galleries of the City Hall will bi
reserved for delegates who will be admitted
counts
and
town
seat
tickets so classified as to
obtain thei
delegations together. Delegates will
fo
tickets of the member of the State committee ο
their respective counties upon presentation
to the Stat
convention,
of
morning
on
credentials
to receive th
committee which will be in session Hall.
same in the ante-room of the City

have

EASTERN BAILBOAB.
The Supreme Court
Tho Herald says :
course to be followthe
clear
decision makes
leaves the past in
but
ed in future elections,
no décision upwas
There
some confusion.
Harv ard College vote,
on the legality of the
of the legally
and no aetual determination
Those two points
elected board of directors.
or quo
a mandamus
could be determined by
same time, the decithe
At
warranto suit.
how such
sion makes it plain by inference
fund bond»
sinking
The
suit can be avoided.
the trustees, and
were illegally voted by
the opposition
these rejected the ticket of
of Λ/γ.
the exception
was elected, with
be made?
Sewall. But how shall the changes
declared a eerJ he cnairman
teh trustees
ox ten
chairman of
«.l>ora wur«
were
ωεω1)βΓ3
tain board elected, and "ie
gentlemen
notified of their «lection·
[g sugge9tea
have no one to resign to, oui
by meet_
that they can get over the d
-,illiuK the
ing and resigning one JLnW0Uld
been
have
«">"■·. -7_
those who woum
vacancies with those
the sin kin# fund
declared elected
cted had not
in
WHips,
phillfps. 'n
t
Trustee
votes been counted.
Dten in
ha(1 not been
had
11
said he
conversation to-day,
t seen
not
j
to-daj, said
had
na
town before for a fornight.and
fornigbt, and
there would be
his colleagues, but thought
controversy. J J
no effort made to prolong the
e'ee'ed
is his suggestion that the legally
in office by tbi

by

The Amount Unsold on the Kennebec

Mr.

«rtÎBR.

RAILWM

BASE BALL.

The spring term
April 30th. It has

of the Academy closed
been the largest and most

interesting lor years, the entire number during the term being eighty-nine. One noticeable feature was its excellent classification
in some classes the entire school and in others more than sixty.
The closing examination on Wednesday and
Thursday was a
good test of the work accomplished during
the term. Thursday afternoon was particularly interesting, being devoted to reading
of essays which were highly appreciated
by
the audience. Of the

graduating

and Bacon go to Dartmouth,
Tufts and Miss Lord to Smith.
A

class

Libby

Round·

to

Representative Maine Woman.

A writer in the Woman's Journal tells of
Mrs. Mary Pollard, new eighty-three years
old, who lives in Skowhegan, Me., on a farm

of 200

acres.

She superintends the work,

hires all her men, and through her good management the farm pays the help besides

giving her a comfortable income. Last summer,
her
besides doing
housework, she made butter and cheese to sell, and picked and canned
more berries than any one in the neighbor
hood. Every batch of blackberries
and
raspberries that she picked involved a three
miles' walk. Through baying sho milked
four cows every night, and took the
entire
care of the pigs, hens and chickens.
She has
woven three rag carpets for her
friends,
besides cutting the rags and weaving
another
one for herself.
She lives five miles
from
where
she attends church
the village,
rem/
larly. During an exhibition of the HiiTh
School she was present both
eveninc* unt
11 o'clock, returning home each
night
si.«
reads her daily paper, is well
posted
the leading topics of the day and is on «π
blessed
with a wonderful memory, so that
her nei?,t,
bors refer to her for dates and
facta
fhl
past She is interested in all new
and
giessive questions, eager as a
child
to learô
and a sarçe to give counsel.
Little chllri™
love to visit lier, young
people pn/ii £.
and
companionship
everybody loves tie
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letter· and communr,.;m juiooyuious
·»ί the writer are
address
and
rh*f name

We

for

pub-

iu.lii.|>.ii*ible. uoinecessarily
faith.
lication but as a guarantee of good or preserve
return
Hi

east,

We cannot undertake to
"ot "*"*·
"iiiiiiunicatii.in that »re
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A
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the requirements heretofore deemed necessary, such as properly numbered houses,

lighted streets and paved orplank sidewalks;
besides time will be required to establish
the service, as it will be nenessary tu send an
inspector of the department to ascertain the
cost and Instruct the Postmaster as to the
details. It is therefore difficult to estimate
what appropriation will ba necessary, but it
it is safe to assume that 875,000 will be ample to carry out the provisions of the bill for
the

ensuing fiscal

IN
WILL BE HELD

CITY HALL, LEWISTON,
" ο clock a. m.,
Wednssdaj, June 9, 1S86>a'

candidate for
JKor tlie purpose of nominating
the September electiovernor to be supported at
that may
business
other
tion, and transacting any
properly come before It.
will be as follows:
Tlie basis of representation will be entitled to
3£ach city, town and plantation
sevcntv-flve votes cast
one delegate, and for each
for Governor iu 1884
for the Kepubliean candidate a traction of
for
forty
an additional delegate, and
votes, an additionof seventy-flve
a

...

**

votes in excess
al delegate.

be 111 session in the
The State Committee will at nine ο clock on the
Room of the Hall
for the purpose of reConvention,
of
the
morning
of delegates.
ceiving the credentials who are in favor of mainAll elector» of Maine
who will Join in reTariff:
taining a Protective
made 111 a Demosisting the attempt now being
to injure many
of
Representatives
cratic House
of Maine; who
interests
of the leading indusirial
and dignifying human la«re in favor of elevating
his just reward;
laborer
bor by securing to the
the
wlio demand freedom of suffrage throughout
of the ballots;
republic and an honest counting
for the encourmeasures
who uphold all judicious
who believe
agement of American shipbuilding;
civil service and in
an honest and responsible
of the
economical administrationof the Government;
Liçiuor Traffic
^ho
the Prohibitum
..

deception

approve

temperance,
the promotion of the cause
to past politare cordially invited, without regard
the Republicans in
ί·Ηΐ difference», to unite withthis Convention.
the selection of delegates to
Committee.
Per order Republican .State
JOSEPH H. MANLKY, Chairman.
Secretary.
WING.
WILLIS H.
188(5.
Augusta. Me., April 16,

and

of

year.

MAINE POLITICS.
Mit. IUGELOW'S SUCCESSOR.
George E. Dame of New Hampshire is a
prominent candidate for the place of W. Π.
Bigelow, New England Railway Mail Service

Inspector, removed.

EX-MAR8HAI. ANDREWS

CANDIDATE FOI!

A

SUKBIFF.

Ex-CIty Marshal Andrews of Portland is a
candidate for the Democratic nomination for
Sheriff of Cumberland county. Hon. I. D.
Sawyer is also talked of.
ARRANGEMENTS

FOU

REPUBLICAN

TIIE

STATE CONVENTION.

The Republican State Committee will meet
in the Common Council room in City Building, Lewiston, the night before the State
convention. There are 1008 seats in City ■
Hall, and there are 1431 delegates to the convention. All the seats in the hall except
those in the rear gallery « ill be occupied by
delegates, as in view of the animated contest
for the nomination it promises to be a full
convention. There is enough room in the
hall, however, to put in a large number of
extra settees. The hall will, accommodate
2,000 people easily. The Republican headquarters will be established at the DeWitt
House. At this and the five other hotels In
Lewiston and Auburn many rooms have
been engaged. A large number of Lewiston
Republicans will throw open their houses.

DISTRICT CONVENTION.

CURRENT COMMENT.

The Kepublieans of tlie Klrst Congressional Disto a Convention
trict are invited to send delegates

INCONSISTENCY.

to be held in

*

on Thursday, June 3, 1886,
of nominating a
at 3 o'clock p. m., for the purpose
•andldate for Eepresentative iu Congress to be
and transsupported at the September election,
acting auy other business that may properly come

MOTK^fieceplMMrAirtland,

before it.

The basis of representation will be as follows
to one deleKach city aud town will bo entitled
votes cast for the
Vftte, and for each seventy-live
in 1884, an
liepublican candidate for (Governor
of forty
additional delegate, and for a fraction
an
additional
votes iu excess of seventy-five votes,
will be in ses
delegate. Tlie i/istrict Committee
o'clock on the afternoon of
slon at the Halt at
tl>e;c*nveutlou for tiie purpose of receiving the
•redentlalsW delegates.
Per order Bepublican District Committee.
ANDREW HAWKS, Chairman.
». W. JUNKIN8, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 3,1886.
ueorge r. ornlias been
ery as internal revenue collector
determined upon, as appears to be the case,
it is hard to sec why it is not made.
If the

appointment ol

Mr.

The public is not informed what the considerations were that led to the supersedure
of Shipping Commissioner Knapp by Mr.
Both of them are
David Π. Drunimond.
pretty violent Democrats.
Not a single Democratic member of the
New York legislature Toted for the prohibitory amendment And yet there are plenty
of temperance men in New York who will
a»sist that party to obtain power by support
ing a third party movement.
The wide disagreement among the corresabout the prospects of Mr. Gladstone's home rule bill is very conclusive
proAgét the prospects are very uncertain
to furnish the first
Mr.
definite
»ubject.
Hurlburt telegraphs the New Yord Sun thai
the bill is certainly doomed to d$ie*t, while
other correspondents are sanguine that it
will go through by a substantial majority.

pondents

tnatft^^l^^ikely
knowledg^W«the

The New York Sun says that Martin
Irons is making a strong effort to get himself
elected Grand Master Workman of the
Knights of Labor at the general convention
soon to be held in Cleveland.
He is probably wasting his time and energy, however.
There may be an element in the organization
which would prefer ΛΓι· Ir...... 4», Mr. rtrwderly, but is probably numerically small

though very noisy.
According to the Advertiser the report
that Judge Cleaves has consented to run
again for Congress is incorrect. He has the
matter under advisement, but has not yet
The Judge
come to any definite conclusion.
has always been rather slow in making up
his mind. It will be recollected that it was
a long time before he yielded to the solicitations of his friends and consented to become
a candidate for collector.
Mr. Powderly again shows in his last secret circular to the Knights of Labor that
he is the possessor of a level head. His advice is wholesome throughout. Whether the
KulgllL'j Uixuui»-*- pttwor far cood to the
workingman or a power for evil depends almost entirely on the course they pursue.
They are in more danger from the excesses of
their own hot headed members than from
the opposition of monopolists.
A thousand
Jay Goulds fighting them with all their abilities and resources cannot do them so much
injury as one Martin Irons with his rash
and ill-considercd counsel.
It looks very much like war in the East, in
spite of the protest of the powers and their
threat to blockade Grecian ports. All the
ministers, except the French minister, have
left Athens,
llussia has ostensibly joined
with the other powers in counseling peace,
butKussian duplicity has become proverbial,
and it is by no means improbable that the
Czarh\s given secret assurances that he will
not allow the little kingdom to be crushed by
her powerful neighbor. It is almost inconceivable that King George would rush into a
war where the odds are so overwhelmingly
against him, had he not received assurances
that those odds will be balanced in some way.
It would seem to be hardly worth while for
any more Amcrjcan fishing vessels to expose
the danger of seizure while
Jto*Ai-tigBts in Dominion ports are still unsettled. The seizure of the David J. Adams
is sufficient for a test case.
There can be
no doubt that under the treaty of 1818 American fishermen are excluded from Dominion
ports except for wood, water and repairs.
The question is whether that treaty has or
has not been superseded by a later commercial agreement. Mr. Frye contends that it
has. It is for the interest of all concerned
that the point be speedily settled, and the
State Department ought to proceed immediately to press the matter upon the attention of Great Britain. Heretofore it has
seemed, to the fishermen, at least, that Mr.
Bayard has Ibeen rather slow in defending
what they believe to be their rights.

themselve^Kf

The campaign for the Democratic nomination for the governorship seems to be fast
settling down into a contest between exMayor Deering and the Hon. John B. RedMr. Redman has the advantage of
man.
position, having been the candidate of the
Democracy two years ago and being entitled
by party usage to a renomination if he wants
it as he says he does. But Mr. Deering is
understood to be a much more violent Prohibitionist than his competitor and perhaps
this will more than compensate for Mr.
.Redman's advantage of position. Probably
no advice is wanted from a Republican
source, but we would kindly suggest that if

esteemed contemporary, the Argus, the
day before the convention will reprint in
a special edition that list of achievements of
Mr. Deering while Mayor of Portland which
it published sometime ago, and see that
every delegate is furnished a copy his boom
our

would be accelerated immensely. His speech
at the Jacksonian banquet, which by the way,
our contemporary has
never
published,
would also prove helpful.
of the free delivery system, which has been recommended
by the House Committee on Post-offices and
Post-roads, applies to all cities having a population of ten thousand, according to a general census taken under authority of State or
Federal laws ; provided that each of such offices yielded a gross postal revenue for the
fiscal year prior to establishment of not less
than $10,000. If this bill be enacted into a
law, it would extend the system to forty-three
cities. Should the service
be extended te
these cities on the 1st of
July next, and be
established in all of them on that
day, the
cost for the next fiscal
year would be f 115,558, but it is probable that some will not apply for the service, and others will not have
The

proposed extension

Washington Star.
The exquisite consistency of an immigration system which shuts the gates of a free
country in the face of the peaceable, industrious Chinaman, and lets in a Most, a Spies,
a Mezzeroff, a Schwab and
a Kearney,
deserves to rauk as the eighth wonder of the
world. The Chinaman is barred out because
he is believed incapable of comprehending
the political institutions of the country and
assimilating himself with its civilization.
Was ever unconscious irony more cutting?
WHAT DAVI» WAS NOT

AND WAS.

Manchester Mirror.
Of the sincerity, the valor, the self-denial,
the heroic suffering and the willing sacrifice
which made the rebellion in some respects
respectable, ancl won for the Confederate
soldiers the admiration of the world, Jeff
Davis was in no way the exponent. He was
not λ soldier ; from the first he kept far from
the post of ;danger, and when he found the
Union armies closing in upon him, sneaked
away like a coward, loaded down with gold
that belonged to others, like a thief. He was
a traitor, a rebel, a thief ; but he was not a
hero, even in a bad cause. He was crafty,
cruel, selfish, jealeus, ambitious and mean.
He was neither brave, chivalric nor honorTo the respect which is accorded the
able
memory of Lee, Jackson, Longstreet and the
other Confederate leaders and all their followers, of which the South is justly proud,

The Bite of Mad Dogs.
(Philadelphia North American.)
In his lecture on "Hj'drophobia at the
Medico-Chirurgical College yesterday afternoon Prof. W. F. Waugh exposed several fallacies in regard to that terrible disease. He
did not agree with those who believe the disease arises spontaneously, as the centres of
infection could always be traced. In one epidemic in Russia the disease prevailed on both
sides of the Elbe, over which there was a
bridge but no cases occured on the islands up
the river. This he accounted for by the fact
that dogs able to cross the bridge from side
to side, but could not reach the islands.
"A periodical recurring error," said he, is
that rabies aie caused among animals by the
change in the condition of life due to domestication. This is negative because wild animals are subject to it." It bad been claimed
that infection took place from bites of insects.
Fleas, for instance, upon a mad dog might
bite another dog and infect him. While this
was probable, lie said, it had never been
proven. There were some who doubted the
existence of hydrophobia, but these were not
among those who had ever studied the subject. Rabies occurred less frequently in the
the tropics and polar regions tlmn in the
temperate zones, and a little more frequently
in the warm mouths than during the rest of
theyear. That however, was because dogs
travelled more in warm w eather than in cold
Climate had nothing to do with the disease.
He then described the symptoms of the disease in a dog.
"Ile takes but little food," said he "and
often drops it from his mouth. He is fond
of eating dirt. When called he obeys slowly.
There is a discharge from the nose, and after
a few days lie becomes violent and bites at
Dogs have
anything that comes near him. tails
or feet
been known to bite off their
There is no special dread of water except in
die
of
weakness,
a few cases.
They linally
Fifteen
the hind legs becoming paralyzed
or twenty per cent, have the sullen symptin
with
the
to
other,
toms, which are similar
maniacal stage left out." Referring to the
number of persons bitten who contract hydrophobia he said that was certainly mad
forty seven per cent, of the cases resulted in
the diuease, but there were only eight per
cent, of the cases where the dogs were merely
suspected of being mad. He believed that
the best thing that could be done would be
to reduce the number of dogs and that all
stray dogs should be killed at once, as mad
dogs nearly always stray away from home.
Wounds should be cauterized at once, and
the thing that could be procured quickest was
the best, A red hot poker was efficient, although carbolic acid was to be preferred,
The poison remained a long time at the seat
of the entrance. Pasteur, he «aid, had probably a great boon upon mankind by his discovery, which seemed to be a natural method.
Incubation of rabies required fifteen days,
and as Pasteur had obtained a virus the incubation of which took only seven days, it
eeemed reasonable that he could cure a patient
who had been bitten within eight days. If
the patient was not treated within that time,
the chances were strongly against him.
Lyman kddoii on Laoor union».
A man who has had large experience, and
always with success, in dealing with tfie labor problem, fell into conversation with me
the other day. "The Knights of Labor,"
said he, "have organized in our town, and I
have told my foreman to join the assembly.
He can guide the order ; we cannot and do
not want to fight it.". This is the policy of

wisdom and of justice. Labor organization
is a lion ; generally peaceable ; let us hope
always to be peaceable. True, it has claws
BAR HARBOR BOOM.
and teeth. If injustice should drive it to
use them it might become dangerous. If the
Description of some of the New Sumcapitalists of the country will follow the
mer Residenceslead of some of its would-be leaders, if they
will unite to destroy labor organization, if
[industrial Journal.]
they will cover it with opprobrium, if they
DeGrasse Fox of Philadelphia, a gentleman
who has probably done more than any other will agree to discharge every workingman
individual to bring Bar Harbor into promi- connected with a "union," if they press
through the Legislature laws to make such
nence and favor with the wealthier class of
unions illegal, if they will continue to have
summer cottagers and tourists, is building
men arrested for peaceably counseling other
men not to work, if they will treat individuthree fine cottages, besides having just comal workmen with disdain, and alternately
pleted the entire remodeling of the Nickerion
fight with and truckle to workingmen's orMalvern.
Two
of
near
the
these
are
cottage,
ganizations, they can easily solidify the now
on Kebo street, in close proximity to the Malloosely organized labor, can make the allegiance of its members to its leaders more abvern, and are owned and to be occupied by
solute and unquestioning, can drive it into
Morris K. Jesup, the New York banker, and
more secret methods, and can fire it with a
Johnston Livingstone of Tivoli, Duchess
dangerous passion. But they cannot by
or dull a
county, Ν. Y. The other is being erected on such a process weaken a muscle,
tooth, or extract a claw of the lion.
the Eagle Lake road, and will be occupied
On the other hand, if the capitalists of the
by Mrs. Fox and family. The first of thas· eouutxy will instinctively make a common
cause, if they will treat thétr "empîoye.i »wii
contains 7,500 square feet of floor room, the
uniform consideration—as men, not as hands
second about 6,000, and the latter 4,500. Each
—if they will study the formulated demands
in
is of handsome design, unique
itself, yet of the Knights of Labor, without prejudice,
of
architecture
characand consider what therein is just and reasonof the general style
able; if in every labor question they will
teiistic of all Mr. Fox's cottages, of which he
that justice asks, and inis his own architect. The new houses aro aU. grant everything
k râfOIilte mm nrntea denial to every
terposé
with
the exceppîm Wirou^nout,
finished
demand of unjust threatening; if they will
tion bithe Jesup cottage, the parlor and hall
ally themselves to pacific labor organization,
of which are finished in hardwoods.
involves both morality
because
of
the
main
road
organization in
On and in the vicinity
brief, they will atif,
leading to Eden and Ellsworth, now known and intelligence,
in his upward
laborer
tlie
to
guide
tempt
as Eden street, no less than séven cottages
progress, not to keep him down, they can do
are in procès» of erection, the largest and
the
labor
much to make of
organizations a
most costly being that of W. P. Walley of
means of promoting peace and order, and of
Boston. The location Is near the shore, just
bringing out of the present conflict between
north of the elegant Gurnee cottage, and
capital and labor harmonious, because just
both iu exterior appearance and interior arand equal relations.
is
a model of conrangements and finish it
The arvenience, elegance and good taste.
chitect is W. R. Emerson, designer of the
Howard and Gurnee cottages, two of the
finest summer residences on Mount Desert
island.
Npar t.he shore In this vicinity ;i cottace designed by Rotch & Tilaen. the Boston architects, is being erected for Burton N. Harrison, a New York lawyer who was the private secretary of Jefferson Davis during the
The street front of this house is to be
war.
of rough-finish plaster above the first story,
The interior finish
which latter is of stone.
is spruce throughout.
On tiio-west side of Eden street, where the
AND
steep hillside terminates in a high bluff that
almost overhangs the roadwajr, Prof. George
Harris of Andover, Mass., is having a fine
residence built. The Harris cottage is in a
most commanding situation, affording perhaps the finest outlook of any in Bar Harbor.
For many years in business in
The interior finish of this house is whitewood
in the rough, stained, and the floors are of
spruce.
On Highbrook road, nearly opposite the
Begs to advise liis friends and old patmansion of W. B. Howard of Chicago, the
rons that he is now associated with
finest of Bar Harbor's summer residences,
Mr.
Blaine
the well known house of Messrs.
of
is
now
well
ad
the cottage
The location is
vanced toward completion.
one of the best in the vicinity, on high ground
overlooking Frenchman's Bay and the
Gouldsboro shore on the east, and commanding a fine view of Green Mountain and other
points of interest from the upper windows
on the west. The cottage, although of somedb
what modest pretensions, is yet one of the
and
on
the
island.
The
pleasantest
prettiest
OF BOSTON,
plans were drawn by W. \V. Camac of PhilAs Manager of their extensive
adelphia, a young and rising architect.
The Episcopal church has received a large
addition and is being almost entirely remodeled. A beautiful memorial window of
stained glass, the gift of Dr. William Tod
Helmuth of Philadelphia, has been put in
He will be glad to advise with customthe eastern end, and an altar of elaborate design and workmanship has been furnished ers personally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of showby John B. Ogden of New York, in memory
of his father.
ing you some snperb new goods just arThe Bar Harbor cottages that are not to
rived.
be occupied by their owners are all engaged
Boston, April 10.
for the coming season. Many of the summer
<120t
aprlO
residents have already arrived.
The hotels have their rooms largely engaged for the first of July, and are anticipating the liveliest season taey have yet experienced.
lia liai
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FIRST-GLASS BARGAINS.

tempt, from your first moment. Byt having
got rid of their advice, let us go a step further and get rid of their approbation. Perthis is even more fatal than their
blame. For in the first place, they seldom
care, save for you personally, and in the second place they seldom know ; and in the
third place, if they both know end care, they
will probably be silent. For in this last resort they will be certain that the less that is
said about κ student's work the better.
"Continuez, jeune homme," is what Carolus Duran says to his pupils when they have
done an exceptionally good piece of work ;
permission to labor is the only reward which
Does this seem
a student should receive.
hard? Do you require encouragement? Do
That is a fatal
want
show
results?
to
you
error—an error common, alas! to almost ev- j
amateur.
The
whole
world
of nature is
ery
just beginning to talk to you ; it Is the greatest boon, rightly understood, for yonr little
personal world to be silent while you learn
the new language. And never mind, though
it be Christmas time or New Year's dav, or
the inniversary of Nell's marriage, don't
give away any of your pictures at present.
Give anything else, but don't part with inthey are worth
complete bits of yourself till
having; it's best to keep what you produce
the
Resist
also
temptation
in the workshop.
to look too much on what you have done.
to
the utmost of
Do it with heart and brain
something wrong if you
your power—there's
after each drawing;
out
washed
feel
don't
all day and night, and
but don't look at it
shutters afresh,
the next day take down Ithe
in the window and
put a new bit of goods
Draws sample.
all about yesterday
in gilt mounts, or
ings look much better
themselves
framed neatly, but the drawings are for the
as they
are no better—leave them
have you
not
I
would
present at all events. work to any one who
refuse to show your
a
mystery of
wishes to see it—that's making
is not worth.
the matter which the thing
that they
But I would have you be sure hrst
have
do wish to see it, and then I would of you
the
as
possible
show it, taking as little
and desiring neipraise or blame bestowed,
ther.

haps

Forget

SOUVENIRS FOR THE LADIES!
Ladies sachet and cabinet pho-

coupon scats.
Presented to ladies attending the opera and holding Little
Maids.
tographs of Three

Admisand 75 cents.
Tickets, including reserved seats, reduced to ■>*)
sion 35 cents. JTIatinee 35 and 50 cents. Admission 35 cents'.
Λ
.Sold at Stockbridge's Music Store. Half fare on Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Portland in Ogthe
matinee and evening; special
densburg Railroad; half fare on Poitland& Rochester Saturday
E.
evening. Liate trains on G. Τ. Κ.
Also Souvenirs on
niUnilo Librettos, full score, gems and selections at Stockbridge's.
exhibition.

good variety of

COOK'S

CITY UNO COUNTY BONDS,

eodti

32 EXCHANGE ST.
eodtf

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.
We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET'S TRIAL. CASE, together
with the OPTHAEMOSCOPIC TEST EENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

GRAND EXCURSION

TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 11.

—TO—

CALIFORNIA !

by the REV. II EN It Y WAKD

Lecture

—VISITING—

BEECHER!
SUBJECT:

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Private Wire to New York

and

Boston.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
CORRESPONDENTS.

NEW YOBK

CREEN & BATEMAN.

Stanley T. Pullen,

Reserved Seats 35 and 50 cents ; Admission 25
cents; children and pupils of all schools, including the High School, reserved, 25 and 35 cents ;
admission 15 cents. Tickets-How on sale at Stock-

Frank

Half fare and

special

Continental
at

MONDAY, MAY 17th.
RETURN OF THE FAVORITES.
nKADLIClITN OF

above unes uo
lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the
which common spectacles will
appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection
This
of their corneas.
the

These
not
not

improve.

Thejj

must have

for
Spectacles
"

spécial lenses

ground

to correct

deformity

for 25 cents.
Eye Classes
"

25 cents.
11
50

11

50

ALSO A.

PER CENT BONDS

AMERICAN-EUROPEAN

of Health, )
April 17, 1880. f
is hereby given to all house-holders,
that all applications for cleaning privyvaults. should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
may be avoided. All applications for emptying
privy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy Marshals, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
aprl7dtf

NOTICE

MINSTRELS !
Under the Personal Supervision of
J. II HAVEBLEY.

40-PERFORMERS--40
Including the World-Wonders, the

Ifliddlc

255

Street,

rates.

Their Farewell Appearance here prior to their
return to

Always cool.

A

Large Variety

PORTLAND, ME.

GUARANTEED
More
Co.

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
a3m*

BUDD,
8

MADISON SQUARE,
NEW YORK.

KING EDWARD ST.,
LONDON.

SPRING AND SUMMER
1886.

mare

DRESS SHIRTS.
White. Printed and Embroidered Colored
Pique. The Latest Novelty for Bosoms, etc.
French Fancy Percales, Madras and Cheviot
Cloths. The Latent LohiIou and Paria De-

Spectacles

and

Scratched, and

Eye Glasses

(best

more

quality)

CORNER

ALLEN, SOLLY & CO.'8

STREETS.

HOSIERY AND Ι .ΎΒΚΚΗΚΛΚ.
All weights
In Silk, Merino, Balbrlggan, etc.

dtf

and

Drab and Nutria Kersey Hats !
NUTRIA, TAN, GRANITE DERBY HATS FOR YOUNG MEN.

PAINTS

-

For all purposes
And In any quantity.
Finest quality of mixed
House Paints,

SPECIAL STYLES IN CHILDREN'S HATS!

White Lead,
Colors, dry, in Oil,
And in Japan,
Varnishes, Oils,
Brushes, Alabastine,
Calsom

different from other dealers.

All

are

H. H. HAY &

dtt

my8

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

The Delaware
92,837.8!»
770,933.14
$1,251,904.68
870,050.00

Average Scrip Dividends for Twenty Years, 29 per cent.

C. II.

LAÏHSON,

«JEU/,*·
J*

awi^rHC

S/οΛβ
^feg.:,::s
%2*Rl
Ùvhlià

NON-ARSENICAL

which

are

wish to call your attention.
The "Munroe Ingrain (Cart-

feb25

the

THINK IFFOR
YOURSELF.
ΤΟΠ ABB
A SENSIBLE WOMAN

Health, Comfort, and Beauty
▲RE DESIRABLE ΤΗΙΚΟΓ

»

11-· f

IN TUG

CO.

WORLD.

NEEDS NO COOKING
Producing a rich, beautiful Gloss and Stiffness.

S3F"No Starch yet introduced can be
pared with the MAGIC.

81 White St., NEW YORK.
(11 awl 116111

com-

One Package will do the Work of Two
Ponnds of Ordinary Starch.

treated with
Ρ·#%311(1 I'lNTl'LA
I a"out t,ie use of the knife orL ^ d ('tension from business, also
Γ _%all other diseases of the Ree-

II
II
1 1 Iltm Cure jruaranted. WM.
■ lûtaWltEAD (M. D. Harvard IMS)
■
and ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 1876),

Sold under guarantee of manufacturers.

GOUSENS & TOMLINSON,

Houm, No. 175 Trrmval fit,, RmReferences given. Consultation free. Send
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
feblSeodly
(Sundays and holidays excepted.)

Kvan.

WHOLESALE GROCERS, Agents,

•ou.

for

uu

uis»iu

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
the Massachusetts standard, and of over $700,000 by
the New York standard.

PORTLAND, ME.

pamphlet.

apr24

I

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
all Its terms and no chance for
misconception.
POLICIES ARE
INCO NTESTARLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.

dim

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
immediately as soon as the
and satisfactory, and without
any number of days.

complete

are

waiting 60, 90,

or

POLICIES

PAINTS.g

These are in every respect strictlv first-class
Paints, composed of pure linseed oil and the highest grade of pigments; combined by processes
exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any
in richness and permanency of color, and are the
most durable and economical paints ever produced for general structural purposes. Sample,
sheets and pamphlet "STRUCTURAL DEC·
ORATION" free, by mail.

on

approved

all

ADVANTAGES of ihia

Company
EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.
are

THE
AGE,

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

a

JOHN K. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary.
ARTHUR L. HATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. I)., Medical
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

THE
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Strictly Pure Color* in Oils, V arnielae· etc

flPt+fe

-cit ί vonGh t&tvt
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«K'«SÎ&TïC4)YES»
ARE STILL·

ï

For fifteen years, they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have

become the most

popular

corset

throughout

î*

4

TRIUMPHANT.

the

ψ
A

United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as long
We have lately introduced
as ordinary Corsets.
the G and R—H grades with Extra Long Waist,

-7

preferred.

furnish them when
«awards from all tne World's great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New
Orleans.
While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
and

we can

Highest

proved invaluable.

Retailers are authorized to refund money, if,
examination, these Corsets do not prove as
represented. For sale everywhere.
on

Catalogue free

on

application

THOMSON, LANGDOX & CO., New York.
eodSmnrm

marl 2

F. O. PIERCE & CO.'S

PIE

Qrcoratibe Srt,
Soctrtg of Xkw

28 East 21st St.,
York, Dec. 22,1806.
To Tiik Brainkri» A Akmstroxo CO.-»Dear Sirs:
Having tested your embroidery silks, and finding them
in color and texture eminently satisfactory, the man·
agers of the Society of Decorative Art believe that you
have found the secret of fast dyes. They believe it Is
no longer necessary to the Society to be dependent upon
foreign manufactures. I have pleasure in telling you
that it has been decided by the board of management to
give you the silk thread business of the Society of Decorative Art. Congratulating you that your dyes stand
44
fast under the severest test, I am,
A. R. Blodgbtt,
Very truly yours,
President of the Society of Decorative Art.
Also endorsed and exclusively osed
Artists of New York.

ated

by the Associ-

HfllSEiû

ABA I "VA

MAXAGElt FOR CITY AGENCY.

mv5-ll-18-25&jul

Tlniur Ulrdical Aimociation.
Thirty-fourth annual meeting of the Maine
Medical Association will be neld at City
Building, Portland, on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, June 1st, 2d and 3rd. 1886.
CHAS. D. SMITH, M. D., Secretary.
d3w
mylO

Ta

Il I

SÏNKINSON,

JAMES

im,

funtïo T»f£c

circular

Director.

uuuo

a.

fitiT

ITNearly $400,000 according to

ITSdefinite in

χνϋοχ/Λχ,

m., tor the election of a Board of
Trustees, and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
H. BUTLER, Secretary.

1886, at 10
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PAYS DEATH

ΈΛΜ

Β

CAL PAINTEfiSWHER-

ΑΙ Ν I its

composed of the belt Zinc and
Lead pigment·, ground in Pure Linseed Oil to Oie consistency to nseunder
the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable ond permanent in color than can be pro·
duced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under out positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.
ore

If not for sale in your town
le agents.
11. II. HAY A- MON,
mar 20

send to

our

whoie-

Avoid Imitations by taking only skeins bearing
and guarantee tag. if your storekeeper does
our goods in stock, or will not get them for
Waftto
us your address on a postal card.
Embroidery Silk, aborted colore, 4<H·. per 02.
8<*nd postal note to

our name

not keep
you, send

The Brainerd & Armstrong Go,,
35

Portland, We.

eod3m

SPOOL SILK MANUFACTURERS,
Street, Boston.

Kingston

codlm

apl3

(CEILING

ASBESTOS ROOFING.
standard and reliable Portable Rooting, for
steep or flat roots in any climate. Skilled labor
not required In its application.
GENUINE ASBESTOS STEAM-PIPE and
BOILER COVERINGS, PISTON and WICK
FIRE PROOF
MILL BOARD,
PACKING,
PLASTIC STOVE-LINING, CEPAINTS,
MENTS, COATINGS, ETC.
1

DECORATIONS.

Photographer,

Send/or Full Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, etc.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

114 1-2 EXCHANCE STREET,
PORTLAND

—

FINEST AND REST

ie

tamped <l(Jood Sense·'9

FERRIS BROS.Momrfutiinn

■% II

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

The

eod3m

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FIT AJjL· AGES
Infante to Adulte.
Sold by leadinr retailers
everywhere; Send for circular.

mar23

MADE BY

MAGIC STARCH

WAISTS,

Beautifully made of BEST
MATERIALS throughout.

d&wtf

TIIE

woodwork.

Street.

MAGIC
—

BUTI

Safety"
C. H. LAMSOX, 201 MIDDLE STREET

Congress

STARCH,

BELIEVE THAT

sure your

PAYMENT

TOTAL

ROOF, CAR and DRIDGE PAINTS,
in various colors. Are especially adapted for outbuildings, barns, fences, and for iron and rough

LORING, SHORT
& HARMON,
No. 474

«

!

ridge) Papers a specialty.

dtf

Roadster." New improvements,
New maand prices reduced.
chines this year, including a Ladies' Light Trieyele, and the Columbia
Bicycle.

l.ighl Company*
annual meeting of the Portland Gas Light
Company will be nolden at the office of the
Company, No. 85 Exehauge street, Portland, on
WEDNESDAY, the 19th iust., at 3 o'clock p. in.,
to act upon the following articles
1st—To receive and act upon the reports of the
President and Treasurer.
2nd—To choose Directors for the ensuing year,
and to act upon any other business that may properly come before the meeting.
E. H. DAVEIS, President.
mylOdtd
Portland Ιΐαιι

ITS

proofs

PWOHHS
mm»

perfectly free from any

injurions properties. We arc now
receiving onr Spiing Stock of
PAPER HANGINGS, to which we

Newspaper AdvOg Agency.

CORDED CORSET

6t

myO

ASSETS ARE $«,119,547.13, while
Its Liabilities are only 95,413,416.74.

ISSUES

LIQUID

PAPER and
have it 011 file at onr
office. Should you desire
to advertise in any papers,
it will pay you to write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
you want to advertise. For
ten cents we will send
complete directory of
American newspapers,
together with much
valuable information
for advertisers. EST1MATES FREE.

AKD

IIO.HE FOR AOED ME\.
ΓΓ1ΗΕ annual meeting of tills corporatjon for th«'
X election of officers and thetrausatlon of other
business will be held at tlie Home Thursday
evening May 13th. at 7.30 o'clock.
H. F. FURBUSH, Secretary.

QREÊTl ηφ

company's

ITplans.

eod3m

maylO

H. L. FOX, Secretary·.
did

m.

my(>

MF. ¥.
Square,eod&wlm

$8,361,920.1?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.33

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,

ITDISCOUNT,

'

ySK^THIS

1/

3 p.

τα

ITS

eodtf

anr3

—

tlf ET ARE CONSTANT
W L· PATRONS OF

k\\ \v>

I.OO
.50
.10

Win. F. TODD,
GEORGE A. HARMON,
J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
MORRISON &. CO.

WM. ALLEN, JR.
Ê^OvNSN'

Fraternity on WEDN ESDAY, May

RECORD I»

THE
$1.00 dealings
with its policy-holders.

Warranted.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

apG

THE
be held in the directors" room of the Portland
12th. 1886. at

FRaflr

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its mutuality, is tiie most liberal company in its

WATCHES,

MUTUAL SAFETY INS. CO.

7

myO

H«ui« for Women
Temporary
and Children.
Annual Meeting of this corporation will

HAS

From this dale we, the undersigned, agree
upon the following schedule of prices:

BY

Madison

A

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
MILLIONS OF DOLTWBKTÏ.TWO
LAKH, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLSIX
LARS, paid policy-holders for each year of
existence.
the

FIFE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

APPLICATI0NS2RECEIVED

SAMUEL BUDD,

1848,

COMPASY,

Λ

WAIUHto.

PORTLAND, MAUVE.
eodTliS&Tu2m

Total Awl.

IS

ITS

Dividends,

SON,

Taken for gentlemen's Outfitting from any part
of the world. The Largest and Finest Stock of
Men's Furnishings in the States on hand at popuulars prices.

MAINE.

ORGANIZED

|Tg

Junction Middle and Free Streets,
aprl

OF

"1VIIKAJDO,"

—

MKETI.XJ*.

Portland, Me., May 1,1886.

ORDERS

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

on

ENTITLED

Λ WI.A I.

rooms

which has had thirty-six years' experience.

245 middle St.

Fashionable Hatter,

of the finest quality,
and will be sold at lowest
market prices.

goods

NOTICE.

above goods are all "Hand Frame" made
manufactvred especially for this House
Warranted the best of the kind known.

HOME

Ε. N. PERRY,

Finish,

Tube Colors,

Bronze Powders, &c.

qualities.

The
and

These are the latest styles and shades jnst received, and will be offered
low.
Call and see the latest New York styles.

-

Tennis, Boating,

Made in the best manner and with promptness.
Knickerbockers, Caps, &c., to match.

$4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

CONGRESS

AND

FRANKLIN

for

SUITS.

durable than Glass.

at

SPECIALTIES.

Fancy Imported Flannels
Shooting, etc.

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 eacli.

GEORGE O- FRYE,

manager.

W. C. WARE,
my8

ef Gold

Never become

England.

Reserved Seats on sale Friday, Slay 1*. Prices
mylldtd
T5, CO and 35 cents.

ESTABLISHED 1801.

sign».

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.

FAMILY,

CEAGG

"Oi-gar-do"

Exchange

by the Showalter Mortgage
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

1

MINSTRELS*

myfidtd

Office of the Board

Travailing and Commercial Letter· of
Credii HiMued, available in all the Principal itiea of Europe.
Inve stment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
jaiiJl

PUGKT

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Rollicking Harlenque

moet favorable

YONE-

THE ÏKM.OW
SOUND,
HTONE ΡΑΒΚ,ΒΤ. PAUL. LAKE MINNETONKA. ETC., LEAVES MAY 20. Pullman Cars
and all traveling expenses included. Everything
first-class at reduced rates.
Programmes free.
Address
Ύ1ΙΟΜ. COOK. & MON,
261 Broadway, If. IT.
VICTORIA. B.C..

on

CITY OF PORTLAND.

eodtf

So. 218 Middle Street.

PORTLAND,

VALI.BV,

HI I 'Γ Κ

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

C. Crocker.

deci

Late train on G. T. Rt
J* & R. R. R., to all

Half fare on M. C. R. R.

R.

holding Beecher tickets.

LEE, HICGINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

COLORADO, SALT LAKE CITY. THE

myGdlw

"REIGN OF THEJOMMOS PEOPLE."
bridge's.

BOSTON,

Sterling and
bought and eold

THOUSANDS
ÏÏW Be
Ooreet

dtf

a

Bankers and Brokers,

CLOTHING CO.,

BICYCLES !

413 Fore Street

for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantlyon hand.

BOSTOMPORTLMD

The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light

Je28

ENLARGED CHORUS.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

In

"Capsi-

BUNDliETT BROS., Proprietors,

22
CHAS. PUERNEB, Musical Director·

22—MUSICIANS

and other first-claes securities for investment,
yielding from four to seven per cent interest.

FINE LINE of GENUINE PEBBLES.

"Capsicin,"
to
cine" plasters, as worthless articles intended
deceive. Ask for Benson's and look for the "Three
Seals" trademark and the word "Capcine" cut in
Sfti&Wlwnrm
the centre.

Eroves

orchestra

GjRAND

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

PULLEN, CROCKER k GO.,

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

plasters—which

Dirigo Mineral Water.

186 MIDDLE STREET.

myl

Store Closed Every Evening at 6.30 o'elk,
exeept Saturday Evenings at 10.

**od&w2w

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water iin
it; is always palatable, refreshing and
ea'tliful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cane will keep the
water cool from 30 to 48 liour* ; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

Hotel,

in a large variety of styles, 60, 7S cents
aud $1; also Flannel and Seersucker
Waists, Blouses, Ac.

CO., Boston.

apl3 £eu«l for Catalogue, Free·

Bankers and Brokers

THE FOLLOWING UNEXCELLED CAST:
ΚΑΤΙΜΙΛ, in love with Nanki Poo, MIS» AEICE CARLE, Portland's Favorite Contralto
The IttiPOO BAH, Lord High every tiling else. SI<*. BKOCOLI.\l, the Celebrated Baritone ;
minstrel. In
kado of Japan ITIr. Ν. ». Burnhaiu; Nanki Foo, his son (disguised as a wandering
Ko Ko.
a Noble Lord, Eewi« J. ITIorie;
Pi»h
Tilth,
Mr.
Roy
Mtanton;
Yum
with
Yum)
loVfD
Lord High Executioner, i?Ir. J. W. Herbert.
ÎIIW HABY BKBKE
YfJUI Y COT
I
Sisters
Three
Μ·Ν>ί AONEH BTONK
PETT
W K ko Ko
MIMtt OTAOTIE CBRBI
( wards oi Ko KO. j
PEEP BOO
Chorus of School Girls, Nob[es, Guards and Coolies.

iiiju

STAB SHIRT WAISTS

Κ veil if You Buy a Dozen
you can get for a
common porous
song at any of the Cheap John druggists—you have
for one Benson's
meney thrown away your money,
Capcine Plaster is worth them all. The reason is
thisi—Benson's is the only porous blaster in the
market that is honestly and skillfully made, and
scientifically medicated. Others are no more than
nominal imitations of Benson's. They are cheap
because they possess none of the ingredients
which render Benson's valuable. The latter are
to wear, and cure in a few
prompt to act, pleasant
relieve.
nours ailments which others will not even
warned against socalled
are

icÔLUMBlA

SWAN & BARRETT,

es

PEOPLE

0 S

—

Λ fine collection of Songs and Hymns for MeDay will be found ill Ditson & Co's War
SongM, (50 cts. $4.50 per dozen).
Any book mailed for retail price.

or

19-1 MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
!anl-(ltf
January 1,1884.

BANKERS,

morial

especially
"Capsicum." "Capucin"

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

All Wool
at all prices, large variety.
Large stock
Salts $2.50 and upwards.
to 1β
11
for
of Knee Pant Suits
Boys
years, both plain and plaited jackets.
Extra Pants with all suits if desired.

Freeh Flower», (25 cts. $2.40 per dozen,) by
Emma Pitt, a picture Hymn and Song book for
the youngest Sunday Scholars, is a deserved favorite with everybody who sees it.

The public

THE MIKADO!

Authorized performance ; composer's original orchestration ; author's original stage business ; scenery
from original models ; real antique costumes.

Να.

J. Β. BROWN Si SONS,

By Κ. M. Mclntosli, (35 cts. S3.DO per dozen).

mayl

4s

BOYS' KNEE PANT SUITS

LIGHT AND LIFE.

DITSON"&

es & 4s
Bath
Maine Central..7s & 5»
P. & O. R. R— 6s

Gs & 4s

Gold..6s

No. Pacific
Anson

offer for sale

—10° VERTICAL ·*/0ο

—

OLIVER

ap6d6m

BANKERS,

myl

shown for the money.

OutataudingScrip

Ity Emerson and Slierwin, (35 cte. S3.00 per doz.)
SINGING ON THE WAT.
By Jewett and Holbrook, (35 cts. $3.GO per doz.)

Correspondence

deposits.

on

45 Wall Street, New York.

Η. M. PAYSOH & CO.

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

Ages 4 to 17 years, $3, $4. $5, $6, $7,
$8 and £10; the very best values ever

Songe of Promise fill this beautiful book, and
they have a great variety, having been contributed by many able writers. The book has 100
149 Hymns, each with its own tune.
pages, and words
Music and
mostly new.
35 cte. S3.60 per dozen.

WORSHIP.

The Clothier and Furnisher, under Falmouth

BOYS' SCHOOL SOUS.

Total Inabilities

SONG

NEW STORE.

-

FRED R. FARRIN6T0N,

15 different stries of handsome and
durable SACK SUITS for Men and Young
Men, at $8 and $10: sizes 33 to 44.
We offer one SPECIAL BARGAIN in
SACK SUITS for Gentlemen who like
their coats "extra long," especially
adapted also for tall men, only $15 per
suit; same quality as was sola last year
at $20 per suit.
We have a few more of those famous
Dolan Whipcord Suits left, in both sacks
and frocks, at only $9.
Our fine four button frock Suits in
Black Whipcord, at $20, cannot be
equaled for fit, style and quality.
We hare hundreds of good all wool
Fantaloons for Men and Young Men, at
$2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50 and $5
per pair. ;
Nobby Suits for Young Men in straight
cut sacks, only $10 each; also a large variety of styles at from $8 to $22.

By J. II. Tenney and E. A. Hoffman. For Sunday Schools, Prayer and Conference Meetings.

The following first rate Sunday School Singers,
recentlv published, continue to be in high favor.

My stock is all new, and selected from the best manufactures,
and a perfect fit and well made
garments are always to be found
Also all the late
on my counter.
styles in NECK WEAR, COLLARS
and CUFFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES,
&c.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

We offer some special bargains in
these goods which will he found upon
investigation to be

NEW SUNDAY SCHOOL Mil BOOKS.

Advice to Art AmateursContemporary lieview.
If you go following Tom or Nelly's ideas of
painting, or take in ideas of color from your
maiden aunt, or copy sporting subjects from
your bachelor uncle, either from love of their
personality or respect for their intelligence,
yon arc wasting time entirely and preparing
for yourself difficulties in the future similar
to those which you might feel in making a
free-hand drawing after you have been accustomed to use tracing paper. For the first
beginning of art, whether for amateur or
professional, is freedom. You must run
alone, even if you stagger, and fall in the at-

allowed

1 C··^after weeks of tremendous success in Boston and New
Return Engagement of etct»on'*iVo.
York. The only appear*nee in the State of I>'Oyley Carte'- Opera Co., under the management
comic opera.
of Mr. John Stetson, presenting Mr. W. S. Gilbert's and Sir Arthur Sullivan's Japanese

BONDSΣ

I am now showing some very
handsome Suitings in this department, both in Fancy Checks and
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and
Diagonals. Also a very tine line
of SPRING OVERCOATS at lowest prices to be found in the city
for same kind of goods.

Business Suits!

SHEPARD,1RWELL

OF~PROMISE.

MEN'S; YOUTHS'

CHILDREN'S

dti

CLOTHING ! CLOTHING !

UPHOLSTER,

SONGS

BOYD

margin.
Interest
nvited.

Rockland

—

Upholstery and Drapery Dep't.

STREET.

FRIDAY MD SJTIMAY EYtllM A.\B SITCBMf ΜΛΤΙΑΈΕ.

tors of

POOR'S MANUAL OF RAIJLROADg.
Choice Investments
Railway Bonds a specialty.
always on hand. Orders executed for cash or 011

COLCORD,

jau24

NOTICE!
GEO. M. BOSWORTB,
Interioi Decorator

CO.,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange ;uid Proprie-

Uivi;n ίο private pupil» by the subscriber;

W.

HALL, MAY 14th & 15th.

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH, CITY

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
J.

AJIUSE.TIENTe.

FINANCIAL·..

MI8CELL LNHOl »

EDUCATION A I,.

21

MARKET

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, .HE.
Headquarter for iVew Euglaud.
dlw-teod2tn
mch30

STATE PENSIONS.
City of Portland, I
}
May 7th, 188G.
holding certificates under the State
of
Pension Law
1879, and continued in force
by an Act of Legislature, are no longer entitled to
but new
peneious by virtue of such certificates,
must be made in all
applications for continuance
cases by parties desirous of availing themselves
of the benefits of the law. All applications must
be made In person and not otherwise, to George
H. Llbby, between the hours of 9 o'clock a. m.
and 1 p. m., at the City Treasurer's Office In City
Building. WHITMAN SAWYEli, I Committee on
j State Pensions
mySdlw V. C. WILSON.

PERSONS

Instant relief. Final cure in 10
JΓIJjLij· days, and never returns. No purge,
Sufferers will learn of a
no salve, no suppository.
C. J. MASON,
Simple remedy Free, by addressing inar2Beod6m
78 Nassau St., Ν. Y.

TJTT rio

îHAINE.

We are prepared to undertake any legitimate
detective business, of either a criminal or civil nature entrusted to our care, by Railroad Corporations, Express Companies, Banks, Law Firms,
Business Houses and Individuals. Will arrest,
convey and deliver fugitives for any State in the
Union. All business intrusted to our care will be
held strictly confidential. Office hours from 7 a.
m. until 9 p.

m.

Call and examine onr new style
Crayon and Colored Portraits before sitting elsewhere.
Aim to

please.

Prices moderate.

aprl*

ÀL0NZ0

S.

eodtf

DAVfli

PHOTOCRAPHER,

REFERENCES.

wa*if'i8wLi,!ensed b> stt?œe·

A

SPECIALTY·

OPPOSITE EALMOUTH HOTEL.

daily.

Hon. Fred Robie. Gov. of Maine;Hon. .James G.
Blaine, Augusta, Me. : Hon. J. R. Bodwell, Hallowell. Me. ; Gen. C. W. Tilden, Secretary Senate
of Maine; Hon. Geo. E. Weeks, Ex-Mayor of
Augusta; Hon. P. O. Vickey, Ex-Mayor of Augusta; Hon. Orville D. Baker, Attorney General of
Maine; Hon. Nathan Cleaves, Portland, Maine:
S. B. Glazier, ex-Casliier of Aagnsta National
Bank; Ο. M. Hanscom, Chief Inspector of Police,
Boston ; Robert A. Pinkerton, Chief Manager Pinkerton, Detective Agency, New York ; H. S. Osgood,
Supt. American Express Companv, Portland ; lion.
Austin D. Knight, Judge Municipal Court, Hallowell; J. H. Manly, Esq., ex-Postmaster, Augusta.

Iter. Offir« ami Store Uworations

ISO

Middle
near corner ol

Wc are prepared to make estimates 011 all binds of above work.
workmen
We have competent
and would advise all contemplât·
ing worb of this hind to call ear·

ly, before the rush of Spring business continences.

Street,

Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

PRICES^

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
eod3m

feb26

PATENT REEL OVEN.
business in Boston
separately or together; good stock, first
class teams. A good business, all ready for an
energetic man to step into. Apply at| 22 Brookllue St., Cambridge, Mass.
Address C. A. MOORE!& CO..
37 Union St., Boston.
may5eod2w

EXPRESS

anil furniture

le hereby given that I have purchased
Patent luithe patent right of Kaynev's.
proved Keel Oven, for the City 01 1 ortlaud; and
lia persons making or using the same must have
a license from me.
P. O. Address, Box 130, Woodfords.

NOTICE

,...

PRESS.

THE

50@4 5(
60@6 5<
60@1 71
60@1 7 i
65@1 71
Yellow Eyes.l 4ϋ@1 βi
Irish Potatoes... 50@6<
8t Potatoes
@4 Οι
Bermu Onions2 G0@2 7
17@2!
Turkeys
Chickens
16@1<
Fowls
15@H
Ducks
@1ί
Geese
@1·
Λ ppl«'M.
Snow

Maine
3
Cape Cod... 5
Pea Beans... 1
1
Medium
German mal

THE PRESS.
Depots of N.
May be obtained at the Periodical
Q. F e 83 en den. Horse Railroad Station ; Marquis,
E.&
M.
C. R. R. DeArmstrong,
7G Exchange St. ;
and 559 Congress
Hodgson, 90% Portland
47 MidSt.
;
Gilpatrick,
7
:
Exchange
ts. Costello,
dle 8t. ; .Jewett. 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Could, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sts. ; Lanagan, G6 Oxford St. : Chisholm, 109 Con221
gress St. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; Iiolden,
all
Spring St. ; and of Chisholni Bros', agents on
trains running out of the city.
Co.
&
Small
Wulard
Auburn,
Augusta. J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnliam.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Mitchell.
Freeport, W. A.
F. Lewis, ,J. C. Gerry.
FryeWurg,Ε.A.Η.
Evans.
rairtlcld.
Farmington, D. Η. ΚηοΛνΙΙοη.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Cliaudler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Springvalc, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, A, B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.

got;

Tallman Swts
Nol Baldwinsl
1
Russets

lb
lifUlOUN.

tes

Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
X Lie

aojpref.......ft

Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line

oic

ΙιαλΙγαρΙμ» rheu-

usual
started
rate on the Dakota roau, when it suddenly
faster. An astonished
up and began to run much
over and said
passenger called the conductor
Aren't we running about twice as fast as usual?"
A "mixed" train

was

proceeding

at

tlie

"Yes."

"Going down hill?"
"No."
"Wind changed and helping us along?"
"I guess not."
"Engineer drunk?"
I'll tell you,
"No more so than is customary.
about a
though ; we've sighted a man walking to
catch
mile ahead 011 the track, and I'm going
if I run
fare
him and make him get on and pay nis
on
the wheels all off and have the cars dtagging
the rails. The rules forbid any man trying to beat
the company this way."
Λ GREAT

AMloni*fiutrnt

ttUBHTITUTE.

nmoug the

I^iquor

...
...

Cedar Rapids
Burlington
Canada|Southern
&

...

89
97
55

3GS/4

Can con

Central Iowa
E. Teun.. V. & Ga
do *uref
Fort Wavne
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas

..

11%

..142
..103
..

96Va

..111
20
91
..127
..

..

Quicksilver
do preferred

Homestake
Bodie
Best & Belcher
Con. Cal. & Va
Silver Kine
Bulwer

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO,May 10. 1886.—The followofficial
are
quotations of mining stocks
closing
ing
to-day:
lVa
Con.ICal.|& Va
1%
Bodie C011
2*4
Hale & Norcross
IV4
Eureka
3Va
Holmes
1^8
Bulwer
lVe
Belcher

1
Savage
The Hale & Norcross Mining Company lias lev5c
ied an assessment of
IP share.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May 10,1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Pork—Long cut 12 75@13 00; short cuts 13 00
13 25;backs 13 25@13 50; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75@13 00; pork tongues at 12 50@$13;
prime mess at $12 50@13 00: extra prime at 9 75
@$10 00; mess, old, at 10 00; do new at 11 00@
«11 50.
Lard—choice at β Va@0%c ψ lb in tierces ; 7@
7V*c in 10-lb pails; 7V4@7yac in 5-lb pails; 7y2@
7%c in 3-lb pails.
Hams 10@llc <plb, according to size and cure;
smoked shoulders 7@7V2C; pressed hams He.
lb; country 5y2 ;
Dressed hogs, city, 6@@%c
live hogs 4%@5c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
23c : do extra firsts at 21@22c; do firsts at 20c;
do imitation creamery, extra, at 17@18c; do extra
do'firstsl 15@16c ; do fresh factory extra 15@16c ;
extra firsts at 13(ffil4c ;do common old lots G@10c ;
Vermont new milk dairy] extra 21@22c; do extra at firsts 20&21c.
Cheese—Northern extra at lOVgc; do good to
nhoicA nr. 9V«®10c; lower grades according to

recover anything
people. It is reported to
caused bv nervous exhaustion, even paralysis and
insanity.it is in the drug store windows everywhere
ever
It is stated the sale is the most prodigious
Call
Known in this country. The Newark Sunday
one would
whoarink
it,
talk
hear
"To
people
says·.
been
discovhad
life
think the fountain of eternal
is low.
Agency at 35 South
The

ered."
price
Paca Street.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

POKTLAND, May 8,1880.
Provisions conThe market for Groceries and
except Sutinues quiet with prices unchanged,
for granulated
gar, which has declined to 6%c

fair

6%e for Extra C. Cheese lower.
steady.
The following are to-day's closing quotations ο
Flour. Grain. Provisions. &c.:
loiii.
Superfine and

Ci ruin.

B'

High Mixed Corn.49@50
low grades. 3 26®3 60 Cora, bag lots....52a,63
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots. ..51@52
XX Spring..Β 00β6 25 Oats, car lot8....44ia,45
Patent Spring
45^40
Oats, bag lots
β ooge 25 Cotton Seed.
Wheats
car lots.. 23 00®24 00
Mich, straight
5 25S.5 50
do bag.. .21 OOjn.25 00
roller
clear do....5 ooge 25 Sack'dBr'n
car lots.. 16 60®38 00
etone ground.4 75 25 00
dobag...l8 00C«il9 00
tit Louie st'gt
5 50S5 75 Middlings. 18 00(S22 00
roller
50
do
bag lots,19 00 a 23 00
do....6
25®5
clear
ProTiiiu·,
Winter Wheat
5 75@β 00 Pork—
Patents
14 00®14 GO
Fûfa.
I Backs
Clear ....13 00ίαΐ3 60
Cod, i> qtl—
I
Mess
25
U50S12 00
3
largeShore.t 00®
Beet.
7 60!S,8 00
1-arge Bank2 50 α2 75 iMess Mess.
8 50j£9 00
Ex
50
I
2
25,α2
Small
9 50® 10 00
2 25®3 25 ι Plate
Pollock
Kxl'late. 10 50&11 oo
1 60®2 00
Haddock

_

—

...

....

Hake

Herring—
Scaled t>

1 75@2 25 LaraTubs
p..0Mi®e%c
bx..l6@20e Tierces.... e%®6%c

Pails
6%®7%c
13® 16c
lb—9ii®10 c
Hams
Mackerel ρ bbl—
Shore ls.iaoo®21 00 do coveredlOVigliyj
Oil.
Shore 2s. (1 50a 7 r-0
Med. 3s. 4 75® 5 75 Keroeene—
Pert. Kef. ret
Small

g

6%

choice

$Î7@$li);

@$17; fair to gooddo
nary $13/7 $14: Kast|swale $10@$il. Kye straw,
choice. U1 50 «22 00; oat straw$10 η * 1 1 (ν ton.
Potatoes—Aroostook rose 65@G8c ; do Hebron
GOc; Me
65^£G8c;Me Central, Hebrons and Rose
Burbank seedlings at 55@58c; North do 50@55c;
Ν Y Hebrons 40®45c ; do rose 50@ —c ; do pro-

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, May 10, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 9,at

500 ; shipments 2oOO ; lower ; shipping steers
4 40^4 50; stoekers and feeders at 3 00S3 70;
cows, hulls and mixed 2 00«4 10: through Texans 4 05®4 15.
25,000 ; shipments 5,000 : the
market is lower: rough and mixed at 3 75®4 05;
packing and shipping at3 90®4 20; light 3 65®
4 10; skips 2 50@8 60.

Hogs—Tteceipts

riheep—Receipts 3300; shipments 0000; market
weak ; natives 2 00a;5 00 ; Texas 2 00@3 00.

Grain is

and

to

choice Eastern fine §15
at$14@$15: poor to ordi-

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK. May 10,1886.—Flour market-

3716 bhls and 6444

K jceipts 35,193 bDis; exports
sacks, dull and heavy but not quotably changed;
sales 11,700 bhls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00®3 05 ; superfine
Western and State at 2 60® 3 40; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 20^3 60; good ..to
choice do at 3 65S6 25 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 ooas 10; fancy do at
15g5 25 ; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
Γ> 00; common to choice extra St Louisiat 3 25®
20; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75® 5 00; choice to double extra do at 6 00®
515, including 500; bbls eity mill extra at 4 60;
600 bhls fine do at 2 00®3 05 ; 800 bbls superfine
at 3 20S3 60;
at 2 GO α3 35:1400 bbls extra No 2
3 25@6 25 ; 900
3100 bbls winter wheat extra
2535
25.
3
Southern
at
extra
bbls Minnesota
at 3 26®3 65 ;
flour steady ; common to fair extra
Flour firm.
3 70@5 25.
Rye
at
do
to
choice
good
79,999
Wheni—Receipts 163,850 bush ; exports
and more acbush; spot lots fully 1» IViC lower No 2
Chicago
tive for export ; sales 276,000 spot;
2 Red at
at 89®89y«c ; No 1 Northern 91%c; No
89 15-16®90yec ;No 1 Red 97c ; No 1 White 95c.
Kye is nominal. Barley nominal. Corn—spot
lots Vzc lower and dull; receipts 6600 bush; exports 202,813 bush ; tales 68.000 bush spot; No 3
at 46c; No 2 at 4714c elev: Yellow at 48%@49c.
Oai·—Mixed rather weak; White about Vac
bush;
higher; receipts 83,600 bush ; exports
sales 99,000 bush spot : No 3 at 36c ; do White at
40^4g41c; No 2 at 36»/i@37c; No 2 Wlillo 41V4
@42c ; Mixed Western 39j|40c ; White do 38g46 ;

fa

—

LET—Cottage

Apl

Is dry and turns hard, until oil is applied,
after which it moves easily. When the
joints, or hinges, of the body are stiffened
and inflamed by Kheumatism, they cannot be moved without causing the most

excruciating pains. Ayer's Saraaparilla,

TO

TO

have been and are doing
With what
we shall be able, in our new Free Hospital
that we are now building corner of Huntstreet, to perington Avenue and Camden
half of the Hospital,
form in the
we

FURNITURE—The
FOR
skating rink in Storer Block has been fitted
ub expressly for this purpose ; divided Into rooms,
so parties can have their furniture in a clean, safe
place, under lock and key, at reasonable rates:
Insurance low, and use of elevator. STORER
6-1
BROS.

Murgical

STORAGE

500
Operations annually.

LET—A nice new tenement at Woodfords,
β rooms, bath, stable and gardeu, ill per
month. Also a large 2 storied house, arranged
for 2 families, stable and garden, $20 per month,
Sebago water in both houses, cars pass both. 4-1W.
H. WALDRON, 180 Middle

TO

St._

FOR

day

Highwaier}

...

ΙΛΙΙΰΙΙΙΙίαίΙάΙΙΙ,
after being troubled with it for years. In

this, and all other diseases arising from
impure blood, there is no remedy with
which I am acquainted, that affords such
relief as Ayer's Sarsaparilla.—R. H.
Lawrence, M. D., Baltimore, Md.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla cured me of Gout
and Rheumatism^ when nothing else

■

Cleared.
Hamilton, New York

—

TO

To Let.
tenements ; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Park
street ; all In firet-clas· order : rent $14 per
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange street.
aprlOdtf

THREE

physician.

FOR MALE.

often asked—how does Murdoek's
question
with other Foods and TonFood

The

compare
ics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts In his annual report for 1886.
>
>
g?

£

SS s-8

?

\S

I

S? Sa
:
: ο

s

cp

?

acres

extra
;
summer
hay ;
chance to make money; only $1800, with $5'·0
ESTATE
REAL
MAINE
balance
easy.
down,
AND BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

10-1

:

FOR

square feet, situated

Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it our life depends. Mnrdock's Liquid
Food will make new blood faster than all foods or
preparations known. A tablespoonful four times
a day will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,

LipÎFÔOD CO.,

MIRDOCK
aplO

TT&Sly

SALE—An assortment of all kinds of
hard and soft wood at lowest cash price;
wood sawed to order ; all orders promptly attended to. WM. nAGGETT, No. 777 Congress St.

FOR
|

style,
HORNE
kind, and good driver, weighs about 900.
Federal
at SAWYER'S STABLE,

Boston.
SM&Wtf

10-2

TOTE FOR SALE—Bramhall & Dearie,
double oven range, been used In large eating
house, in good condition, and for sale by It. WES8-1
COTT, 418 Fore St.
COUPE FOR SALE—Round
glass front ; been used but little ; in good orHORSE AND CARder; will be sold cheap.
8-1
RIAGE MART, 32 and 34 Plum St.

S

ELEKANT

OR BAliE—Farm of 100 acres (Extra Soil)
line orchard, good house, barn and buildings
complete, all farming tools, horses, cows, hogs,
hens, wagons, sell low, small amount down, balMAINE REAL
ance easy terms, (rare chance.)
ESTATE & BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange

F

8-1

Street.

and

designs
prices in the city. STURDIVANT'S
7-1
GREENHOUSES. 697 Congress St.

at the lowest

store in

; old
ed for only

Bangor.
Sla 7th, sch Edw Stanley, Coombs. Banuor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, sell LettieWells,
Bunker, New York for Kittery; Jas A Parsons,

do for Gardiner.
Sailed, sehs Petrel, Raritan for Boston; Keystone, Amboy for do; Osprev. and Hyena, Hobokon for do; J Baker, New York for do; Fanuie
Flint, Amboy for Portland; Julia & Martha, do

for Calais.
Ar 8th, sehs Fannie Whitmore, and Silver
Heels, Baltimore for Boston; Nellie Woodbury.
New York for Lamoine.
HYANN1S—Ar 8th, sch S C Hart, Kelley, Saco
for

Philadelphia.

BOSTON—Ar 8th, sch Maggie J Smith, Hall,
Baltimore; F Nelson,Hinckley, Hokoken; Lizzie
Brewster, New York bound east: Mary Eliza,
Morrissey, Belfast ; J M Eaton, Parsons, Rockport.
Ar 9th, sclis Kate Ε Morse, Huteliins, Caibarien
Sarah Ε Hyde, Murphy, and Pride of the Port,
Parsons, Barrington; Minnie Davis, Davis, do;
Yankee Maid, J'inkham, New York ; Cambridge,
and
Perry, Wiscasset; Lewis R French, Newman,
Belle. Hodgdon. Wiscasset; Eldora, Strout, Cherryfield ; Η II Ilavey, Bickford, Sullivan ; Willie
Seavey, Simmons. Friendship.
Ar loth, sclis Judith Ann, Condon, and Nellie
G Davis, Davis, Barrington!; Georgie D Perry,
Flynn, Maehias ; Smith Tuttle, Carter, Newcastle
Victory, Norton. Rockland.
Cld 10th, barque John R Stanhope, DeWmter,
Bridgwater, Ν S ; brig Eugene Hale, Harding, for
Surinam.
SALEM—Ar 8th, sch Ε M Sawyer, Watts, from
Perth Amboy; Governor, Sargent, and Velma,
Colton, Port Johnson.

$2100,

;

lest than

actual cost of stock

BÎfsï:
7-1

ILL RE SOLD AT AUCTION—100,τ
000 Imported Key West and Domestic Ciof the finest brands
gars. These cigars consist
and will be sold In lots of one box and upwards.
this
commence
Sale to
Thursday Evening at 7
at
p. m., and will continue Friday and Saturday
10 a. m., 2.30 and 7 p.m. Dealers and simmers
6-1
attend. F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

W*

WOLFE'S

ADVISE the trade and consumers to

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfullness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.

"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find, it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS
nrmdly

marlO

confectionery, fruit and
cigar store ; will pay all cash ; no objection
MAINE
to a good soda fountain in the business.
4G
REAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS AGENCY,
buy

WANTED—To

Exchange

80S

Cannot be made by medicines, or the skill of physicians; but tlie old ones
can be strengthened and
preserved by the nse of
Β

ÇJ

g

cnre for Coughs,
and all disAsthma,
Colds5
eases of the lungs.
a sure

Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.
eownrmlyG

fel)5

NATURE'S
CURE FOR

™rn..
_..^Γ
PnWvT PAT IIW

TARRANT'S
EFFERVESCENT seltzer
APERIENT.
an elegant

efficacious, pleas-

UUllO 11 ΓΗ 11Ulisant aperient in the form of a
powder, producingwhen dis-

solved in water an Exhilarating. Effervescing Draught,
recommended by our beet
Physicians as a reliable and
agreeable remedy. It cures
Constipation, cures Indigestion, cures Dyspepsia, cures
Heartburn;
Piles, cures
cures Sick-Headache, cures
Liver Complaint, cures Sick
Stomach, and gently urges
a
il
_■
λ·
all the Excretory organs to a
ΛΐΠΚ*ΗΡΑΠΑ£Ρβ
OlulV iluuUCIuliw|pr0per acti0Ii. it should be
in every household
found
4.ND
and carried by every traveler.
Sold by druggists cvcry-

DYSPEPSIA

*ivhere.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of onr country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by tne medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputatiou of salubrity claimed for It.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

A

0.
Co.,

P.

Ιν"ΐ;Γ%Χΐ

A WAT 1,000 Self-Operating Washing Machines. If you want one send us your name,
and expruss office at once. The National
31 Dey St., Ν. Y.
apr6eod&wlm

I>K. C. W. BENSON'S

a

©

!

ie Warranted

to

dly

CONSTIPATION!
There Is no medium through which
disease so often attacks the system
as by Constipation, and there is no
ether ill flesh is heir to,more apt to
be neglected, from the fact material
inconvenience may not be immediate·
ly felt from irregular action of the
bowels. When there is not regular
action, the retention of deeayed and
effete matter, with its poisonous
gases, soon poisons the whole system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula, headache, impure blood
and many other serious affections.
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS will
Immediately relieve, and one bottle
positively cure or relieve any case
r
of Constipation.
"Was troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after
trying everything imaginable, used
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS. The
first bottle revived me and the second
cured me entirely."—J. S. Williamson.
Rochester, Ν. Y.
I

ÛIPORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF

IN

ALL KINDS,

BALE

PORTLAND, ML

Managers for New England for tfie
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

HARRISON.

DB.

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS,
g INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST, ®
| ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,!
S DISEASES OF HAIR AN» SCALPl*
» SCROFULA ULCERS, l'IMPLES *

C AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts
ft |of the body. It makes the skin white, soft
and smooth ; removes tan and freckles, and is the
BEST toilet dressing in THE WOKL1). Elegantly
nut up, two bottles in one package, consisting of
both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
Si per package.

dnrm6mcTh

MAINE.

MAÏO'S

It) 1

street.

WANTED—"KNIGHTS

applications

harmless anaesthetic for
teeth.

DR. C. M. TALBOT,
Juaction of Free nud middle
land. Me.
marl 1

ΜΑΒΡ||Ώβ£3

H
fi ErS t*28 S3
U Α Β O §g|
ΠΙΙ Β Β I «Blfifl

WANTED—A
people of Portland and vicinWANTED—The
ity to know that MRS. J. WESLEY JOHNthe celebrated Medical and Business Clairwork.

SON,

taken rooms at Mrs.
voyant. late of Boston, hasand
will give sittings
Farrell's, 56 Free street,
7-1
75 cts.
cts.
Gents
50
Ladies
;
daily.

to sell steamless and
small models: exII. SARGENT, 52

oderless kettles, sold by
WANTED—Agents
clusive territory given. C.

eodnrraly

mayie

ÏHîS
PAPERitTh?«^œ
ϋ
Γ
tieing Agency of Meesre.
Wn W· AYE"

* snN· cur

autho-'zed agent*

7-1

Temple St.

a young man, a situation as
work that
janitor of an office or some light
would give employment to an early riser. Address
7-1
R„ Box 2014.
good smart girl to do kitchen
would
work, must come well recommended;
able to do the
not object to middle aged woman if
7-1
ST.
FREE
G5
at
work.

WANTED—By
WANTED—A
Apply

gold and silver, foror which
taken
highest cash prices will be paid,silverware,
in exchange for watches, jewelery.

WANTED—Old

NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE,
6-1
S. Schryver, Prop.
to know that we are
receiving plants fresh from our greenreahouses every morning, which we are selling at
sonable prices ; also Lawn Mowers, Lawn Dress& CO., No.
SAWYER
W.
&c.
C.
Lawn
Seed,
ing,
β-1
5 Preble St., Telephone No. 71)1 Β.
etc., etc., at the
49G Congress St.

Streets, Portd3ni

GERMAS ASTHMA «RE
Instantly relieved the
most violent at tuck*,
n,l(l lnHoree eomfort-

9 1W I II ■
Uged by
„,eep>
inhalation, thus reaching the disease direct, relaxes tho spasm, facilitates free ΛΙΙΒΡΟ
w l\ Ε■ Ο
expectoration, aDd EFFECTS

whew all other remedies fall. A trial ronrlntM the moil
skeptical of lt» Immédiate,direct and uever«fhiUi>s effect.
Price 50c. and *1.00; «Γ druggists or by mall. Trial

<l&wl4r3m

apr9

that Mrs.

to know

Sherman still remains at 42 South
WANTED—Ladies
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints

in

MAINE
Exchange St.

easy.

AGENCY,

ESTATE

6-1

OPPORTUNITY ever offered to
Parties of small or large
money.
double the amount invested in one
means
year, this will bear the closest investigation. Call
and judge for yourself. MAINE KEAL ESTATE
6-1
and BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
make
BEST
can

SALE—On Brown street, near Congress
street, a very desirable two-story house,
containing fourteen rooms, arranged for two families, or for boarders : the lot contains 6000 sq. feet
of land. For particulars apply to JOHN C. PROC5-1
TOR, Centennial Block.
S ALE—House lots on Prospect street.
Woodfords, desirable, fine view of the city
from the location ;
price from 5 to 7 cents per
square foot. N. S. GARDINER. No. 40 Exchange

FOR

Outgrowing joints
growing nails.
Will call at residence if desired without extra
5-1
charge. Co*ns removed for 25 cents.
for 20,000 roll» wall
papers: lowest prices In the State; perfect
(free) to N.
goods, all grades ; send for samples
5-1
W. KENDALL, Biddeford, Maine.
pressman to commence work
at once. C. M. WATERHOUSE, Merchant
5-1
Tailor, Saccarappa^Me.

WANTED—Purchasers

WANTED—A

Encyclopelibrary
WANTED—Agents
dia of Freemasonry ; the worj* is
the most learned and comfor

Mackey's

a

itself, and is really
plete of any Masonic publication ever issued. Address VV. L. HARVEY, 37 Plum St., Portland, or
4-1
call between 7 Va and 8 Va a. m.
in

house in good neighborhood in westerly portion of city ; must have
all the modern improvements, with not less than
five sleeping rooms ; a large portion of the year
there will be but.two occupants. B. SHAW, 48Vfc
3-1
Exchange St.
machinists; married
men preferred. Apply to FOSTER & BROWN,
3-1
Saccarappa, Me.
χττ autrd—a custom cutter who understands
Τ Τ
tailoring and pressing; permanent position
to a well recommended man ; state wages wanted.
3-1
Address BENJ. KAL1SH, Bucksport. Me.

WANTED—A

nice

WANTED—First-class

situation

young lady,
lier
WANTED—By
type-writer,
stenographer;
No. a lias had
practice taking
a
own

uses

Remington

hatching from pure
OK SALE—Eggs
bred poultry, viz. : Plymouth Rock, WyanDuck
and
Pekin
Houdan
eggs, $1.00 per
dotte,
setting; Dark Brahma and one pen of selected
9
ducks per set$2.00
setting;
per
Wyandottes,
ting, all others 13; excellent stock. Address C.
K. HA WES, 431 Congress St., or Buzzell Hill,
4-1
Cape Elizabeth. At home after 6 p. m.

F

BALE—A

row boat
can

first class condiat RYAN &
4-1

in

be
tion 15 feet long;
FOR
243 Commercial St.

seen

KELSEY'S

HALE—Three story brick
land on the booming
W.
a great bargain
Congress
part
4-1
WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
FOR

HOUSE
house, 7,000 feet of
St.:
of
SALE-Hotel

at

revalue. A
is out

a summer

property
sort in Maine, at half its actual
FOR
the
of money will buy it
small
a9

sum

owner

other business. MAINE REAL
ESTATE and BUSINESS AGENCY, 4D Exchange
4-1
Street.
of the State

on

FOR SALE—The fast

sailing cat-

YACHT
rig "Fannie" 24 feet long, lOfeet beam, and
of canvas ; draws 2 feet 10 inch90
yards

spreads

without, and 7 feet with centre board ; has cabberths ; outfit of cork cushions, life
preservers, anchor, lines, new rigging, sail cover,
awning, &c ; steers with wheel : newly painted Inside and out ; will be sold low for casn. Address
3-1
JAMES A. PROCTOR, Richmond, Me.
es

in with four

boilers, large

engines
and small, at low prices.
Inquiries bj mail
FOR
R. W. PRATT,
will receive prompt attention.
aud

SALE—Steam

may3-4

No. 11 Travers St., Boston, Mass.

HALE—In Knlghtvllle, 2-story frame

Main street; corFOR
house, pleasantly located
B. SHAW. 48Va Exchange
tn

as

some

;

testimony in Court, and is fully competent to perforin all the duties of an amanuensis. Address
1-·*
W. E. ULMER. 52 Exchange St.
public to know that McCobb

furnish them with the choicand Lord
WANTE»—The
est creamery and dairy butter. Fine cheese and
can

fresh country eggs at BUTTER STORE, 41 Free
St.

Keeping

customers.

21

milk
WANTED—Milk
cows, 1
prepared to furnish pure
and into
; one cow's milk for Infants

my patrons
valids a specialty ; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. I'. O. Address, East
apr27-4
Peering, Me.
TTtTANTKD—Carpenters to know that we send
τΤ
Cadwell's Patent Adjustable Roof Brackets
Recollect no nail
on trial to responsible parties.
holes, no danger, they can be adjusted to any
& DEXTER'S,
KING
at
Come and see them
apr27-4
ortland. Me.
boarders for the summer;

Address
location pleasant and healthy.
WANTED—Lady
MRS. E. G. POWELL, Box 58, Cumberland Cen-

apr27-4

tre, Maine.

buy $1,000 cast off Clothing
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid; call
#*r**w*ene Immediately, Mit. S. LEV ¥, 07 Middle
27-2
St., Portland, Me.
11/ ANTED—Good second hand tents about 13
τ Τ
bv 17, with fly and one8bylO. Address
£7-2
BINDERY, 46 Exchange St.
TITASFTED-EVEBY LADY abOUftO MAltltY,

WANTED—To

EVEBY LAJ>v or ftwwtitMAK tntondtnpr
themselves witn a
on a joubney, to

Τ
go

Τ

provide

"Steel Lined Leatneroid Trunk" and have their
mussing. Send for
apparel taken safely withoutthe
LLATHEROID
illustrated circular to
feb!5-3m
MANUF'G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

rear.

3-1

street.

SALE—100 dozen 20 cent Shaw seamless hose at only 11 cents a pair. $800.00 In
presents to be given away in 1880 to customers
guessing
purchasing 50 cents worth of goods, and
nearest the number of the watch, to be given
30-2
away that month.

FOR

DALE—A

round back phaeton, but litΚl'FUS CUSH-

tle used cleau and good.
FOR
88 WinterSt.
;

29-2

SALE—The Williams Cottage, stable
one acre of land, at Pond Cove, one of
the
delightful situations on the Cape Elizabeth Coast. Good Ashing in the immediate vicinity. Pure spring water, and everything that the
heart can wish. Enquire of S. 1). HALL, No.
2G-3
losya Exchange street.
WALE—Or to let; two cottageson Peak's
I sland, within five minutes walk of Jones'
Landing. Enquire or address C. I. KIMBALL,
21-tf
112 Free St.
great discount, a large,
m.
sloop rigged lighter ; tonnage, 35 77-100 net ;
age, 3 years. Address MRS. P. M. II., Richmond,
ap21-4
Me., P. O. Box 125.
IOR SALE—At

F

a

un nue

OK (SALE·—Ont' mue lrom me city,
of horso cars, BV4 acres l^and ; 2 story House
11 rooms ; Wood House, Carriage House and
other out buldings. Address Bo* 143, Woodfords.
10-4

SALE OR TO LET-House No. 2E9
Braekett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
1-tf
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.

FOR

the estate of the

late

part
Commercial,
THAT
Dyer situated
street, containing about 10,000 feet of
o£

Lemuel
India

near

on

land

and

buildings thereon ; location desirable for stores
Also lots on Tur
or a manufacturing business.
ner, Emerson and Cumberland Sts., and the EastFor
ern Promenade.
particulars and terms of
AUG. P. FULLER,
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.
apr24d2m
the

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Chebeague Island.

BY
ences

Wanted.
general housework.

CAPABLE

ap24dtf

door plate ;

patent
and §1.25 for
FORsend
your
convinced. A. W. MANN,
a new

name

and be

opposition ;
plate

no
a sample

Doane

7

St.,

iny5d6t

Boston.

CENT LEGUAI* going to Chicago and Min
neapolis on 13 inst., is prepared to undertake a few commissions. Address O.K., this of-

A

LOST

F

est0re

649 Congress Streei!

01 C" E- BEAN
8-1

A DR· If Τ—From the exclusively
JL»
nigh priced fine boots system, to a general
assortment of medium and low priced boots, while
and
our fine boots are superior In quality,
541 Congress St.
style to any we have ever had.
8-1
M. G. PALMER.

Β

HO Κ i:

quantity

information
obtain full par-

wants

who

party
about D. W. HOWLEN,
FOUND—The
ticulars by calling at the address

can

of former com6-lt*

munication,from 7 to 9 P. M.
TuesHAND BAG LOST
street
day afternoon, either on a Congress
or Millett
car, or in Miss Hazen's millinery rooms,
& Little's store, a lady's black leather hand bag,
;
containing a portemonnaie and a sura of ofmoney
bracealso an order on Millett & Little, a pair
A
lets, silver spoon and other articles of value.
reward will be paid the finder on leaving the same
6-1
at the PRESS OFFICE.

ALAD¥'8

evening, May 2, between
Sunday
St., Methodist
and the

Congress
42 Melbourne
LOST—Last
Church, one pair gold bowed eye glasses with gold
attached ; route taken by the loser from 42
Melbourne St., Merrill to Quebec, to North, through
North to Church. The finder will be liberally
rewarded by returning to T. A. BO WEN, 42 Mel4-1
bourne. St.
Exchange and Emenr Sts., a
portemonnaie containing a sum of money.
Address or call at TRANSCRIPT, 44 Exchange

chain

LOST—Between

4-1

St.

place to get two elegant cabinet
photographs for $1.00. HARRIS* GALHall.
LERY, 518 Congress St., opposite Mechanics

FOUND—The

REWARD.
$5.0<Γ
from elevator dock, Grand Trunk
white
the
night of the 29th ult.,
STOLEN
wharf,
boat (lap streak) with dark yellow guna

on

painted

wale, marked S. S. Toronto, of Liverpool, on stern,
and No. 7 painted on bows ; any person returning,
same to steamer Toronto before the Gth of May
will receive the above reward; and any person
after this
found with said boat in their
notice will be prosecuted with the utmost rigor.
A. REID, Marine Superintendent Dom.S. S. Co
dtf

possession

myl

AGENTS

WANTED.

eod3m

apr!7

AGENTS, $25 PER
and expenses, or 50 cents od
week
the dollar, to wholesale my goods. A rare chance.
Address F. M. WEAVER, with stamp, Bidde·
29-4
ford, Me.

WANTED-GENERAL
salary
ηι;ι9ι;ί jaisn

«AliE—Hats and Gents' Furnishing
Goods Store, 50 miles out of Boston ; established 17 years; never more successful than now;
one of the largest manufacturing cities in the
state : carries about $6000 in stocK ; owner out of
health, wishes to retire ; splendid opportunity for
smart man. JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND & CO.. 277
7-1
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

FOR

provision
of the best streets in Boston ; good clear
FOR 8ΛΙ*JE—Grocery
location for business
stock, low rent and
and

store

on

one

splendid

this is sold for no fault, owner ha.·» other business
and will sell for just what the stock is worth,
about $600. J. F. HUNT & CO., 14 State St..
7-1
Boston.
SALE—First-class hack, boarding and
livery business, fine location in enterprising
and rapidly growing city of 20000 inhabitants,few
miles from Boston. Stable is fully equipped and
doing large and very profitable business, established ana run by present owner 10 years, sold
for good cause ana at a bargain, lease of premises
for 3 to 10 years. This is one of the best chances
in stable business ever offered. Parriculars oi
FOND & BR1TTAN.339 Washington St., Boston,

FOR

RENT—A nice suit of rooms, No. 639
St.
Congress street, front room on Congress The
also a few excellent rooms single or in suits.
the location Is one
and
house
the
of
Appointments
81
of tne best in the city. Call at house.

DR.

TABLE

SUACE.

The most delicious in flavor; appetizing in effect; and by liberal use enables Dyspeptiotto eet
meats and hearty food without Injurious résulte.
For sale by all grocers.
aprlCeodSm

UNITED

TO

HOTEL.

FOK

LET—Rooms to

in
TOofboard
the

city.

part

ior

F

a

let

furnished

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated

without

pleasant location

in tne Western
Address H. B. Press Ufllce. C-l

RENT—Two or three desirable rooms
4-1
vacant, at 112 FREE 8T.

now

ports.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction In rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $60; Steerage $25.
For Freight, Passage, sailing l.n* and further
Information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
v.. A. ADAMS & CO.,
lis Klale Street, Cor. Broad 81., Bo.lon.
dtf
feb8

Coanultation
from θα. in. to 8

Dis

those mad*
eases and
chronic by malpractice
No cure no pay, only foi
medicine.
fr?f
nail Examination
p, ni.

janl5dtf

{£ave BridgtoD

Portland, arrive

9.00

î??9
11.35

7.55
10.4ο

W.

Trunk Bailwar
Connection· via Krud
Falls Junction
leaves Mechanic at 11.46 a. m.
ιtrain
:i'
arrives at Buokfleld
«.?'■£Canton at 1.10 p. in.
aim
Falls Junction
Mechanic
CanPassenger train leaves
at 3.60 and
arrives in Bucklleld
f
ion at 4.26 p. rn.
4.10 and 9.10
at
"«"turning trains leave CantonPortland and Boscunnec""* lor Lewlston.
train at
connections dally with passenger
at Buokfleld tor
at CanMinot for Hebron Academy;
;
Turner
Wo »
Fails;
t-'hase's Mills and
ueCt
and Bumiord
ton rL η
Di*<ield. Mexico

toi!"''

tL .7"·

«μ*"*"·*·

L.^uyco,.,.^
«Μ» TBOK UllWll OF CAIUM.
uNn

ΙΉΑΜΟΕ or TIME.
"■·' "il»r
Iraim·

IK, 1**3,

Oct.
f|tlYIMV, folio**»:
will run nm

DePABTVBKi.

p.

—

114
a'
««"*»«·"· 705
m..mixed.
4. 00p.
7.20 a.m. and
Chicago,1.30
Jloairt-al and

"-d

6r20 "b,;r"

and

ν,·'*»®.
"Wham,

m.

ForQ„«bec, 1.30 p. IU.

ARRIVALS.

mixed.

^sailing vessel.

Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R., and
8outh by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip 918.
Panvage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.
Sldtf

on

IL,

a.

ni.,

7.00 p.

Montreal, 12.05 p.

m.

aa
night train an

Portland
day train between

on

x
TICKET OFFICE

Sires!.
35 Exchange St., and Deoot Feot of India
BATE
SOLD AT REDUCED

TICKETS

το
I
Till#i«k"
Detroit, Chirac·,
Mafi.
Cincinnati, Ml. I.oui», Oniabit,
Labr Vilr,
nnw. Ml. Paul, Mall
Franciaco,
Denver. Maa
and all points in tbe
—

Canada,

>orilnve,t, Wetit and SoulllweM.
Manage·
JOSEPH HICKSON, General
WM. BDGAK, G. P. Α., 8upt.
STEPHENSON.
j.
ocl2dtf
it/

$5

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
in.
From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 «. m.
SÈ» Insurance one-half the rate of

8.26

From Lewi«i·· „nd Auburn,
3,16 a°o »·5ί» p. m.
■i
and
Front fàorhum, 9.40 a. m.

From BOSTON awrj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
p.

12.18S6.

Oof.
Winter Arrangement, In Effeet

™

To all

pointe

JVortliwest,
Southwest.

West,

LINE.

χ

β.55

F. PEKKlf, Supt.

Huekfield Railroad

Ruiuford Falls and

SflVfc

STEAMSHIP

P. m,
3.00
4.45
5.4ô
3.20

A. M.

"^EXT.Q.T.A.

Boston I Philadelphia

Secure B. & 0. Raies
before purchasing your
tickets.

AND UO

A. J.

west

211

SIMMONS, Agent,

Washington Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

I

VIA

_

CUNARD LINE. Baltjmore&OhioR.R.
THURSDAY,
STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM

—

New

AND

FROM

—

York every SATURDAY, calling at
Queenetown Cork Harbor.

STEERAGE PASSA6E AT LOW RATES.
THURSDAY.
June 10
G Gallia
June 17
May 13 Pavonia
June 24
May 20 Scytliia
Scythia
July 1
Catalonia
May 27 Catalonia
8
3
July
June
Cephalonia
Cephalouia
Cabin PaMage, 900, 9NO, and SlOO, ac
Pa«.
cording to accommodation Intermediate
and IreMage, £.'13. Drafts on Great Britain
land. For passage or freight apply at the ComBoatou.
Htate
»»
Street,
Office.
pany's

May

Gallia
Pavonia

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., LImiied.
(13m

fo.b'27

maine steamship company
For NEW YORK.
Wednesdays
leave Pier
38. East River, New York, on Wecmesûaya t».d
J. Β. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf
λ* α. &

wmt

m

on

Returning,

BÔSTÔ1
STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00

TREMONT and FOREST CITY
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable

night's restj

ana avoid the expense and inconven-

arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
ience of

Freight
ocltf

taken

as

usual.
J. B. COYLE,

eodlm

ap20

Liverpool Every

Boston to

Jr.. Manager.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
Daily
Embracing tne leading Hotels at whicn tlie
Press may always be found.

ΜΑΜΕ CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and after MONDAY, May lOlli,
1886, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
Bllwworth, Bar Harbor,
For Bangor,
Vauccboro, .Nt. John, Halifax, an«l lh«
Province·, St. Strplaeu and Aroo«l«o>
and
County, 1.20 p. m., via LrwiMou, 1.-125 for
and
via
Augusta;
$11.15 p. m.,
B.
R.,
Ar
Piacataqui*
Bnngor
an.»
$11.16 p. m., for Skowhegan, Boiïaat
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, Jll.l&D. Π1.; Waterville.
on Sat7.10 a. m., 1.20, 1.25, *11.16 Ρ· m., and Uni
urdays only at 5.15 p. m. ; for Augusta,7.JO a.
lowell, Gardiner and Biuuawkk,
Bath, .10 a. ni,
m., 1.25, 5.15, *11.15 p. m.;
only at 11.15
1.25, 5.15 p. in., and on Saturdays
Bock land and Knox an<t f.iucoln
urn and
Ant
B., 7. 10 a. ni., 1.25 p. m. ;
I .«-«vinton at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 6.0O ρ m. : Lewm..
a.
111.15 p.
7.10
ÎHton ria Bruanwick,
m. ; Farmington, illouinouth, Winthrop,
1.20
p. ni. ;
North
Anaon,
Oakland and
ill.
a.
Farmington via Bruiuwick, 7.10

&ηι.;

and 1.25 p.

in.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

pyljman trains will atop
for passengers.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
Sunsleeping car attached and runs every nightnot
to
days included, through to Bar Harbor but
or
to
Belfast
on
mornings
Skowhegan
Monday
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday moMings.
Trains ar« due in Portland a3 follows : The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. in. ;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.: the day trains from Ban-

an trtvt**·

gor and all intermediate stations aud connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in. ; the afternoon trains from Waterville,
Bath,
Augusta,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. ; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket*·, flrat and necoud eta»·, for
all point** in the Province· on «aie h» reduced rated.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Benunaptioa of Service.
Steamer CITY OF Bit ii vio.to will resume service on the route betweeu Portland and
Machiasport t>n Friday, March 12th. leaving fortland at 11 p. m aud leaving Machiasport every
Monday at 4 a. m., making one trip per week un
til April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays
and from Machiasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Geu'l Pass, and Ticket Ajrt.
Portland, May 8. 1886.
my5dtf

romano ana ugaensourg ». κ.
FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Mondai, Oct. 5,1885,

ΛΙ'ΒΙΒΝ.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Proprietors.
BATH.
SHANNON'S HOTEL-Jerry Shannon, Proprio
tor.
BATH

HOTEL—C. M. Plummcr, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE-W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprietors.
BOLSTER'S 'III.I X.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
QUINCY HOUSE—J. W. Johnson & Co.. Proprle
tor.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St—L. Rice &
Son, Proprietors.
BBI'.YNWIl'K.
P. St K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field, Proprietor.

CANTON.
CANTON HOUSE—N. L. MANDS. Proprietor.
I1IKA.TI.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley,Proprietor.

CORNISH VILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor.
CALAIS.
AMERICAN IIOUSE-M. D. Gardiner, Proprietor.

CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE-George Gould, Proprietor
EASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H. Bucknam,

Proprietor.

«BAY.
GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Whidden, Proprietor
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSJÎ—Quinby & Murch, Proprietors.
HACHIA9.
EASTER HOTEL-Ε. E. Stoddard. Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLS.
COBB'S HOTEL-P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.

KOBBIDKEWOCH.

TO AOENTS.-AddreM at
filAA ASALARY
SlVVVoDce, DR. SCOTT'S ELECTRIC ϋΟΟβϋ,
843 Broadway, New York. Tbu Onlj Genuine*

STATES

WIESBADEN

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

DIRECT

S, tSSS.

HH |_
arrive
Bridgton,

Parlor cars
Montreal.

AND lfWVn

ROOJI1 TO LET.

Commercial Nlmtn.

California,

Japan, China,·

10-1

fice.

LET—Several desirable unfurnished rooms
in the St. Julian Hotel. Apply to R. W. UN10-1
UERWOOl).

No. aes

To

will

COUNTY AND TOWN AGENTS WASTED.

t'omuivnciuK Oct.
Leave Portland (P. &O.B.K.)

From Chicago and
v*rom Quebec, 12.05 p. hî.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

Wanted.

STORAGE.

i*14dtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

Call at 144
ap7tf

GIRL to do general housework.
Call at 144 PINE STREET ill the forenoou.

BRÏOGTON& SWOllMl Β.

Λ

mylOdSt

York.

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

Ocean Tickets nud < oal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers : the
Cunaru, White Star, Guion. Anchor, National, Inman, State, Red Star, North German Lloyd, Hamburg American. Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
England and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
ana Scandinavian exchange.
COAL-Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm, Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. L·.
FA It.TIER, JJ Exchange Ml.
ap24tf

Wanted.

dCinos

mare

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily,
Sundays excepted, on and after April 1. 1880,
at 3 P. M., for Long, Little and Great Chebeague
Islands, Harpswell and Orrs Island, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at 0.30 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 0.00
A. M. For freight or passage applv on board to
mh29dtf
CAPT. J. L. LONG.

agent
large worsted Importing House, an Inferconcern for commission sales.
requirtd. Address P. Ο. B. 1228, New

and
FOR
most

FOR

STEAMER CORDON

a
or

on

nerlot;stab!e

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, evfcry MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FKIDAY at 5.00 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. s^*Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

am

FOR

for

Dr.

street,
and in.

specialty.

a

story,

KEAL

AND ALL PARTS OF
New If run* wick, Nova Picotin, Prince Edward» Island, and (Jape Breton.
—

—

AU®.

Bfdgton Junction

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST.JOHNN. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

capable girl for general houseApply to 52 BOWDOIN ST. 8-1

to do

hay, good timber, Vz mile from Railroad Station,
fine place, sell low, small amount down, balance
45

STEAMSHIP CO.,

HAltPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

8-1

Call at 10 LEWIS

near

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

BATCHELOR'S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

ESTABLISHED 1S31.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable!Instantaneous! No. disappointment, no ri<uculoue tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the .hair
ί-ôft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circular?
sent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all drugIgists. Applled by experts at BATCHELOR'S Wig Factory,30
East 10th St.,N.Y city.

to assist in general
well recommended.

girl

young
WANTED—A
housework; must be
ST.

IRL
OR EXCHANGE—Farm 160 acres
G PINE STREET, in the forenoon.
Bath, good house, 2
SALE
good soil, situated
barn and other outbuilding, cuts 60 tons

F

VEGETABLE VAPOR
A pleasant and perfectly
the painless extraction of

C1««re

BY

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

will take place this evening at 7 p. m., and will
continue Friday and Saturday at 10 a. m., 2.30
and 7 p. m. Sale to take place at 230 Middle St.,
M. G. Palmer's old store. These cigars will be
F. O.
sold in lots of one box and upwards.
6-1
BAILEY &CO., Auctioneers.

MAN,

TIIE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR

£

apr8

YORK.

NEW

jg

SKIN CURE

STREET,

marlO

Also Ganeral

BIG OFFER

gars, Imported Key

SCHNAPPS.

18 BEAVER

a

OF LABOB."
inMen of persistency, push, industry and
work—
telligence to canvass for that most timely
The
Labor."
of
and
Knights
"Kings of Capital
us next week to arrange a
publisher will be with
cambrilliant "Battle of the Books"—a rousing
paign on the new edition. File your
for agencies at once ; also for a score ot the best
and most salable works in the world. Agents ol
MAINE BOOK AGENCY,
both sexes wanted.
EUGENE H. JUDKINS, MANAGER, 385 Con·
8-1
gress st.. Portland.

Auction Sale of Fine CiWEattend the greatWest
and Domestic, which

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

Patterson,

pRsaed the Gate 9th. schs Thomas R Pillshurv.
from Havana lor Portland, (ana anchored) ; Maggie Todd, New York for Calais; Ada S Allen, and
Angola, do for Boston; H Curtis, do for Salem;
Sedona, do for Gardiner ; .Jed Frye, Ainboy for
Mt Desert.
SOMERSET—Sid 7tli, sel» Josiah Whitehouse,
Hart. New Vork.
Sid 8th, sell Searsville, Meservey, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar Gtli, sehs SA
Blaisdell, Kay, Providence for New York; Caroline, Huteliins. I'rovidence ior New York.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 7th, sell Onward, Lowell,

good

;

a

NESS AGENCY, 45 Kxchange St.

Fishermen.
Vineyard-Haven 7th, sell Lilla Fernald,
Fernald, Portland bound south.
Passed Low Point 7th. sell Ella M Doughty,
Doughty, for Sydney, looking for bait.

ter, Rockland.
Ar 9th, ship Oneida, McGilvery, London 51 ds;
schs Win Butman, from Calais ; Castillian, Means,
Frankliu: Mentor, Oliver, Rockland; Jos W Fish,
Hart, and J Whitehouse, Farnum, Boston.
Ar 10th. brigs A J Pettengill, Berry, Cardenas;
Mary Ε Pennell, Mitchell, Ponce: schs Florida,
Warren, Jacksonville : Stella M Kenyon, Pendleton, Fernandina; Nellie S Pickering, MeKeen,
Brunswick; Georgie D Loud. Harris, do: Lizzie
Heyer, Harrington, Manzanilla; St Johns, Gillmore, Jacksonville.
Cld 8th, barque Alice Reed, Stahf, Adelaide,
Anst; sell A L Butler, Eaton, Ponce.

manufac-

smart

§ALE—Drug
FOR
turing town ; also physician's practice includbusiness sell all included
established

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

see

specialty.

a

ers

Ar at

*
guez.
Also ar 8th, barques MaryC Hale, Higgins.fm
Turks Island; Arlington. Leach.Cienfuegos; sells
Susan, Kennedy, Rockland; Walter Franklin,
Cousins. Lubee; J Nickerson, Wmslow, Saco for
Philadelphia; Helen A Chase, Adams, Boston;
Vulcan, Morris, Rockland; Susan Ross, Smallev,
Calais; Sarah A Blaisdell, Rav, Providence; Alta
V Cole, Colo, Apple River, NS; Altavela, Clark,
Portland; F Τ Drisko, Drisko. St John. Ν Β ; FA
Pike, Norwood, Calais; A J York, Wallace. Salem; Hiram. Hibbard, Calais; Ε G Willard, Fos-

sound,

on

seen

FOB

Hiizzenmast.

Domestic Ports.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 8th, sell Charley Buckl,
Washington.
NORFOLK—Sid 6tli, sell Abbie C Stubbs, Pendleton, Darien.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, barque Florence,
Carter, Port Spain ; sell Ralph Seniiett, Pinkhani,
Portland.
Below, barque Lorena, Stowers, from Cardenas.
Ar lotii, sens Gen A Ames, Jameson, Satilla;
Orrie V Drisko, Smith, Cardenas.
Ar 9th, barque Lorena, Stowers, Cardenas; sell
F L Richardson, Belano, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 8th, sell M C Moseley, Rumrill, from Cienfuegos; 10th, Gertrude L
Trundy, Davis, Matanzas.
Sid oth. barque Clias R Lewis, Montgomery, for
ΝβΛν York ; brig Ernestine, Norton, do; sch M C
Mosely, Rumrill, do.
Brig Jennie Hulbert is ordered to New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, sch Nellie Bowers, Magune, Charleston; Lewis King, Bunker,'Maya-

to

Congress street, where he will be pleasedhair cut
all of his old friends. Shaving 10 cts.,
a
ting 25 cts. Ladies' and Children's hair cutting
10-1

SALE—Choice Pansies 40 cents per
fitch.
dozen ; beddiug plants of all kinds, cut flowFOR
furnished for all occasions
floral

Slary

light damage.
Sell Ε L Higgins, of Calais, collided with schr
Trenton, of Ellsworth. 8th; in Lubec Narrows,
and both vessels sustained considerable damage.
Sell Oregon, from Kennebec for New York, put
into Glouecster 9th with loss of deckload and
leaking 1,000 strokes per hour.
St John, NB, May 7—Sell A Ρ Emerson, in going
through the Falls to-day, collided with the bridge
and carried away head of mainmast ihid sprung

SALE—Good

FOR

Can be
street.

SALE—Ladles' 16 button kid boots
$1.50; ladies'fine French kid beots $4; ladies' walkenfast boots ; ladies' beautiful slippers ;
all prices ; Childrens spring heel boots, all sizes
and prices. M. G. PALMER, 541 Congress St.

Capt John McVane, of Portland, formerly of the
schr H S Bridges, lias purchased the sehr Ella, of
Gardiner, at §2700, for the coasting business.

C Hale, Higgins, at New York
Barque
from Turks Island, reports, May 3, lat 34, Ion 73,
took a lieaw gale from W lasting 48 hours; stove
skylights flooded cabin, split sails, lost everything
movaole from the deck.
Sell Kate Ε Morse, Hutchins, at Boston from
Caibarien, reports—April 28, lat 36, Ion 74, took
a heavy gale from NE lasting forty hours; carried
away martingale, headgear, and sustained other

Woodfords,

Mechanic St.,

on

at a bargain and on easy terms. Also cottage at
Trefethen's Landing, 7 rooms, 4,000 square feet
in lot.MN. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St. 10-1

—

Dublin.
Ar at

and woodlot, 17,000

SALE—2 story house, ell
house, 7 finished rooms, good

Murdoek's Liquid Food..14.10 1.97 1G.45 0.42
Not any. 54.87 52.16 23.74
Liebig's
do. 28.67 22.62 11.09
Valentine's
do. 20.13 47.16 3.30
Johnston's
do. 56.13 60.50 19.24
Delacre's....
Murdoek's Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,

Liguid

Mills.
Sell Henrietta, Haley, Westport, NS—master.
Soh Lizzie & Annie, Spurling,Steuben—Ν Blake
Sell A L Perkins. Sellers, Penobscot—Ν Blake.
Schs Mattie J Allés, Perseverance,
SAILED
Maggie Ellen, Bramhall, Grace Cusliing, Col Milliken, and a large fleet coasters.

Keed,

good

intervale;

all

land,
FARM—70
house, large barn, stable, sheds ; cuts 30 tons
boarders
fine chance for

:

Berlin

Cates, Hong Kong.
Ar at Liverpool May 8, ship Charles Ε Moody,
Leonard, San Francisco.
Ar at Manila Mch 28th, barque Ε L Pettingill,
White, Newcastle, NSW
Sid Mch 23, ship L J Morse, Veazie, Liverpool.
Sid fm St Pierre Apl 21, sell Nellie F Sawyer,
Arey, Delaware Breakwater.
Cld at Ponce 29tli, brig Hyaiine, McLeod, for
Portland.
Ar at Cardiff May 8, ship Soltaire, Bosworth,

4tf

LET—A good tenement at 49 Green St
ExEnquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 105Vi28-3
change St.

s

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Aver & Co., Lowell, Maes.
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1 ; six bottles, $6.
febl

a

per cent.
lu alcoholic extracts 1.97. The other preparations are all TONICS, as they contain from
20.13 to 56.13 per cent.
Food
These facts show why Murdock's
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing tne system of disease.

I was, during many months, a sufferer
from chronic Rheumatism. The disease
afflicted me grievously, in spite of all the
remedies I could find, until I commenced
using Ayer's Sarsaparilla. I took several bottles of this preparation, and was
speedily restored to health.—J. Fream,
tt
Independence, Va.

NEWS.

ON,

street.

of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
cent, that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85 ; the other
cent.
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible

would. It has eradicated every trace of
disease from my system —R. H. Short,
Manager Hotel Belmont, Lowell, Mass.

8 ft 4 in
8 it 2 in

saw.

quire of Α.

Remember tliat with feeble infants who do not
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market, WE KEQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four times
daily oL Murdoek's Liquid Food, and you will find
that their lost or needed vitality will be restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not α case of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdoek's Liquid Food lias been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been pre-

Liquid

which baffled the efforts of the
most experienced physicians. Were it
necessary, I could give the names of
many individuals who have been cured
by taking this medicine. In my case it
has worked wonders, relieving mo of

at 114

room

International

new

17 3
TO OXFORD ST.
WANTED—Everybody
LET—Joiner's shop with three good benchInmachine ami circular
TO es, mortise
288
Commercial
Κ. 1'. LKI (ill Τ

BABIES.

working
cases

convenleatfumlehed

LET—A

scribed by

order.

_

LET—On St. Lawrence St., a tenement of
rooms, convenient and very pleasant:
Sebago. For information call at
with gas
CAPT. ROSCOE DAVIS', corner Federal and Ex4-1
cliange Sts.
RENT—Mostly furnished, to a small
family for six months, bouse 131 Emery
street, all conveniences and In perfect order. Permit from N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St. 4-1

TO sevenand

by its action on the blood, relieves this
condition, and restores the joints to good
Ayer's Sarsaparilla has effected, in our
city, many most remarkable cures, in

MAY 11.

4.18
0.56
14.38
I
Ueiirht
12.50, ueigut.... ,

Creaking Hinge

Peaks Island. Enquire
Franklin St. 8-1

LET—House No. 1 (old) Gray St., (new
former resNo. 11,) (Park street propriety,)
after
idence of Daniel F. Emery: possession given No.
GARDINER,
S.
to
N.
the 15th iust. Apply
7-1
40 Exchange St.
of
end
westerly
LET—House and stable,
hot and
city; contains 12 rooms, bathroom, and Segas
conveniences
;
cold water ; all modern
rent reasonbago in stable ; will lease for 3 years ;
able. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St. 7-1
lots to lease in Willard,
IVrOTICB—Cottage
For furnear the water, Cape Elizabeth.
XI
ther particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43
may7-2m
Commercial St.

April 22, lat 31 49 N, Ion 12G W. sliipChcsebrough, from Portland, O, for Queenstowu.
May 5, twenty miles off Jupiter, brig John II
Crandou, from Havana for New York.
May 6, lat 41 32, Ion 63 50, ship Β F Packard,
Waterhouse, from Antwerp for Baltimore.

A

on

TOof JOEL WHITNEY, «ill

Spoken.

13
Quebec
Liverpool... May 13
New York..Cieuluegos..May 13
New York..Laguayra.. .May 13
Valencia
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruzMay 13
Circassian
Quebcc
Liverpool.. .May 14
New York., i'orto liico .May lo
Andes
New York..Havana
May 15
Saratoga
New York..Iiio Janeiro May 16
Colorado
New York..Glasgow ....May 15
Ancliorial
New Y'ork..Hamburg...May 15
Suevia
New York..Antwerp ..May 16
WesterulaiKt
New York..Liverpool...May 18
Alaska
Now York..Bremen
Ems
May 19
New York..Havre
Amérique
May 19
Germanic
New York..Liverpool. ..May 20
»... New York.. Hambujg... May 20
Wielaml
Boston
Scythta
Liverpool.. .May 20
Quebec —Liverpool.. .May 20
Polynesian
New York .Kingston—May 22
Albano
City of Chester... Νew York.. Liverpool... May 22
New York..Liverpool...May 22
Ktruria
(jeiser
New York..CopenbagenMay 22
New York.. Hamburg... May 22
Moravia
New
York..Liverpool....May 25
Wyoming

Memoranda.
Barque Ocean Pearl, Handy, at New York from
Matanzas, reports heavy gales and lost and split

29 00
3 00
20 00
20 00
1 95
1 10
155
7 87
180

TO

LIQUID FOOD WAS GIVEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE
OPERATIONS.

Ar at North Sydney 7th, sen A Β Crosby, Marsters, Boston.
Passed Low Point 7th, sch Jas Boyce, Jr, Duncan. Boston for Glace Bay.
Ar at Parrsboro, NS, 8th, sclis Grecian Bend,
Layton, Portland ; Elihu Burritt, M alloc li. from
Windsor, NS.
Cld 8th, sch Laura Ε Messer, Gregory, Boston.
Ar at St John, Ν B, 8th, schs Roweua, Dawes,
So West Harbor; Hannibal, Pendleton, Belfast.
Cld 7th, sch Union, Cole, New York.

FOB

[By Telegraph.]

:

LET-A oottage of six rooms on Long
Island ; water In the house and everything
convenient: about two minutes walk from the
store
landing. Apply to JOHN HUGHEY, at 8-2
near wharf.

Be·
For (lie year ending April 1.
twecn one linndred and two hundred surgical operations have
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women supported by the
Murdoch Liquid Food Co., Boston,
withoutthc loss of a single patient,
and all restored to usefulness.

delphia.
Ar at Sydney, CB, May 8, sch James Β Jordan,
Martin, Boston ; J C Gregory. Gregojy, do.

Liverpool... May

Boston

NEW YORK,May 10, 1886.—Thejfollowing are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
23 25
Colorado Coal

New York Mining Stocks.

A new

out

FROM

Pavonia
Vancouver
Santiago

Sagua May 8, brig C S Packard, Vanslow,
Philadelphia.
Sid fm Manila March 23d, ship L J Morse, Veazie, Liverpool.

DcalcrN.

drink from a South American plant, called Moxie Nerve Food, is rapidly crowding liquors
bar-rooms. The old drinkers say it satthe
out of
isfies the cravings for stimulants better than liquor,
leaves
only the best results. It is more profitand
able to the dealer who prefers to deal in it. We
have the best of authority for saying that it has
substituted more than half the rum trade in LowProvidence,
ell,and is rapidly crowding into Boston.
Washington.
Brooklyn, New York. Baltimore and
Its career, so far, is the most remarkable ever
It is very popular among
known in this country.
tho churches, moral societies, and nervous, tired

Sid fm Cardiff 6th iust, ship Wm F Babcock,
San Francisco.
At Gonaives
12, barque J W Dresser, Parker, from Port de Paix, ar 3d, for New York; sch
Seventy-Six, Montgomery, from Barbadoes, ar
10th ; and others.
Ar at Barbadoes May 3, barque Tremont, Liu
nell, Rosario.
Sid fm Port Spain Apl 9, brig Wauban, Welsh,
St Thomas ; 22d, barque Florence, Carter. Phila-

Murphy,

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at lloilo March 30tli, barque Edwin

Oregon Nav
Kansas lsts, Den div
Con. Coal
Lone island
Pacific 6s of '95

'

Keen, Callao; 31st, ship McNear, Frost, Cebu.
Cld 1st, barque Escort, Waterhouse, Martung.

By Telegraph.]
May 10,1886.—Consols 100 15-16.
LONDON, May 10, 1886.-U. S. 4s, 128Ve.
LONDON, May 10, 1886.—[Beerbohm's report
toiChamber of Conunerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
Carwheat firmly held ; corn, nothing reported.
goes 011 the passage and for shipment, wheat and
corn firmly held. At Liverpool, spot wheat firmly
held ; spot corn rather worse.
Weather In England cooler.
LIVERPOOL, May 10, 1886.—Cotton market is
firm-.uplands 5Ved; Orleans 5 3-16d; sales 12,000
bales ; speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, May 10,1886.—Quotations—winter wheat 7s®7s 2d; Club wheat at 7s 2d@7s 4d.
Corn—mixed Western 4s 3Vad; peas 5s 6d. Provisions, &c.—Pork prime Eastern mess 51s ; bacon at
29s 6d for short clear and 28s6dfor long clear;
cheese 4Ss for American; lard, prime Western
31s 6d; tallow at 23s for Amercan.

FROM

Metropolitan El
Hannibal & St. Jo
do preferred
Mobiles Ohio
Morris & Essex
Richmond &iDanville

TO

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Yokohama Apl 19, barque Sontag,Waldo
for New York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Mch 22, barque C Ρ Dixon,

LONDON.

Sell Bramhall,

U. S. Express

Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Uniou Telegraph

;

particulars address or apply to EVERETT
10-1
SMITH, 85 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
LET—Offices in third story Merchants
8-1
National Bank, steam heated.
For

European Markets.

Texas Pacific

Union Pacific

man's house!"

one of Carmatisui, &c., will find relief by wearing
ter's Smart Weed Belladonna Backache Plasters.
Price 25 cents.

»

Ontario

New York.

A Good Rocord

Leavitt & Co.
Sell Montecello, Hensliaw, Kondout—cement to
C W Belknap & Son.
Sell David Spragne, Titus, Westport—lobsters to
W S Trefethen.
Sell Adelle Fray. Bray, Bar Harbor.
Sell Iodine, Cousins, ltoekport—lime to L C Cummings & Co.
Sell Capitol, Wiley, Bremen.

Kock island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & Omaha

"This, among other things, is what Willie told
his mother upon returning home:—
"And oh, mother, we saw a hysteric ram

May 7—Ar, brig Pululo, Coleman, Boston, to
load for West Indies; sch Zamba, Lambert, from

AIV TE Ο-All to
the summer. House to let
ban
W the Hair under
Dresser," has opened
SEASHORE—Far
at Scarboro, Me.,(accessible from Eastern and
Union Mutual building, 39c
dressing parlor
Boston railroads 10 miles drive from Portland.
a

MONDAY, May 10.
Arrived.
Steamship Frauconia, Bennet.'New York—mdse
to J Β Ooyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Barque Lodsen, (Nor) Jacobsen, Aguadilla, PB,
with sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to Chase,

Pullman Palace
Heading

,

Haven.

that "IIASKELL

know

RAI I.BO

STE17IEKS.

WANTED.

LET.

TO

IBI8CISL.l.AI*KOIJS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Pacific.Mail

plained.

tried
he can't do much, anyway!"

Receipts, 2,200 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, May 10,1886.—Cotton easy;
middling 9c.
MOBILE, May 10, 1886.—Cotton is quiet; middling 8 15-16c.
SAVANNAH, May 10, 1886.-Cottou is quiet;
middling 83Ac.
CHARLESTON, May 10, 1886.—Cotton is very
firm ; middling 9c.
MEMPHIS, May 10,1886.—Cotton quiet; middling 9c.

Below, schs Albion, from Amboy for Augusta ;
Ε Gerry, and Lady of the Ocean. Rockland for
New York; Gen Hail. Tliomaston for do ; Fleetwing, Danvers for Rockland.
Cld 8th, schs Wm Flint, Dodge, and Win Slater,
Small, St John, NB.
Ar 8th. sch Jos Oakes, Gray, Amboy for Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar Otli, sch Oregon, Kennebec
for New York, (see Mem.)
Ar 10th, sch Helen S Barnes, from Bangor.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 7th, sch Abby Wasson,
Lord, Hoboken.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 8tli, scli H L Curtis,Hutchins, New York tor Dover.
EAST MACHIAS, May 6-Ar, schs H C Chester. Sanborn, Boston; Jas Freeman, Jasper, do;
Nellie F, Huntley, do.
Sid, sch Lucy Hammond, Flynn, for Vineyard-

..

Panama

its
roadside. The boy was told what it was, and exuse in forcing water to higher elevations fully

otiier's sermon, he prayed:
prefaced the servant
who is to speak to us to day.
"Help thy
He stopped,
Without Thee—help him—for—"
to collect himself, and finished, "for, Ο Lord,

0,000 bush;j barley, 11,000 bush.,
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat, 34,000
bush: corn, 326,000 bush ; fcoats, 44,000ibush;
rye, 5,000 bush ; barley, 62,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, May 10. 1886.—Flour is dull;
XXX 2 90@3 DO ; family 3 10@3 20 ; choice 3 60@
3 70 ; fancy at 4 10@4 20: extra fancy at 4 40®
4 70; patents at 4 90@5 20. Wheat lower; No 2
Red at 83c bid. Corn is higher at 33@33Vec for
No 2 Mixed. Oats are about steadv; No 2 Mixed
at 29Vec. Lard easy at 5 70.
Receipts—Flour,3,000 bbls; wheat, 31,000 bu:
corn. 44,000 bush; oats, 40,000.bush ; rye, 1,000
bush, barley 1,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 14.000 bbls;wheat 3000 bu;
corn,239,000 busli;oats 33,000 bu; rye, 1,000 bu;
barley 1,000 bush.
DETROIT, May 10,1*86.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 84c ; Mich Red 85c ;No 2 Red 83 Vac ; No 3 Red

··■

Ore iron Trauscon

oii-u-.u-«-tt€*o«—

a few
A distinguished Boston divine preached
is pastor of a church
Sundays ago for a cousin who
His relative was
the
out
in
country.
miles
forty
of the city
somewhat flurried by the presencewith
which he
minister, and in the opening prayer

preferred

do pref
Ohio Central
Ohio l&JMiss
Ont.f& Western

so
I had the rheumatism in my knees and hips
I have taken four
that I could not walk.
bottles of Athlophoros, and am perfectly cured,
not a particle of
doing all the house work, with
rheumatism about me. Mrs. Harriet Strong,
Westville, Ct.

purging.

f56c.

M A.XIIJSTE

New York central.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis

badly

no

3 80@4 00 ; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50 ; patents
4 60@5 00 ; low grades 2 00@3 00; Rye Flour at
3 30*0.5 50 In bbls. Wheat lower at 703/e@773/8C ;
No 2 Spring 75%@76c; No 3 Spring 67c. Corn is
higher at 34*4 @3Va c. Oats easy at 29c. Rye is
dull ; No 2 at 60Vfcc. Barley nominal ; No 3 at 40
Lard at
Pork is weaker at 8 60®8 70.
82 Va@5 85. Boxed meats steaily—shoulders at
4 00@4 10 ; short ribs 5 20 ; short clear 5 50@5 60.
Receipts—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheat. 11,000
bush ; corn, 37,000 bush ; oats, 92,000 bush ; rye,

Sun rises
Sun sels
Length ol
Moon sets

do pref
Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
ao pref...;..

Northwestern
Northwestern

CHICAGO, May 10,1886.—Flour market quiet ;
Winter Wheat 4 40®4 75; Wisconsin at 4 0rt@
4 65; Michigan at 4^0(α4 75 ; soft Spring Wheat

M1N1ATURK ALMANAC

Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn. & St. Louis

"There is a sad state of affairs in Russia," ob
served Mr. Suaggs the other night. "There has
number
been an increase of 300 per cent, in the
of suicides in the last ten years."
S.
Mrs.
asked
"Wliat is the cause?"
"It is attributed largely to pessimism."
"That dreadful drink! I wonder the people
don't sign the pledge."

griping;

\Jl

·>·<·> IV

oluvii

American Express
Centrai Pacific
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Alton..
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Del. & riud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & Rio Grande
Erie
Erler preferred
Illinois Central
Ind Bloom. & Western
LakefErie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville;& JSasn

—

all
Carter's Little Liver Pills are free from
Concentrated medicrude and irritating matter.
to take ; 110 pain ;
cine only ; very small ; very easy

ϋΟ*τ

luiiunrxutj

«V

ceived daily, by private wire, by Pulton.
& Co.. No. 33 Exchauge street. Portland.
Adams Express

troublesome in
relief as Vegetine.

and

84*4

rto

Scott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
As a remedy
Oil with Hypophosphites
for Consumption, Scrofula, all wasting diseases
and General Debility, wo venture to say has no
equal in the whole realm of medcine.

no

received

gated 232.062 shares.
liie ioiiowmg are to-day's quotations of Government securities :
100%
United States bonds, 3s
—125%
New 4s, reg
125%
New 4s, coup
lli1/^
New4yas, reg
112·%
New 4Vfcs, coup
115%
Central Pacilic lsts
118V2
Denver & R. Gr..lsts
99Ya
Erie 2ds
101 Ya
Kansas Pacific Consols
112 Va
Oregon Nav. lsts
117Y3
Union Pacific 1st

"I
"Talking of piano practice." said Biggs,
knew a young fellow who useu to practice eight
in and week
or ten hours a day regularly, week
at the ofout, besides doing a hard day's work
iice."
his
died
before
and
a
decline
into
"And he went
time from overwork?" said Little.
contrathe
"011
;
of
Biggs
bit
a
"Not
it," replied
and is now the
ry, he appeared to thrive on it,
the strangest thing
very picture of health. But
of his famimember
about it is that he is the only
off. one after another, in
ly living. They all died
he
after
began practising.
about three months
Funny, wasn't it?"

a

are

4V2*5g5

Λ.

White State 43c. Coffee quiet.
Sugar Is dull;
refined dull; Ο at 5Vl@6»/e; Extra CBVa@5%c;
White Extra at C By8 @6c Yellow at 4% @6 Vac i
Off A «1/4®G Vic ;Mould A 6 V«c ;standard A 6% c ;
granulated 6% c; cut loaf and crushed at 7%@
7Vac; oowdered 7c;Cubes 6%@7c; C'onlec A6;
feO 7-lBc. Petrolrum—united at 78%c. Pork
steady ; mess quoted 9 25@9 50 for old. Beef is
dull. Lard 2@3 points lower and moderately
active: Western steam spot part at 6 15@6 20;
refined at 6 40 for Continent; 6 70@6 75 for S. A.
Butter weak; State at 17@24c. Cheeae quiet;
State new 4@4Vic.
steam 3%d.
Freights dull; wheat

81c.

on call coi.·
tinues easv at 2@2 per cent. Prime mercantile padull
continues
per cent. Exchange
per at
and steady factual rates at 4 86% for 60-day bills
are
duH
bonds
Government
demand.
and 4 89 for
Railroad bonds dull and steady.
and steady.
The stock market throughout the afternoon continued extremely dull and steady during the last,
and closed steady at figures whieli are not far
from the lowest of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre-

most

water up hill to

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

TBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,May 10,1886.—Money

other fellow walk?"
"Certainly. Why not?"
and
not?"
repeated Smith, striding isupwalk"Why
down in great nervous excitement. "He
fellow."
other
the
I'm
ing.

Willie is ten years old. Walking in the country
a hyrecently with his father, they came across

35

New York Stock and Money Market.

Brown.
"Let the

a-chuckin'

@11

Butter.
Creamery ψ lb. -·23@24

78
15#
Bell Telephone
.35%
New York and New England Railroad.
128
do pref
37%
Mexican Central 4s
lGye
Wisconsin Central
7
Boston Water Power Co
βγβ
Boston Laud Company
21
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com
94
do pref
381/2
Mexican Central R 7s
Marquette, Houghton and Ont. R., com— 32 Va
125
Eastern Railroad 6s

des"It's awful—awful," groaned Smith, with
due to-morrow—$800—
pair in his voice, "note
more
is
do
to
I
am
can't pay it. What on earth
than I know."
"Why not let the other fellow walk?" inquired

monotonous

@1}}^
Va

Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
Eastern Railroad

WIT AND WISDOM

ana

Ch^ene.

and 4 bbls sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.

The
dailv:

Supplementary,

maennrv

Top....$2V4M$2S/8

Red

Timothy 8eed2 15@2 20
HVii@13c
Clover

Boston Stock Market.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive, 12.20, 5 and
11 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m., 12 in., 5.15 and 9 p. in. ;
10 p. m.
Supplementary, 12.30 and
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
(Western division)—
Maine
&
railroad,
Boston
via
m. and
Arrive, 12.20 and 8.25 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a.
12 m.
Railroad—Arrive,
Eastern, via Maine Central
2 a. m. and 1 p. m. ; Close 12.15 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m. and connections,
Rockland, intermediate offices
and 6 p.
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1
in. ; Close, G.45 a. m. and 12.15 p. in. ; Supplementary, 12.30 p. m.
August.a,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. in. and 1 and G p.
in. ; Close 12.15, 4.30 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary,
12.30 and 10 p. m.
Bath,—Arrive, 2 and 9 a. m. and 1 and G p. m. ;
Close, G.45 a. in., 12.15, 4.30 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Auburn and Leiviston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. m.
and 1 p. m. ; Close, G.45 a. m. and 12.15, 4.30 and
12.30 and 10 p. m.
9 p. in. ;
Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m. ;
Close, 12.45 p. m.
connecGorhaml N. //., intermediate offices and
tions—Arrive, 8.35 a. m. ; Close, G.45 a. m.
conand
offices
intermediate
and
Sivantonj Ft.,
nections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive. G.10 p. m. ; Close, 8.15 a. m.
Bartleti, N. //.. intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 10.55 a. in.; Close, 2.15 p. in.
Rochester, X, If,, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arin.
rive, 1.35 p. in. ; Close, 7 a. m. and 12.30Gp. a. in.
;
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive,
m.
4.30
Close,
p.

hv

8@11<

%
C%

6

Imports.
AGUADILLA,PR. Bark Lodsen-370 hhds

Carrier's Deliveries, (Sunday excepted)—Γη
and
business section of the city between Higli and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in. and 12.30,1.45
1.4* and 5
C p. m. In other sections at 8 a. m. and
at Carriers' window. 9 to
p. m. Sunday delivery
7 and
10 a. ni. Collections from street boxes at
8
m.
4
and
Sunday at 6 p. m.
p.
11a.m. and

nwntûntû/i

Ixtra C
franulated
Seed*.

dise.

in.

—»>j«k

Hu^ar.
ψ lb

I

Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Portand 27 cars miscellaneous; merchandise ; for cOu
necting roads 125 cars miscellaneous! merchan-

department,

«.

@J£}4

@10 Vi

PORTLAND.May 10,1886.

General Delivery. (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. m.
in.
p. m. Sunday, 9 to 10 a.
111.
Cashier'ê Ofllcs, (Sunday excepted), 7 a.
to 7.30 λ m,; Money order -department, (Sunday
letter
m.
6
to
; Registered
p.
excepted 8.30 a. m.
(.Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. m. to C p.

sure

26@3 25
75@3 16

Railroad Receipts.

HO UBS.

are

Muscatel.... 2
London Lay'r 2
OnduraLay. 13
7
Valencia

9V?

13
13
10
β

itillt Edge Ver....23@24
@
I Choice
}?'??!?
6 50@7 01 Good
Messina
12@14
3 75@4 0< Store
Malagers
Εκκ «.
OrangCM.
extras...
13@14
)Eastern
Florida
@
12
7 00@8 0( I Can & Western..
Valencia
1*
Island
Messina and Palermo ψ bx.4 00@δ 0( Limed

to 7.30

Scrofulous humors

Sifter White

Centennial
Bainim.
j

00@1 2i Vermont—10
50@1 71 N.Y. factory 10

Evaporated Φ

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

spring. Nothing gives so

Devoe's Brilliant

Florida

Υ-Τι«»ηηηι·ί»ν-

OFFICE

IPratt'eAst'l.Wbbl.

Cranberries-

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 11.

"IT

I Water White......

Produce.

DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danlorth, Proprietor.

PORTLAND.

Green Sts.
CITY HOTEL, Comerof Congress and
J. W. Robinson. Proprietor.
and InMiddle
of
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner
louSts.—J. K. Martin. Proprietor.
G.
St.—J.
Perry.
Federal
117
PERRY'S HOTEL,

Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson,
Proprietor.
and Federal
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress
St, —McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
VILLAVE.
ΚΑΥΛΟΙ»
CENTRAI HOUSE-Wm. Η. Smith, Proprietor.
NACCAR.tPIM.
FRESUMPSCOT H0U8E-W. S. Pratt, Proprlotor.

HKOWlIEOAiV.
COBURN HOUSE-Robert VVHaines. Proprieto·
III lusolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
May 3, A. D. 1886.
State of Maine.
In ease of EVERETT F. BOVVKER, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to

give notice, that

on

the third day

InsolWarrant
of May, A. D.
1886,
THIS
issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge υΐ
vency
a

was

in

the Court of Insolvency for said Comity of
berland, against the estate of said
EVERETT F. BOVVKER, of Free port,

Cum-

to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
third day of May, A. D. 1886, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
said
That the payment of any debts to or by
of any propDebtor, and the transfer and delivery
law.
forbidden
him
are
by
erty by
Debtor,
1 hat a meeting of the Creditors of said
asto prove their debts and choose one ora more
of
Court
at
held
be
signees of his estate, will Probate
Court Koom in
at
liolden
be
to
Insolvency
A.
of
May
day
said Portland, ou the seventeenth
D. 1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
above writGiven under my hand the date first
H. K. SARGENT,
| ten.
Court of In1
as Messenger of the
Sheriff,
Deputy
solvency for said County of Cumberland.
my4&ll

adjudged
of

CAUSES and CUBK, by
who was deaf twenty-eight
uitrilljftd
specialby most of the noted
years. Treated
Curtttl ftimselj
ists of the day witn no benefit.
then hundreds of othsince
and
months,
I in three
A plain, simple and sucers by same process.
128
cessful home treatment. Address T. 8. PAGE.
febSBeodl 2 w·
York
City.
New
East 26th St.,

DVU1W

'·"
one

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland us follows: 9.00 n. a., foi
Fabrnn*, Bethlehem, liitllet··, Lnnca»·
ter, Wood· vil le, .Tloutpelier, Nt. John·

bury,

Newport, Burlington, Mwimi*·,
and all pointe on connecting

Ogdeneburg,

lines.
3.00 p. m.,
stations.

for

Bnrtlett

and

Intermediate
4.T.9

ARBKV1L8.

10.40
m., fjoin Burtlettand way stations
5.55 p. ui., from NwRBton, Burlington ai
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Suut
ocSdti
October 3.1885.
a.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PAXMKXOEIt TRAIT* 9EBVICE,
in effect Mnnday, October II, ISM.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN!* LBAVB PORTLAKB
For BMM at 6.15,*8.40 a. m.,>12.30,3.30 p.
Β0110a (or Portland 8.3» a. Γη.,ΙΛΧ), 3.30 p.

m.
m.

β.1&Ρ~&40

a. m.,
Mcarboro allit Pine Point
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Old Orchard, nacoÔMÂddoford and Krnubnili 6.15, 8.40 a.m., 13^·#—
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Well· Beach «.15, 8.40 ν m.,
3.30 p. m, Worth Berwick, Orrai Fall., Doand
Exeier, Harerhill, l*awrence
rer,
I.ovrell, 6.16. 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.
Farmington and Alton Ka,
Rocheilrr,
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 8.30 p. m., Naichnirr and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m.,
3.30 p. m. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Kail Lines to points West and South; tue 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
I'arlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m„ and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.

for Bo«ton

SlIKDAf TRAIN·
1.00, 4.15 p. m. ; arrive 6.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Bmui at 2.00 and t».00 a. m., tl.00 and
|6.00 p. m. Returning Leave Homo β at 7 34
and 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Kiddct'ord at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and « 0·
For Portsmouth and Kewburiport at
m.
9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. For
Arae.burr 9.00a. m. and β.00 p. m. For Male»
and I.ynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 aiul 6.U»
p. m. PU LUIA]* t'A Κ* on above trains
tThe 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 n. m. train» connect
with ltail Lines to South and West.
tTlie 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portlnnd Depot Ticket OUI..·,
and at I'mon Ticket OiHcc, 40 Kxchunzc
Street.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.

S..00 and

JAS. T. FURBER, tien'l Manager.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT-OF TRAINS.
■>•"5^8

f
'-u

On and after Momln,, April I
i,
1 WW. Pissenger Trams will l.fHTt
·*"ι··ηΐιι·ιΐι

For Werrr·!", 1' I ■ η (on. Ayer Junrtiun,
Windham and
Kppiaf at 7.30
a. m. and 1.05 p. «.
For .tinachcalcr, Concord, and points North
mat Ι.ΟΛ P*
|ror Hoche«ter, Mpringrale, Alfred, »'·«γ.
nut Knc· Hirer, 7.3U a.
boro
m., I .OS
d. m. and ι mixed) at β..Ι<» p. ·«.
For <iorhi.ni at 7.30 it. m., I .OS. O.iO and
(mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
For Haerarappa, Cumberland nil!·. Wc.ibrooW Junction and Η'ββ.|feril1» Ht 7 *10
and lO.OO b. m.. 1.03, 3.00, O.'JO and
(mixed) *β.30 p. in.
For Form %reaue (DeertUK) lOOOa.m.
:i OO and β 'ί» p. ■■
The · ·<»3 !>· m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juact. witl HoMnr Tnnnrl Route for
the West, and at Inion Drpot.
Wirrnlrr, for
New Yorl» via Norwich Line and nil
mil,
via SprinKllrld. also With Ν. V. Λ Ν. Κ. Β.
R.
("Steamer Maryland Route") for
Rnltinaore,
and the Mouth, aud
Witli Bo.toa & Alb,..IT R. R. for tile W
rat.
Close connection made at Weitkrxh
tioa with through trains of Maine Central June,
R.R and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland,
with through
^
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all pointa West and
8ο,,,»,
of
8.
be
had
H.
may
Agent Port
land S Rochester Den,* at foot of
Preble Street
et
•Does not stop at Woodford'*.
J W
npl"dtl

Wa»hiagton,

Philadelphia,

HKLLEN',Ticket

PETKKs.

SuDt.

THE PRESS.
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MORNING.

TUESDAY

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
TO-DAV,

ADTBRTINRnBIITi
amusements.
Port lam! Theatre—Haverly's Minstrels.
NEW ADVKKTI8EMKNT8.

IWKlV

Fine Formosa Tea—Geo.C. Shaw & Co.

Wanted—Young

Eastman Bros. &

Man

Bancroft.

Lost—Hand Bag.
spring Underwear—Owen, Moure &
Yîicht for Sale.
Wanted—Ladies and Gentlemen.

Co.

Farm for Sale.
Lost—Gold Heat ed Cane.
For Kent—House.
Portland Company-Annual Meeting.
Commissioners' Notice.
Flower Pots, &c—Swasey, Lamson & Co.
To Let—Part of Office.
Wanted—Parties Having Lumber, &c.
Notice is Hereby Given.
Cheviot Shirting—Mues Brothers.
For Sale- -House.
Wanted—Scotch Terriei Pups.
To Let—Jttoom.
Telephone No. 257—Clark & Chaplin Ice Co.
Nelson's New Store—4.

taking the large, old-fashioned,
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can't stand everything. One pill a dose,
d&wlw
may 11
If you

are

tired

Cowdrey's Salad Cream
imported Lucca Oil.

made with the best

mylleodtf

CIRCUIT

S.

U.

is

COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE WEiiB.
Monday—Georige E. Little, udmx.. vs. Grand
Trunk ltailway Company. On trial since Friday.
Verdict, not guilty.
A. A. Strout.
Hadlock.

Adjourned to Tuesday,

10

a. m.

LINCOLN COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE FOSTER.
(Reported for the Press.)

Wiscasset, May 10.
State (by scire facias) vs. Lewis Best, Joseph
It. Kenniston and James C. Pool. This was a
hearing on application of sureties Kenniston and
Pool on a recognizance for remission of penalty.
r a full hearing, the court ordered judgment
Jt3tè Hgmust Pool and Kenniston. Five hundred dollars of the penalty remitted, leaving the
sum of $1000 as the amount of the penalty in the
recognizance for which judgment is rendered for
the State.
It. S. Partridge for State.
Staples for defendant.
The term came to a close this afternoon. The
session has been long and void of special interest.
The justice presiding, Hon. Enoch Foster, has
in this place.
won many friends during his stay
There are many who will be benefitted by the
counsel and good advice uttered by him from
time to time. It is the wish of all that we may
again meet him at this place In the near future.
*

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFOEK JUDGE ΒΟΝΝΕΥ,
Momday—Clara Stevens et. als vs. Samuel F.
Pearson. Action of trespass mart claurum. The
question involved is the existence of a right of
The
way over a lot of land on Wllmot street.
defendant claims that he used the way by perwho
owns
the
land
to
one
from
Leigbton
mission
which the passage is appurtenant. This morning
the case was withdrawn from the jury and set-

plaintiff.
11Wil^ofSlichapman for
D. V errill for defendant.

Byron
At 10.30 o'clock the grand jury came in and
made their ilnal report and were discharged.
This being the third term they have served they
were excused Anally and next 8eptem»er a new
jury will be summoned. The following indictments are made public :
George Lyons, two indictments ι cheating by
false pretences by representing to Abigail Dikes
that her sou was dead and inducing lier to send
him money to forward the body. The second indictment is for falsely representing to Abigail
Dike that lie was her son, was injured, and inducing her to send him money. He plead not
guilty to both indictments.
Victor Arroy, Indicted for robbery from the person

of Daniel

Frlel, pleaded

not

guilty.

inThomas II. DeCost and James Fiynn,
dicted for breaking and entering the dwelling
house of Charles H. Lamson and larceny therefrom, were arraigned. Fiynn pleaded guilty and
DeCost not guilty. They wore aleo arraigned on
an indictment charging them with breaking and
entering the dwelling house of Helen C. Loring in
Capo Elizabeth and stealing therefrom a quantity
of bedding, clothing, etc.
Fiynn pleaded guilty
and DeCost not guilty.
Edward Conway and Patrick Carrigan were artnigneV011 an indictment for au asiault and battery upon Timothy Hyder. Conway pleaded not
guilty and Carrigan pleaded guilty of an assault
Lewis Moore alias J. C. Blair was arraigned on
an indictment for uttering a forged clicck and
pleaded not guilty.
Emma J. DeCost, indicted for receiving the
goods stolen by her husband, Thomas DeCost,
and James Fiynn, she knowing them to have
been stolen. She waived the reading of tlie indictment and pleaded not guilty.
The following were arraigned on nuisance Indictments, pleaded not guilty and gave ball
Kichard H. Collins, Jr., Edward M. Shaw, Mary
J. Shaw, Daniel Frlel, James McCIuskey, Martin
J. Flaherty, Thomas Mellen. John H. Malloy,
John O'Connor, Theorus B. Pollard.
John Leonard, indicted for keeping and maintaining a liquor nuisance, pleads misnomer and

Is John A. Haley.
W. Lash, indicted under tlie nuisance
act for keeping a gambLUm koura.
P,miy
and was sentenced to pay a fine ol $200 and
costs.
Benjamin H. Huston was indicted for maintaining s nuisance in the town of Deering in the
shape of au establishment in which he boils up
old, worn out and diseased, as well as deceased,
horses and other animals. He pleaded not guilty
and gave bail from day to day.
Victor Arroy, Indicted for robbery frofh the
person of Daniel Frlel, retracted his plea of not
guilty and pleaded guilty to larceny.
Patrick Carrigan, retracted his
plea of not
guilty and pleaded guilty.
Thomas McFadden alias Jerrv O'Shea, indicted
for maintaining a nuisance, pleaded not guilty
and gave ball.
says his

name

Henry

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The island steamer Emita is being put in
good shape for the summer season.
The Helping Hand for May is out and is
full of interesting matter to all interested in
the Y. M. C. A.
L. W. Carter's horse shied on Congress
street last night and the rear axle of the
earriage was broken off close to the wheel.
The harbor commissioners' line when laid
out on the Back Cove road will give a water
frontage of 6,400, not 3,000, feet.
On Cedar street is an apple tree in blossom, which also retains a good sized last

"year's apple.
Iteinember the usual temperance meeting
at the Gospel Mission tonight, at 7.45 o'clock.
All are cordially invited.
Hon. S. C. Hatch conies to Portland tomorrow to visit the State Reform School with the
other members of the committee from the
Govcrrier's Council.
The Fraternity Cadets cleared #193by their
drill and dance at jCity Hall last week.
This sum is not sufficient to buy all the
uniforms required and a matinee performance is contemplated.
The Odd Fellows' Register and Masouic
Journal for May has been received. William
H. Smith, the editor, makes it an interesting
journal to outsiders as well as the fraternities.
>'
The wooden building owned by the Oxnard heirs oniiomiiiercial street, which was
_burned^aet^vinter, will be made into a two
story structure and raised two feet, the
lower floor being made into one large store.
The tableaux from Longfellow'» Hiawatha
which were presented so successfully sopie
weeks ago in aid of the Ladies' Circle of the
Chestnut Street Church, are to be repeated
for the benefit of the same object, at Dr.
Bashford's house next Wednesday evening.
The letter carriers have donned a new uniform. It is made of dark gray-blue flannel
with black trimming, and a light helmet
with the number in front takes the place of
the familiar cap. The whole is becoming as
w»ll as comfortable.
The section hands of the western division
of the Boston and Maine were surprised to
receive an increase in wagej of fourteen
cents per day, this settlement.
The engineers' salaries were also increased ten cents
per day.
At the close of his term of court in Penobscot county Judge Haskell will ride to
Augusta from Bangor by the way of Belfast
behind the handsome span of black ponies
owned by him. The Judge has traveled
Airor <1

Inrcrp

Journal, for a Portland
publication, taking a dollar for the subscription and giving a receipt purporting to come
Some of the
from George Stlnson & Co.
Biddeford, says the

subscribers have received no paper and want
to know if the woman is a fraud.
Thrown Out.

».

Two intoxicated men were driving recklessly along Commercial street yesterday
afternoon when, as they turned the corner
toward the Boston & Maine platform, they
were thrown out in a rather undignified
manner, and barely escaped a serioul injuryThis was the second time during the day the
same, accident had happened to the same

Bark Auburndale, of
Boston, from Portland for Rosario, lost overboard Dec. 25tb,
four men, names not before
Frank
:

given
Foren, second mate, of Cherryfield, Me. ;
Harry Mears, seaman, of England; Β. M.
Batcher, seaman, of Germany: C. Oscar
Johnsen, seaman, of Sweden.

Signer Brocolini, who will be seen as Pooh
Bali, in Stetson's "Mikado opera company
at City Hall this week, bears the reputation
of being the finest dramatic baritone in
America. He is not an Italian, as many
suppose, though he resided several years in
Italy in the study and practice of his profession. He was born in Brooklyn, Ν. Y.,
where he gained considerable reputation
wkile a youth as member of a church choir,
and in concert events. At a later period he

A meeting of the Ministerial Association
ol Portland and vicinity was held in Y. 51.
C. A. Hall yesterday morning.
Rev. Henry Blanchard was appointed
chairman.
Prayer was offered by Or. A. K. P. Small.
A committee from the City Government,
consisting of Messrs. Marks, Hurgess and
Dewey, was present to request the co-operation of the pastors in arranging for Sunday
services in connection with the city centennial. The following action was taken by the

association

wrote the musical criticisims for the BrookAt the conclulyn Eagle with much skill.
sion of his musical education in Italy, he
At that
made his debut in opera at Milan.

:

place lie was presently engaged by an agent
of Her Majesty's Italian Opera to go to Lon-

netolved, That, accepting the invitation of the
City Government, this Association invite all the
pastors of the city to preach historical sermons
concerning their parishes on Sunday, July 4th,
and to give to the committee, having the matter in
charge such reports as they shall deem best for

don where lie made an instantaneous success
in leading baritone parts. One of the conditions of his London engagement was that he
should assume an Italian name for his stage
appearance, in the same manner that Miss
Smith of Albany (now Mrs. Gyc) took the
nauie of Albani.
Accordingly Mr. Clarke
became Sig. Brocolini, the Italian name for
liis native city of Brooklyn. Like most artists of spirit and merit, he soon had the usual disagreement with Colonel Mapleson,
the arbitrary manager of Her Majesty's Opera, which resulted in his accepting an engagement to sing in oratio and other music
with Sime Keeves, Adelina Patti, Christine
Nilsson in a tour of the larger cities of Englaud and Scotland.
When Messrs. Gilbert
and Sullivan were writing the "Pirates of
Penzance," they invited Mr. Brocolini to assume the role of the Pirate King in the English eompany then being formed to come
He acwith D'Oyley Carte to this country.
cepted the proffered position and the part
was largely written for him by the distinAs will be
guished author and composer.
remembered he created the role in New York
with great success and also in Portland.
Subsequently he came to Boston to sing
Streplion in "Iolanthe," which was first produced at the Bijou Theatre in that city some
An amusing incident,
three years ago.
somewhat illustrative of the value of newsat
criticisms
times, is told of Brocolipaper
Mr. Arthur Lcaeli,
ni's appearance there.
the accomplished critic and Boston corresDramatic Times,
of
York
the
New
pondent
occupied his usual front seats at the Bijou
and
on the occasion,
wrote, in substance,
that the famous baritone fell far short of his
reputation, and "would not do for Bosthat his voice was a small one comton
pared with his robust physique, and that he
ought to be ashamed to allow a woman (Miss
Janet Edmondson, as Phyllis) to overpower
him in the duet, "i the tree ; Thou the flower," etc. The truth was that Mr. Brocolini,
having had no rehearsals in the new theatre,
which was smaller than any in which he had
ever before sung, was endeavoring to guage

preservation in the centennial volume.
The question for discussion was "Sunday
Excursions." Rev. H. C. Dunham opened
ttie discussion by calling attention to man's
need of the day for rest and spiritual improvement. All cannot keel) ^ alike, as cir-

cumstances differ. If short excursions to
the countrj' or the islands could be kept
from the spirit of worldliness, they might
become helpful, lint the tendency is to dissipation. He suggested as remedies the
Saturday half holiday and pay day earlier iu
the week than Saturday.
Rev. Marion Crosley reported his observations as to the practical working of the "half
holiday" in Scotland. The effect was bad,
giving increased time for dissipation, and
resulting in empty churches on Sunday
morning. He advocated shorter kours each
day and closed stores Saturday evening.
Rev. Francis Southworth spoke earnestly
of the increasing desecration of the Lord's
day by the Sunday excursions to the illands,
and felt that we should refuse patronage to
those who thus violate law.
Revs. Marsh, Small and others spoke with
streng conviction concerning the matter, and
the general inquiry was, "What are you
going to do about it?"
Rev. L. H. I hillock presented the following resolution, which was adopted :
Resolved, That the executive committee of the
Ministerial Association of Portland and vicinity
are hereby authorized and instrueted to confer
with the

and managers of steamboats
running to the islands ami to other ports, and
with the managers of the railroads running oat of
Portland, and to present to them our respectful
but urgent appeal that they will co-operate with
tts In maintaining the sanctity of the Sabbath, by
withdrawing and withholding all boats and trains
on Sunday, except such as are absolutely necesdo not cater t« the reported
sary, and that
demands for "Sunday excursions."
ownen

they

It was reported that in Portland stores ef
different kinds were opened and business
was being transacted on Sunday. A committee of three was appointed to investigate
the matter of "Sunday trade." This committee consists of Revs. Dunn, Hallock and
Dunham.
The association adjourned for one week,
ilinn fn Vton· tlia ronrtrt nf thoco

ins

unmnii^Ano

John Ε. Cady has been appointed truckat the custom house.
The residence of Rev. Ezra Tinker, pastor
of Congress street M. E. church, is 82 Quebec street.
Mr. D. B. Smith of this city, lias been appointed steward on the steamer Forest City.
Mr. Smith was formerly steward of the Katahdin.
\V. F. Parker, Francenia, Ν. H. ; Noah
Woods, Geo. C. Cressey, F. W. Carr, Bangor;
Albert Pierce, Brooklyn, N. V. ; T. G. Whitfield, Montreal ; S. G. Parsons, H. S. Fisher,
Boston, were among the guests at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
Mr. Frank V. Wright, of Salem, Mass., «η
esteemed member of the Essex bar, and
Miss Cornelia L. Penneli of Brunswick,were
married at the residence of the bride's parents on Saturday. Kef. George Holbrook of
Brunswick, a classmate of Mr. Wright's in
the class of '76 of Bowdoin College, was the
man

The Citizens' Relief.

iiavbbly's minstbels.
This very popular coiepany again returns
to us on the 17th, at Portland Theatre, and
we are promised an entire change of programme. It is needless to eulogize this organization as they are so well and thoroughly known. It ha§ been their aim to present
to the public novelties and placing them before their patroas in that clean and refined
manner that not only pleases the masses but
appeals to the cultivated and elite. The burlesque Mikado, entitled Ci-gar-do, will be
presented with all its gorgeous costumes,
stage and scene effects. The famous Cragg
Family who created such a furore are still
with this company and promise to introduce
new and startling feats.

become members of the organization,
said that it was apparent that the society
could not continue prosperous on its present
basis.
Secretary Rollins stateil that of the 36
members who have recently dropped out the
and

NOTES.

men.

young
A count was made of those present, and
number
to be 87.
showed the
President Verrill urged the necessity of
securing action upon the amendments, and
recommended that each one present induce
some other member to accompany him to the
next monthly meeting on the last Friday in
May, when Mr. Verrill hoped that tliere
would be many more than the necessary 100
present. The president said that the membership was still over 1000.

Mr. E. F. Thorne, the actor, has brought
out a point regarding Shakspeare which, as
it had escaped the notice of Edwin Booth,
must also nave been unnoted by many other
Mr. Thorne called
Shakspearian scholars.
Mr. Booth's attention to the fact that though
a

initiated.
Wednesday evening the newly elected
officers of Torsey Juvenile Temple were installed by Superintendent Knight. M. S.
Barstow of Bangor, Past General Superintendent) of the Temples, was present and
made interesting remarks.

Friday evening, May 7th, a public temperance meeting was held at Little Falls, Seuth
Windham, under the auspices of Light of
Home Lodge.
Interesting remarks were
made by members of the lodge and by speak-

professional

career.

The Sunday Movement.
Tho committee of the Ministerial Association make the following appeal :
To the Druggist» of Portland:
Gentlemen,—We, the undersigned, having been

from out of town.

appointed a

committee for this purpose by the
Ministerial Association of Portland and vicinity,
with the intent to regain and maintain a more
worthy observance of the Sabbath, do hereby
most respectfully and earnestly seek your co-operation.
Especially, we request that you will consent to
close your stores, or places of business on Sundays, and keep them closed, excepting only for
certain fixed hours, which may be agreed upon
hereafter, for the sale of necessary drug· and
medicines.
L. H. Hallock,
A. T. Dunn,
H. C. Dunham.

Burglary by a Reform School Boy.
Martin Green, a youth of seventeen, is in
custody in Lynn, Mass., as a fugitive from
Green has
the Maine State Keform School.
lived in Lynn. He was arrested on Sunday
in the act of running away from W. I).
Roger's store in the Grand Army Building
The store was found to
on Andrew street.
have been robbed of a quantity of cheap
jewelry, scarf pins, thimbles and other
articles valued at from $50 to $75. In Green's
pocket were found a pair of thin plated
bracelets which were thought to have be
longed to Mr. Rogers. The latter said they
were not his, however. Green will be return-

Y. W. C. T. u.
A business meeting of the Young Woman's Christian Temperance Union was held
in the Y. M. C. A. Hall yesterday afternoon.
mission
which has been
The flower
under the
charge of the W. C. T.
in the
hand*
IT., has been
placed

ed to Maine.
Club.

r\f

The May meeting of the Congregational
Clnb was held last evening, at the Preble
House.
Members with their ladies, to the
number of 130, gathered in the parlors* at
6.30, and after β social hour repaired to the
dining hall, where a bountiful repast was
served in the manner for which the Preble is

fho

inninr

nr

crimî'/ofinn

çmrl

η
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mittee consisting of Mrs. Albert Hall, chairman, Miss Carrie Carleton, Miss Mary Elwell and Miss Mary Mitchell has been appointed for this department. Work in the
other departments is reported as making

good

President Daniels presided, and after preliminary business introduced Rev. Dr. Webb
of Boston, who delivered a most interesting
and entertaining discourse *οη "Congregntionalism."
Home for Women

and

Children.
The annual meeting of this corporation will
be held on this Wednesday afternoon at 3
o'clock at the rooms of the Portland Prater
nity. It is desired that there should be a
full attendance of annual subscribers and
this inothers interested in the work done at
made at thtt
stitution, as reports will be
time of the year's progress.
Accident.

1

sacred dutv ;
I,et the hand of Fraternity and Charity be extended to the widows and orphans of our heroic
dead.
Seek them out. dlstingtiiusli them from all
others, and show to tneiu that the Woman s State
Keliot Corps of Maine mourns with them the loss
of the precious ones whom tliey gave to save the
Let the choicest, fairest and most franation.
of our
grant flowers be culled, and all members
the cross,
corps entwine the wreathofand fashion
those comrades who
to decorate the graves
have been mustered out. The flowers of love are
Be it ours to cherish them, and let
immortal.
their fragrance fill our hearts.
Kmma Stiles
Corps chaplains will report to Mrs.
each corps
Of. Saccarappa, State Chaplain, how
will be comsame
:
the
observed Memorial Day
the convention to be held
to
and
reported
pleted
ill Blddeford, Me., during the month of June.
Mrs. A. M. Sawyer, President.
Mrs. Ο. H. LeGrow, Secretary.
The State Muster.

Adjutant General Gallagher and Assistant
Adjutant General Sprague, and Major Dow
of General John M. Brown's staff, were in
Bangor Saturday to inspect the accommodations offered for holding the annual muster
there next month. A Bangor correspondent
says that from conversations held with the
above named gentlemen it is believed they
will recommend that the best interests of
the militia will be subserved by having the
muster in that city instead of in Portland.

The Police Examining
The Police Examining Board organized
for the year 1886-7 last evening by the choice
of Ε. B. Winslow for chairman and F. W.
Robinson for secretary.
The applicants who presented themselves
were four in number, but as their cases
were not disposed of, tbe naines will not be

given at present.
City Ilall tonight will probably remind

the old patrons of the Mercantile Library
lectures of the old times, for Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher will deliver his lecture on
The
"The Reign of the Common People."
tickets are for sale at Stockbridge's and
should be secured during today.

REOLON,
AND

CARPENTER
499 Fare

Al'CTION tIALRB*

l'AKDM.

Ml., opposite

inay7

VALUABLE FARM NEAR

RUILDER,

FORMOSA

FINE

TEA !

WEDNESDAY.
ONo'clock
p.

CENTS

43

PER

POUND.

A 60 cent Tea for 43 cents.
To our stock ol Fine Teas already replete, we have recently added a large invoice out of a line of
lately thrown on tlie New York market by a forced sale and purchased at a l'KICE. This Tea is
It bears a large amount of
genuine Formosa Oolong of superior strength and rich aromatic flavor.
water, and consequently is much more economical than Teas of less strength. Without claiming for it
that excellence of flavor and aroma found in our very highest grades we recommend it equal to Tea
sold by most dealers at CO cents.
Wishing to close out the same at once we offer it at the extreme low
price of 43 cts. per pound. We guarantee the quality and in case of dissatisfaction will refund the money

fob

No. 37 Plum Street.

We are prepared to oiler the best stoek of
above named goods ever shown iu this city.
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will
well to examine our styles ami get our prices.
have selected our

the
We
do
We

to

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
585 and 587

Congress Street.

myll
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—

Geo. E.

d6m

decl8

with special reference to the
each. It is desirable to have

prevailing

colors of

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS
Harmonize

the

as

public

is

complete

Book, Card
—

AND

—

Job Printer

with

EXCn.U'GE,

PRI1VTEBH'

971-2

Me.

Exchange St., Portland,

FIKE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly at-

Designs and Colorings.

New

MARKS,

WM. M.

Our

well know.

Carpet Department

eod2w

DEALERS

Melvin J. Hawkes.
Hawkes,
Special Attention giyen to Cemetery Work.

a

Samples by mail or upon Personal Application,
Any One Wishing to Buy in Quantities.

—

Granite for Building. Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.

Teas

We will Furnish

HAWKES BROTHERS

F, Ο.

SPRING UNDERWEAR

it with rocks. They finally succeeded
in hitting it, and one of the boys had a hole
bored in his ear and the other got a piece of
the shell in his leg.
The Water Company have laid pipes up to
High street and down to Spring street,Woodfords, and it is expected that water will be
turned on for use at some of the residences
on these streets in a few days.

pelting

A car loaded with coal, some fifteen tons,
for the Westbrook Manufacturing Company,
broke through the railroad bridge above the
dam yesterday morning. Mr. J. W. Heselton's team was hauling the car across the
bridge. The driver was by the side of the
horses when the bridge began to settle.
Fortunately the hook in the draft chain was
over the pin, instead of between the links, as
it is usually secured, and slipped off, thereby
giving the horses freedom to clear themselves. Mr. Heselton was at the rear of the
car and escaped without injury. Some 15
feet or more of the bridge was broken down
and the car turned into the river upside
down, the wheels just above the surface of
the water. The bridge is supported by posts
and iron cross rods. The foundation work
had been operated upon by the ice and
weakened.
Superintendent Peters of the
Portland & Rochester Railroad Company
on
the
10 o'clock train and looked
came up
the situation over. The railroad company
will put on a force and raise the car. It will
be necessary to draw off the water from the
pond in order to accomplish it. Some two
years ago a part of the same bridge gave
way and a number of loaded cars were overturned into the river.
Good Templars held
Orient Lodge of
memorial services on the death of the late
John B. Gough at the M. E. church Sunday.
Rev. E. Martin conducted the exercises.
Rev. Ε. M. Cousins of Cumberland Mills delivered the address ; singing by the Universalis! choir. There was a large attendance.
The Universalist Society will have a fair
and entertainment at Odd Fellows' Hall,
on Thursday and Friday of this week.
The Salvation Army marched through the
streets Sunday afternoon, lead by music of
was held at CumΓ" .""'1 'ii'.','."
berland Mills in the afternoon.
Mr. E. J. Bishop has been appointed
Associated Press agent at this village. K.
BO WEE Y 11 each.

Swallows enough have

come

to ensure a

ML PAPER DEPARTMENT.
We are

guarantee

We

as

Decorations

Ceiling

our

prices

low

as

the lowest.

AXMINSTER,
MOQUETTE
WILTON,
VELVET

myll

—

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

KIDDEMINSTERS

Large Stock

LIGMJM
LLNOLÏUM
SHEET OIL CLOTH
OIL CLOTH

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT
will

to-day and during the
of
Summer Silks at the
large lot
remarkably low price of
on sale

place

week,

a

MATTINGS
MATS &c., &c.

MADRAS

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES
WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

Buy these goods of
and save money.
examine

M.

Messrs. George C. Shaw & Co., the popular
grocers, have offered many bargains to their
customers, which have always proved as
they represented. Today they announce the
arrival of a large invoice of choice Formosa
Tea, which they bought at a forced sale, and
will sell at only 43 cents per pound, being
the same quality as that usually sold at 60
cents.
We advise any parties interested in the
sale of the N. L. Woodbury farm, now occupied by L. B. Dennett, Esq., Deering, and to
be sold at auction Wednesday, to examine
the property today.
MARRIAGES.
In South Freeport, May 8, by Rev. H. Ilsley,
Albert H. Pulsifer of Poland and Miss Ida M.
Winslow of South Freeport.
In Auburn, May 2, Joseph Whitman and Mrs.
Rhoda Plumb, both of Greenwood.
lu Limerick, May 1, George M. Whitten and
Miss Edith M. Emery.
In Norridgewock, May 2. Albion S. Huff of Fairfield and Miss Albertine" L. Campbell.

DEATHS
In this city, May 10, Mary J., wife of John B.
Crisham, aged 28 years 6 months.
InGorhani, May 10, Gustin Charles Harding,
aged 81 years 4 months.
TFuneral on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clk.l
In Bath, May 5, James R. Hinckley, aged 78

years 7 months.
In Woolwich, May G, Betsey Ë., wife of Hartley
Wright, aged 73 years 5 months.
In San Franscico, April 20, Hannah G., wife of
John I). Mann, a native of Topsham, Maine, aged
53 years 20 days.

Purify Your Blood

blood may be full of impurities, but Hood's
Sarsaparilla will thoroughly cleanse, enrich, and
vitalize it. The most severe cases of scrofula, salt
rheum, boils, pimples.—in fact all affections arising from impure blood, yield to Hood's Sarsaparilla. It also cures dyspepsia, biliousness, sick headache, kidney and liver complaints, sharpens the
appetite, and builds up the wliole system.
Henry Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
scrofulous sores all over his body for 15 years.
Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured him.
Your

nuuu

a

βαιοαμαιιπα
Wallace Buck, of North Blooinfield.N. Y., suflered eleven years with a terrible varicose ulcer on
his leg, so bad that lie had to give up business. He
was entirely cured of the ulcer, and also of catarrh,

by Hood's Sarsaparilla.

"I was troubled with boils, having several of
After suffering about all I could
them at a time.
bear, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, which entirely
cured me. I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all like afflicted, being sure they will find
relief." Ε. N. Nightingale, Quincy, Mass.
had been troubled with hives and pimples for
some time. Other remedies having failed, I was
advised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla. I have taken
two bottles, aud am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla has 110 equal as a blood purifier." Ef"I

Petbie, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Hood's

Sold by druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Prepared only
by C, I. HOOD Si CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass-

IOO Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrm

SICK HEADACHE
CARTER'S

•iTTLE

ÏIVER

|Jj&

Positively Cured by
these Uttle Fills·
They also relieve Distress from DyspepsiaJ

Indigestion

and Too

Hearty Eating. A per-l
feet remedy for Dizzi-|
uess, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in thd
Month, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side. &cThey regulate the Bow·]
els and prevent Consti-I
easier w wise.

Pilee. The einallestana
pation and Piles.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in artel, Purely Vegetable. Price 25 cents. Svmleby inaillor$1.00.
CARTER MEDICINE CO., frop'rs, New York.
iraUDrug'

being consignments from Maine and other
ers, good work ftoni good builders, to be sold without reserve, no doubt at great bargains. At 10
o'clock, by order of mortgagee, 18 new Harnesses,
the stock of a retail manufacturer ; these Harnesses were built for custom work and will be sold
aplOdGt
without reserve.

470 CONGRESS ST

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Anetioueers and Commission Merchants

dfina

I.OI ki: &

Salesroom 18 Bxchange Street·

LOCKE,

C. W. ALLEN
dtf

F. O. BAILEY.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

marl4

STREET,

Joseph A.
feh27

dtf

"we want"
TO DO YOUR

WE WILL DO IT

the

JUST RECEIVED!

QUICKLY.

WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO

us

IT

WELL.

B. THURSTON &
97 i-2
may8

Dongoly Seamless Boots for your wide
troublesome joints, French Kid Button,
Old Ladles' Common Sense Boots, Ladies' Straight Goat Walkinfasts, Ladies' fine Newports and Oxfords, Ladies'
Stylish Slippers, Ladies' Side Lace Boots

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
Portland, Me.
Exchange St.,
dtf

a

specialty.

Commissioners' Notice.

TELEPHONE No. 257.

lÎD

SEBAOO LAKE

CREEK

LONG

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE

CO.,

Successors to D. TV. Clark & Co.,

STREET,

No. 35 MILK

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.
10 lbs. daily per month, $1.50
"
"
"
"
2.00
15
"
"
"
"
2.50
20
PRICES OF CUT ICE.
5 cents.
10 lbs.,
"

"

10
15
-20

"

100"

~

POTS,

Stone Crockery and Glass Ware
FOR SALE CHEAP.

; LAIUSON & CO.,
POTTERY.

and other

or

is iiebkby given, that the
has been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
ABEL M. BAKER, late of Deering,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and lias
taken upon himself that trust as the law directs.
All ipersons having
demands
upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same and all persons indebted to said e#tate are called upon to make payment to
AUGUSTUS B. BROWN, of Portland, Executor.

Deering, May 4th,

1886.

mylldlawTu3w»

stockholders of the Portland Company are
annual meeting of
this corporation will be held at the office of the
company at their works, on TUESDAY, the twenty-fifth (25th) day of May, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the following purposes.
1st, To act on the report of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2d, To choose directors for the ensuing year.
RUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.

Portland, May 10th, 1886,

Brattle Streets.

tnyll

"OUR OWN"
Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and tinish has few equals and no
superior in the world.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, &c.,
Cleansed, Repaired and

Warranted,

at the

A. M. WENTWORTH,
509 CONGRESS ST.

LONDON PERCALES
JUST RECEIVED.
One case of London Percales for Shirtings and Ladies' and Children's Dresses;
full yard wide, choice styles and very Une;
usnal price 20 cts; we shall sell them for

12 1-2 CENTS.
They cannot be bought elsewhere, as we
have the exclusive sale in the city.

J.M.Dyer&Co.

place to buy a fine glass, water
or lemonade set for 98 cts., worth $1.50, in
blue or green shade, consisting of pitcher, salver,
slop bowl and two tumblers: Polka dot ware and
thin glass. At NELSON'S New Store, 534 Con11-1
gress St., opposite Kines Bros.

FOUI*»—The

511 CONGRESS STREET.

St.. between Preble and
Smith Sts., a black hand-bag containing surgical instruments ; the Under will be suitably rewarded on leaving the same at the drug store of
GEO. C. FKYE, corner Congress ana Franklin
11-1
Sts.

Congress

STOW

rooms, with stable, garden and Sebago water, situated in Deering, 2Vi miles from city. To
the right partv the rent will be very moderate.
Enquire at RICE BROS' STORE. West Knd. 11-1

New Store, 534 ConKines Bros.—What?

quality

of

sad

or

tfc Stone

Art

Co.,

Porto Rico Molasses
635 Hhds.
72 Tierces,

ST.
]STO. 24 PLTJM UeowSw
apr27

and gentlemen just look.
We buy and pay eash for left off clothing,
WANTED—Ladles
stoves,etc. Ladies and gentlemen waited

Pastor, marquez Λ Co.'s Brand.

pets,

yards of fine Hamburg edges,
inches wide, at 10 cents per yard, actually
FOUND—1000
choice patterns at
worth 20 cts. per
5

SALE—House and fourteen acres of
land, situated on Ocean St., Deering, on line
of horse cars. Terms easy. Apply to D. S. WAR11-1
REN, 244 Commercial St.

FOB

LET—A part of one of the best first floor
on Exchange St., heated by steam,
For paruse of Telephone and sole use of safe.
lltf
ticulars, address BOX 1390.

TO offices

Gold headed cane with name engraved
on Masonic badge.
Finder will be rewarded
by returning same to United States Hotel. GEO.
11-1
H. ROBINSON.

LOST

lumber or any
kind of freight to move to any part of the
CAPT. T.
bay, please call at 63 Commercial St.
11-1
GOTOY.

YACHT

LET—A

convenient room,
TO lighted, at $1.60
per week.

*_

furnished and
114 OXFORD
11-1

Scotch Terrier Pups.
LINGS, Box 1738.

ANTED

—

Lisle Thread Hose 75 cents
former price $1.25.
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers $1.00; former
price$l.37 1-2.
Cents' Neck Ties η Summer
styles 25c to $1.25.
Night Shirts, all sizes, 50 cts;
former price $1.00.

CHAMPLIN & CO.
TWITGHELL,
myO
AWNINGS, TENTS, &c.

for sale

This established and well known Dye
House is prepared to do all kinds of Dyeing and Cleansing in the most perfect
niauner at the lowest possible prices.
(JENTLEMEN'S GARMENTS Cleansed or
Dyed whole and pressed in the best manner. LADIES' DRESSES re-dyed and reflnished in a superior style, making old
goods almost as good as new.
SHAWLS of all kinds, SACOUES,
CLOAKS, Waterproofs, ic., Fringes,

References:

—

Herman Kotzsch-

mur, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Will. Mason.

Gloves, Hosiery, Ribbons, Sashes, Ties,
4c., re-dyed equal to the best.
FEATHERS re-dyed or cleansed and

THURSTON,

curled to look like new.
CURTAINS of Brocatelle, Rep, Silk or
Wool, FURNITURE COVERINGS of Rep.
Terry or Satteen. TABLE and PIANO
COVERS, &e., dyed and pressed in the
best possible manner.
LACE CURTAINS cleansed in a superior manner at short notice.
We make a specialty of each department of our business, employ only flrstclass help, and turn out only first-class
work.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
dtf

febî>

let.

43 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and

H. F

Wire Screens!

THOMPSON.

Ν. Β.—I hare no agents.
what you are buying.

We make

a

—

Call and >ff

—

SCREEN DOORS!

specialty of

WATCHES Σ

oi

every description and price. Our ratent Sliding Window Screens are the liest screous made,
rney are used In the very best houses lu nearly
every large city and town in the United Suites.

American and Foreign manufacture.

PARTIES SEEKISG

of

AND

d2ni

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jcwcirjr

INSURANCE

Opposite Preble House.

Congress Sts.

JEWELRY Ϊ

strong companies at fair rales with prompt
ind Equitable settlement of losses should call ou

il. 13 PREBLE ST.,

I have In warerooms and for sale, the best selected stock of marble In the state for cemetery
purposes. Parties Intending to erect memorials
to their loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my establishment,

ST
FICKETT, Î79 COMMERCIAL
eod3m

apl7

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE. dtf

or fo

ForestGityDyeHouse

w

A perfect OVMNASIliJtt fer Fluli«rs, Hands and Wrists. All I'iano
A great
Students should use it.
aid to AKTISTS
in perfecting
their technique.

aprlO

Have just received a fine assortment of the latIKouee nod Lrwii
est styles of awning goods.
Drop me a postal and I
Awning* ;i specialty.
will show samples at house. Tent· on hand,

J- E.

J. G. HAYES & GO.

TECHNIOON

d2w

having

FOB S ALE—Sloop Cupid.
For
particulars call or address, CHAS. E. HA1Ï
11-1
BETT, 164 Congress St.. Portland. Me.

ST.

Now landing, and for sale by the Importais,

new

NELSON'S New Store, 634 Congress St., opposite
11-1
Bines Bros.

WANTE»—Parties,

EX SCHK. EMMA.

BARGAINS !

FOSTER'S

48$ & 490 CONGRESS ST.
dtf

IN MEMORIAM

Fancy, Choice and Prime Molasses,

11-2

eodtf

my6

CEI*. AGENT,

flat-

own residence ; please send postal.
Address MRS. S. 168 Federal St., Portland Me.

IRVING J. BROWN.

TURNER BROS.,

PONCÉ

irons, which will be sold at 4 cts. per lb., which is
11-1
just half price.

upon at their

SIGN OF GOLD BOOT,

or-

TWIiSTE.

mayl

car-

Dress Button and Congress Solid Dura·
blc School Boots.

partments.

eod2w

NEW

rUHILANU UtMtNl

A large job lot of seconds in ladies' and Gents' all Linen Handkerchiefs from the most celebrated
manufacturer iu the world, to be
sold at about half price.
1 case Danish Cloth Suiting at
12 1-2 cents.
Job lot of Hamburg» 12 cents,
worth 20.
£legant line of Dress Trimmings
in Jet, Moss, Beaded Lace, &c., at
low prices.
Black Brocade Velvet $1.50.
Wool Laces lower than the lowest.
Best Lining Cambrics 4 cents.
Silesias 8 cents.
Parasols in great variety.
Large lino of Latest Style Wraps
and Jackets for Ladies and Children.
Special Bargains in other de-

Gloucester Net & Twine Co., SAMUEL
96 COMMERCIAL STREET,
BOSTON,

drawers to match, 27c. At NELSON'S New
Store, 534 Congress St., opposite liiues

X

d

we have made and h
ders for, is the

It is the strongest in the market, light,
low cost, and will save two hands
of the crew.

gray

Bros^ ^

TURNER BROS.'

eodtf

myS

Every Seine
We beg to call your attention to our
Cement Stone Pavements, which we
make in three colors, and to our Garden
Borders. If you intend to lay new
walks or re-lay old ones you should call
at our office and see samples of work
and obtain prices.
Estimates for completed walks furnished if desired.

GENTLEMEN.
Low Shoes, 85 pairs only $2.00 per
pair to close; CO pair all odd sizes, no
iwo pair the same, at .$2,25, former
price $:{..»(·; Gents' Newark Dress Hand
Sewed Shoes, the best ou earth, all
widths, sizes and half sizes, at bottom
prices; Gents' Stylish Medium Price
Congress and Bals.

ray4

Stow Purse Seines !

F

irery

eodtf
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eodlw

ABRI FOR MAIiB—In Falmouth, 7 miles
out, 75 acres Including 20 acres A 1 Intervale, all the land Is unsurpassed (or qualitv, cuts
60 tons hay, 2 story house and ell, bam and other
outbuildings, within 40 rods of Kailroad Station.
Price $5,000. half on mortgage. W. H. WAL11-1
DKON, 180 Middle St.

NELSON'S
ΓΟΓΝΟ—At
gress street, opposite
best
lOOOtlbs. of the

newly established prices.

WAN

P.C.P.&S.CO.

—AT—

lowest

mylleodtd

TE»—A young man of good business
ability who has hail experience as a canvasser (for books preferred) to travel and appoint
agents for our book, "Gleanings," in the State of
Maine. Must be willing to show agents how to
make sales. Good references and security required. Give age, experience in full and salary wanted. Send this. CASSELL & CO., (Limited), 822
Broadway, Ν. Y.
mylleod3t

Potter; sold

for Less than Half Price.
Vases for Hand Painting Made to Order.
Entrance to the Pottery from either
Green

J

Ladles' warranted $2.00 boots ; we
hare them in both common sense and opera styles: we claim for this boot that it
is the nest that can be sold for the price;
all widths, sizes and half sizes.
Gents'
Gents' Hand Sewed Congress,
Hand Sewed Bals, Gents' Hand Sewed
Battons.

SALE!

I am offering special inducements in Eogers &
Bros.' A 1 Table ware, as every one will be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the

THEhereby notified that the

d4w

may11

Slightly Damaged Flower Pols

purpose of receiving the same.
Dated this tenth day of May, A. D. 188C.
CHARLES DUNN, Jr. 1 commissioners.
Commissioners
PAUL A. DURGAN.
w3wl9
myll

OUR GREAT SPECIALTY.

Handkerchief

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, k.

Portland Company—Annual Meeting.

"

Whole Cakes, 15 cents per hundred lbs.

FLOWEB

THE

ST. Notice
subscriber

MARKET

No. 53

undersigned having been appointed by tlie
Hon. Judge of Probate for the County of
Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of May. A. D.
1886, Commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditors against the estate of Arthur B.
Webber, late of Harpswell, In said county, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice
that six months from the date of said appointment
are allowed to said creditors in which to present
and prove their claims, and that they will be in
session at the house of Paul A. Durgan. in said
Harpswell, on the first day of July and the twenty-third day of September, and at the office of
Charles Dunn, Jr., No. 31%
Exchange St.,
Portland, Maine, on the twelfth day of August
and the third day of November, A. D. 1886, at
eleven o'clock a. m., on each of said days for the

GREAT

dtf

Rogers and Bros.' A1 Table Ware.

w

we

by
couslstlng of Extension Top Carryalls, Surry·»
Phaetons, Corning Top Buggies on end and
timpkin springs, Corning Open Buggies. Piano
Box Buggies, Beach Wagons, Express Wagons,
build-

a

our

at

I90 & 192 Middle Street.

yard:

Sarsaparilla

AUCTION,
1Γ», at 10.30 o'clock at

dtf

myll

LOST—On

13 Y

SATURDAY. May
and Carriage Mart, Hum street,
ON Horse
order of manufacturers, 23 carriages,
shall sell

Three doors west of foimer office.
Ira S. Locke.
Locke.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT H. J. BAILEY & CO.,

25
50

CARRIAGES AND HARNESSES

MANUF.

umesif jkmtoo.

mar3Q

gray gulls.
The beneficial results of Saturday's rain
storm are seen in the springing vegetation
hereabouts.
A visit to the Ocean House shows the proprietor of that widely known resort to be
energetically at work "setting his house in
order" for the 1st of June, when it will be
open to the public for the season. The roof
has received a partial new dressing of
shingles, while both the inside and outside
walls are just glistening in fresh coats of
paint and varnish. The colors used are terra
cotta arid cherry, and the establishment
never presented a neater and more attractive
appearance than it does in its new 1886 suit.
The sea wall at the western front of the
house, which was badly breached by last
winter's storms, has been substantially repaired again by the county authorities.

—

PRINTING

All qualities and in
Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

best

OF

liave removed to

In 15 feet,
In 6 feet and 12 feet
In 12,15,18 and 24 feet
In all widths
Of all kinds.

Those refurnishing will do well to
stock and make sure of getting tbe

PEREMPTORY SALE

Haskell & Jones,

180 MIDDLE

These Goods
In Choice Patterns.

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES

25 CENTS PER YARD.

goods
of

FOREIGN and
AMEUICAN RUGS

F. 0. BAILEY λ CO., AUCTIONEERS.
—

ηογΐ2

grades

THREE PLYS
EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPERS

SQUARES

COMESSJT., Portland.

OPPOSITE PBEDLB HOITRE.

Lowell, Hartford
Higgins, Philadelphia
andlarge lines of chreap

ART

SUMMER SILKS !

in all

514

ΛΥβ guarantee finest of work, both in Plain ni:d
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our manunoth show υί Large Plain
frblTdtf
Photographs.

LANCASTER BUILDING,

Roxbury, Smiths

Higgins

Photographer,

HASKELL & JONES,

English, Lowell

Bigelow, Hartford
Higgins, Bromley
Worcester, .Homers

BODY BRUSSELS,

—

ON

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

and
American.

AT

ILEMROOTl is EXCHANGE «T.,

WEDNESDAY, May 12tli, at 10 o'clock a.
m., the entire furniture, &t\, of No. 20 Tate
St.. moved to our rooms for convenience of sale.
Black Walnut, Ash ami Fainted Chamber Sets.
&c.. Chamber Furniture, l'lush Parlor Suit, Hair
Cloth Lounges. Chairs, &c., Marble Top Tables.
Easy Chairs. Carpets. Dining Tables, Plated anu
Crockery Ware, Cooking ltange and Furniture,
mylOd3t
Kitchen Utensils, &e., &c., &c.

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

English

dlw

Spécial Sale of Household Furniture, &t,

—AND—

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

Sea birds appear to have finished their
spring migration, and now nothing is seen
flying northward but a few cormorant and

M.

and

line of

that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
Also the
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers.
largest stock of common papers in the State.

summer.

fik

exhibiting the best

Papers

Room

in Medium and Light Weight
for Ladies' Gents' and Children's wear, can always be
fonnd in the greatest variety
and the lowest prices at

now

BAILEY A CO., AUCTIONEER»,
Exthiiucc NI., Porlluutl, .Tie.

F. Ό. BAILEY A CO., AUCTIONEERS.

S

DEEBING.
Two Deering High School lads on Friday
last amused themselves on Ocean street by
placing an explosive cartridge on a ledge and

12, 1880. at 2.30
the premises, the

occupied by

myO

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock aiid get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Woodbury farm,

IS

no?l leodtf

tended to.

L.

on

L.
B.
Dennett, Esq.,
located in
Deering, about
three
miles from
Portland, and less than
one mile from Westbrook Junction, on the Maine
Central and Portland & Rochester Railroads, and
same distance from the horse <-ars running to
Portland, and within walking distance of the Deering High School and Westbrook Seminary, situated on Windham street, which is being built with
houses both along side said farm and beyond it,
thus giving the farm a prospective value as an investment, in addition to its present great agricultural value. Said farm contains about one hundred acres of land, ninety acres of which is excellent grass land, and ten acres excellent for early
gardening. Tnere is an asparagus bed of sixtyeight square rods, which last year gave au income
of more than one hundred and fifty (Mars; there
is an orchard of seventy apple trees, all grafted
with the best standard varieties, ana beginning to
bear. Also cherry and plum trees, all in healthy
condition. There is a grove of handsome oak and
pine trees, and in addition, wood both hard and
soft, sufficient for home use for many vears. An
excellent pasture" newly reclaimed from wood
land, and watered by a never failing brook. Seventeen acres were in sweet corn last year, with
the whole field in grass, seventy-five tons of hay
would be harvested in averaga seasons. The
buildings consist of a two story frame house with
addition, containing 11 rooms. Barn 100x47 feet,
with cellar under whole and granite and brick
wall, with cistern 10x13 feet and 7 feet deep;
Silo 18x13 feet and 14 feet deep. Ice house 18x14
filled with ice, ami refrigerator in same 5x5 feet
and 8feet high. Henhouse 24x12, witn ample
yard set to plum and cherry trees, Greenhouse
35x13 with large cistern. Land free of rocks and
easily worked. It is believed to be the best farm,
the best located, and worth the mest money of
any farm In the State of equal size. Immediate
possession given, and work well advanced on the
farm. Terms very easy and made known at the
sale. At the same time and place will be sold the
Farm Tools and Machinery consisting of Horse
Kake. Mowing Machine, Tedder, Farm Wagons,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows. Sleds, Seed Sower,
and other farm utensels, with one or two horses.
Further partieulrrs can be obtained from

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (ρακί
<$oekf

Papers, Draperies,

Wall

Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &e.

Laee

May

m..

N.

MARRETT, BAILEY & GO.
Carpetiiigs,

PORTLASB,

BY AUCTION.

Dt-lano'· Mill.
dlw·

8UCCK*eORe TO

Capital stock, $30,000; paid in, $7,500.

apl

Beecher.

M.

Β.

H.J. BAILEY & CO.,

Natick Electric Company.
The Natick Electric Company lias been
organized with the following officers :
President—Samuel O. Daniels.
Treasurer—Francis Bigelow.
Directors—Samuel O. Rounds. Francis Bigelow,
Henry G. Wood, Arthur W. Palmer, David F.
Fnke.

Purifies the Blood,

Portland Cadets.
of the laborers
The Portland Cadets last evening received
for the extension
and accepted a personal invitation to do es&
Co., was
of the store of Owen, Moore
cort duty at the celebration of the 150th ana dump cart in
holding a horse attached to
niversary of the town of Gorham. The inthe anithe rear of the store yesterday when
vitation was sent by a unanimous vote of
his leg at
mal kicked McLaughlin, breaking
(
the man. the committee. The Cadets are the only
the ankle. Dr. Sylvester attended
company invited.
one.
is
bad
a
The break

McLaughlin, one
employed in blasting rock
James

MEMORIAL DAY.
In accordance with the rules and regulations of
the G. A. 1(., Monday, the 31st day of May, will
be observed as Memorial Day.
I recommend that all subordinate corps take
which they are
special steps to assist the Post to G.
A. li. iu this
auxiliary. Let us unite with the

ΒΙΙβΙΝΕΜ

nilCELLANEOIie.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Woman's State Relief Corps.
The following general order has been is.
sued from the headquarters in this city, appointed to bo read in open corps meetings
throughout the State:

progress.
Board.

famous.

Temporary

i,..u

which Mr. Hawthorne published in Cornhill
some years ago.
One oi the New York Tribune staff writers says : "Mr. Silas Gurney,proprietor of the
Tremont House, Boston, told me the other
day that ho gaveDixey, the actor, the money with which he bought his first stage
clothes. Now Dixey is making $25,000 a
This leap from poverty to affluence
year.
has been within a few years."
Two veteran actors are on the Boston
stage this week. Sir. C. W. Couldock, with
the Booth-Salvini combination is 71 years of
age and has been on the stage 4t) years. Mr.
William Davidge, of the Madison Square
Company, is 72 years old and will celebrate
his 50th year on the stage next month.
The
latter has played 1094 characters during his

ones were

Congregational

-,·—

Shakspeare's time, yet the great author has
never alluded to the New World anywhere
in his plays.
Mme. Modjeska intends b ringing out in
the autumn a new play written jointly byand George
Julian Hawthcrne
Parsons
Lathrop and called "Tactics." It is a comedy based on a story entitled "Pauline,"

Temperance.
The officers elect of Maple Lodge for the
present quarter were duly installed by Lodge
Deputy Jackson, Tuesday evening, May 4.
There was a large attendance of members,

ers

as

THE BAG BABY.

Judge Knight spoke of the necessity of
adopting a graduated system of assessments
or benefits, which shall induce young men to

new

so

Th«re will be a great desire to see that
"awfully funny" play, the "Bag Baby," at
Portland Theatre, next Friday and Saturday. The piece is well knownhere and i«
sure to draw a great house.

work more satisfactory.

and three

especially singing

The tickets for the performances of the
"Mikado," at City Hall next Friday and
anla
Saturday are meeting "with an
The «trength of the cast
as Stockbridge's
is indicated at a glaHCe, and the large chorus and orchestra will give the opera with all
the effects Sir Arthur Sullivan intended. The
souvenirs to be given to the ladies are very
handsome. Tne people iron out ol town
will have the advantage of late trains and
half fares.

The adjourned meeting of the Citizens'
Mutual Relief Association came to order at
the call of President Verrill, at half-past
The
seven last evening, in Reception Hall.
records w<we read by the secretary and approved. There were not 100 members présent, and the proposed amendments to the
by-laws could net be acted upon, but Mr. J.
M. Mitchell said that there were many who
desired to know more of the proposed
changes, and suggested that they be inforNo objection being made,
mally discussed.
the list of amendments was read.
Upon the request of Judge Peabody, the
secretary explained the manner of giving
notice of assessments as now in practice,and
as contemplated in an amendment, the provisions of which are intended to make this

majority

arm was

THE MIKADO.

officiating clergyman.

were

voice,

not to overpower the lady in the duet mentioned. Later on, a personal friend knowing his voice, told him he sang too "piano"
in the duet, and advised him to make more
of his portion of the number. He accordingly began to let his voice out to its natural
vol nine and of course to better advantage.
Within the week, Mr. Leach again wrote, in
substance, that the opera was running with
great success, but that Mr. Brocolini ought
to be ashamed to overpower a young woman
like Miss Edmondson with his ;"bull of Borhan voice."
Mutual friends
called Mr.
Leach's attention to his two criticisms, and
there was a supper at Kramer's "after the
show" at Mr. Leach's expense. Mr. Brocolini went to Australia in 1884, where he played
most successful engagements at the Melbourne and Sidney opera houses, under the
He remanagement of the Williamsons.
turned to America last fall, however, in time
to take the role of Pooh Bah in the "Mikado" presentatioH at the Hollis street Theatre
in Boston. From there he was transferred
to the company at the Globe Theatre, and
which has recently appeared in New York.
The critics of both cities pronounce his Pooh
Bah as the leading presentation of that role
thus far seen in either place.
Mr. Brocolini
is a composer of considerable merit, having
written several songs and other music of
more than usual character as well as graceful melody. His latest compositions are the
operatic numbers for a libretto by Mr. Horace M. Jordan, and a mass for church service.

PERSONAL.

men.

Lost at Sea.

SIGNOB BROCOLINI.

of the Ministerial Association.

Meeting

nfipHnn nf VToinn I*, ihie manner

and enjoys it very much.
A syndicate el Massachusetts gentlemen,
mostly from Greenfield, went to liootlibay,
Thursday, with the view of purchasing inner
Heron Island on which to establish a summer colony. The party included ex-Governor
Washburn of Massachusetts, W. S. Smart
and other prominent gentlemen.
Δ woman has been securing subscribers in

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.

Latest and most Tasty Designs.

FOR SALE AT RETAIL
—

repaired in the most thorough manner at reasonsble prices, by flrst-class workmen.
MILITARY and SOCIETV GOODS

\ew

AT OCE

—

Factory, Spring St.,

Near Centre.

ill
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WARREN SPARROW & CO.,

BIL11-1

ap30U7t-4thp
5

30 EXCHANGE ST.

J. A. MERRILL & CO., JEWELERS. E.T.BURROWES&CO.
STREET.
Ϊ3» MIDDLE
J. A. Merrill.
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Portland, Plaine.
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